III. BEGINNING
OF THE BUDDHIST
CRISIS, MM 9-JUNE
16: INCIDENT
IN HUE,
THE FIVE BUDDHIST
DEMANDS,
USE OF TEAR GAS IN HUE, SELFIMMOLAHON
OF QUANG
DUC, NEGOTIAl-IONS
IN SAIGON
TO RESOLVE THE
CRISIS, AGREEMENT
ON THE FIVE DEMANDS
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Telegram
State’

From the Consulate

at Hue to the Department

Hue, May 9, 1963-3

of

p.m.

4. Buddha Birthday Celebration Hue May 8 erupted into largescale demonstration
at Hue Radio Station between 2000 hours local
and 2330 hours. At 2245 hours estimated 3,000 crowd assembled and
guarded by 8 armored cars, one Company CG, one Company minus
ARVN, police armored cars and some carbines fired into air to disperse
mob which apparently not unruly but perhaps deemed menacing by
authorities. Grenade explosion on radio station porch killed four children, one woman, Other incidents, possibly some resulting from
panic, claimed two more children plus one person age unknown
killed. Total casualties for evening 8 killed, 4 wounded. ’
I Source: Department
of State, Central
Files, POL 25 S VIET. Secret; Operational
Immediate.
Received at 8:33 a.m.
2 At 7 p.m. the Embassy in Saigon sent a second report of the incident
to Washington, listing seven dead and seven injured. The Embassy noted that Vietnamese
Government troops may have fired into the crowd,
but most of the casualties
resulted,
the
Embassy
reported,
from a bomb, a concussion
grenade,
or “from
general melee”.
The
Embassy observed
that although
there had been no indication
of Viet Cong activity
in
connection
with the incident,
the Viet Cong could be expected to exploit future demonstrations.
(Telegram
1005 from Saigon, May 9; ibid., SOC 14-l S VIET) Subsequent
accounts of the May 8 incident in Hue have generally
listed the casualties as nine killed
and fourteen
wounded.
(United States-Vietnam Relations, 1945-1967, Book 3, p. 5;
Hilsman,
To Moue a Nation, p. 468; Mecklin,
Mission in Torment, p. 153) In a detailed
assessment
of the Buddhist
demonstrations
in Hue May E-10, Consul Helble reported
that seven people died on the evening of May 8, and one of those injured subsequently
died. He noted that approximately
15 additional
demonstrators
were injured, but added
that exact figures were difficult
to determine.
Two of those killed, both children,
died
from being crushed by armored
vehicles. (Airgram
A-20 from Hue, June 3; Department
of State, Central Files, SOC 14-l S VIET)
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Background this incident started May 7 when police attempted
enforce law that no flags other than Viet-Namese to be flown. 3 Police
apparently encountered popular resistance to enforcement of law as
thousands Buddhist flags publicly displayed. At police request evening
May 7 Province Chief Dang reportedly rescinded order. Morning May
8 demonstration
at large Tu Dam Pagoda resulted in speech by Chief
Bonze in presence Buddhist Dang criticizing GVN suppression freedom religion, favoritism of Catholics. Parade banners during day antiGVN orientated. Translations of same will be forwarded when available.
Evening May 8 crowd gathered at radio station where Head
Bonze scheduled broadcast speech. Permission refused at last minute
by GVN. Bonzes on scene urged people remain peaceful. GVN fire
hoses and exhortations of Province Chief unsuccessful in dispersing
crowd. Troops arrived and ordered dispersal.
Bonzes said stand still, do not fight, GVN claims some threw
rocks at radio station, although indications are this not true. Firing
then broke out.
1100 hours May 9, Province Chief addressed estimated 800 youth
demonstrators, explained crowd actions spurred by oppositionist agitators had necessitated troop action to maintain order. Head Bonze
requested crowd disperse peacefully and turn in flags. Some of crowd
heard chanting “down with Catholicism”.
At moment Hue quiet. Population
controls and unusual troop
deployment not observed. However, situation very fluid and reports of
Buddhist demonstration
to occur afternoon May 9 flowing in. Buddhists very upset. American community on Emergency Phase II Alert
but no threat to Americans apparent at present.
Helble
3 The law limiting
the use of religious
flags was established
by Decree 189/BNV/
NA/PS,
which became effective
on May 12, 1958. According
to the law, religious
sect
flags could be flown only on religious
holidays
at places of worship
or private
homes
with the permission
of the local authorities.
In airgram
A-20, cited in footnote
2 above,
Helble noted that the law was “never
observed”
until the attempt to enforce it, apparently on orders from President
Diem, at Hue on the most important
Buddhist holiday
of
the year. (The text of the regulations
outlined
in Decree 189 is contained
in a communique issued by the Mayor of Danang on Apri 8, 1963, which was transmitted
to Washington as enclosure
6 to airgram A-20)
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Minutes of a Meeting of the Special Group for
Counterinsurgency,
Washington,
May 9,1963,2 p.m. ’

PRESENT
Governor
Harriman,
Mr. Giipatric,
Mr. Bell, General Taylor, Mr. Forrestal,
Mr.
Wilson vice Mr. Murrow,
Mr. Helms vice Mr. McCone,
Mr. Nolan vice The
Attorney
General
Mr. Koren, General Krulak, Mr. Colby and Mr. Jantzen were present for Item No. 1
Mr. Wellman
was present for Item No. 2
Mr. Maechling
was present for the meeting

Item I. Southeast Asia
[Here follows discussion of part a, “Southeast Asia Status Report,” which included a brief discussion of the proposed agreement
with the Diem government on the joint counterinsurgency fund. Koren
noted that the agreement in significantly reduce U.S. control over the
funds, and Bell observed that AID personnel in the field were concerned that the Vietnamese would not push counterinsurgency
programs with sufficient vigor.]
b. Report on the Honolulu Conference
General Krulak presented a summary review of the Secretary of
Defense’s recent Honolulu
Conference bringing out the following
points: General Harkins cited indicators that identify favorable trends
in the situation in Viet-Nam.
Ambassador Nolting stated that the
Vietnamese confidence in the U.S. is not as good as it was some
months ago, but recent speeches by senior Government officials have
somewhat restored lost ground.
Other items mentioned by General Krulak included: The USOM
effort is now geared to counterinsurgency;
revised rules for border
operations should assist in actions against the Viet-Cong; border patrol
operations are moving forward but will not seal off the border; planning is going forward on a contingency basis for future MAP and force
structure adjustments; air interdiction is being applied under stringent
rules and is achieving good results.
At the request of the Chairman, Mr. Colby agreed to look into
recent developments in the Laos/South Viet-Nam border area.
The Group discussed the problem of reconciling differences of
opinion on the situation in Viet-Nam as between officials on the scene
and the U.S. press. Mr. Wilson commented that our military in Viet’ Source:
451, Special
participants.

Department
Group
(CI).

of State, Special Group
Counterinsurgency
Secret. Drafted
by Dingeman
who is not

Files: Lot 68 D
listed among the
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Nam should take the press more into their confidence. Mr. Bell suggested that we should explore sending opinion leaders other than the
press out to Viet-Nam,
The Group agreed that Mr. Bell should make a recommendation
as to when it would be advisable to have General Harkins return for
appearances before various Congressional committees. General Taylor
indicated that he sees no problem in having General Harkins return
for this purpose.
[Here follow part c, “Man-Pack
Jungle Radio;” item 2, “Venezuela;” and a general discussion of developments in the Middle East.]
James W. Dingeman
Executive Secretary

114.

Memorandum
From the Deputy Director of the Vietnam
Working Group (Heavner) to the Assistant Secretary of
State for Far Eastern Affairs (Hilsman)’
Washington, May 9,1963.

SUBJECT
Related Problems of Counterinsurgency

Funding and Commercial Import Program

1. Cl Funding
We are pressing the GVN to pick up the piaster costs of the CI
program and other AID projects which until now have been financed
by our $10 million piaster purchase of last year and by counterpart
funds. It is our best estimate that the GVN can undertake the amount
of deficit spending required without incurring dangerous inflationary
pressures. In the past the GVN has resisted deficit financing, clinging
to very conservative fiscal policies.
GVN resistance to deficit spending for the CI programs has not up
until now however been couched in fiscal terms. Their objection to our
proposed joint counterinsurgency
fund was political. Diem and Nhu
apparently feel that to share control of a fund predominantly
made up
of “their”
monies would be an unacceptable
infringement
on
Vietnamese sovereignty and their control of the levers of power.
’ Source: Department of State, Vietnam Working Group Files: Lot 67 D 54, AID-7,
CIP. Secret. Drafted by Heavner and Montgomery and sent to Hilsman through Robert
W. Barnett.
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We have taken a very firm line on this issue. We have insisted that
economic and social CI projects undertaken in support of the strategic
hamlet program are essential to winning the war. We have further
insisted that the GVN is obligated to finance them after our piaster
purchase funds are exhausted. These funds will run out about the end
of September.
The outcome of these negotiations will not be known for quite a
while. The GVN has agreed to finance all of these projects up to the
total amount of 2.3 billion piasters which we requested. However,
these projects will be subject to GVN control and in most cases will
have to be negotiated, project by project, with the USOM. A slowdown and curtailment of the whole AID effort is therefore likely.
We will have to evaluate the effect of this possible slowdown and
curtailment on the overall program and on the total war effort as the
program continues under the new ground rules. We will need to keep
up a steady pressure on the GVN to maintain the necessary momentum. And if after we have given this arrangement a fair trial, it appears
that the GVN effort is inadequate, we may be compelled to make some
very hard decisions.
2. The Commercial lmport Program UP)
As we approach the end of the fiscal year, Saigon states that
orderly licensing and procurement under the Commercial Import Program will be seriously disrupted if more money is not made available.
Saigon estimates that they need additional new obligational authority
(NOA) of $15 million for FY63.
The amount of aid extended under the Commercial Import Program has varied from year to year. The import targets have in the past
been set, for psychological reasons, higher than we really expected the
Vietnamese importers to realize. This was done both to ensure an
orderly flow of commodities and to reassure the GVN that the largest
possible amount of counterpart funds would be available for essential
war programs. This year’s import demand, however, apparently exceeds our estimates.
A. Economic Considerations
The economic justification
for an increase in new obligational
authority for the CIP is questionable. It would probably be possible for
the GVN to maintain the present level of imports by drawing down its
own foreign exchange reserves, which are quite substantial. It may
also be-although
this is not at all clear-that
inventories in Viet-Nam
are now so large that a curtailment of commercial import licensing
would not seriously affect the situation, Imports could perhaps be
halted, and the resulting cut in counterpart piaster resources made up
by deficit spending, without any disastrous economic results.
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It is also possible that an increase in CIP funds would result in a
rise in GVN foreign exchange reserves or in an increase in luxury
imports. It appears, moreover, that the GVN may be deliberately
pumping up present import demand. The GVN has pursued an easy
credit policy, and last month business borrowing reached an all-time
high. Much of this borrowed money is apparently being used to
purchase CIP goods.
Finally, general U.S. policy toward CIP’s worldwide is that they
must be based on balance of payments considerations rather than
serving as budgetary support. We should recognize that this requested
increase leans toward the budgetary support approach.
B. Political Considerations

The political justification for an increase is as strong as the economic justification is weak. In the vital area of piaster resources for the
war effort, it is clear that GVN willingness and ability to finance the CI
programs depends to a large degree on counterpart piasters generated
by the commercial import program. For us to disrupt licensing under
the commercial import program at this time would make it doubly
difficult, if not impossible, for us to persuade the GVN to carry out
those CI economic and social projects which we deem so essential in
winning the war.
The war is entering a critical stage. Economic programs have been
launched which support the military effort and which we believe are
essential to any permanent restoration of security. To keep up this
momentum
we must have GVN confidence and cooperation, and we
must retain maximum influence in the direction of the war effort.
The funds involved are not large by comparison with our total
effort, but failure to provide them might well reopen the whole “crisis
of confidence” problem so recently skirted.
3. Recommendations

I am told that the only source which we could tap to make up the
commercial import shortfall is the President’s contingency fund. I recognize the difficulties of tapping this fund, but given the importance of
the Viet-Nam situation, I recommend the following:
A. We should continue to press the GVN to ick up the piaster
costs of CI projects, undertaking whatever degree o Pdeficit spending is
required to accomplish this.
B. To support this effort we should take every step to avoid
disrupting commercial import licensing.
C. We should request that funds be made available from the
President’s contingency fund to cover the necessary imports.
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D. Attached for your approval is a Memorandum
to Assistant
Administrator
Janow recommending
on political grounds that we
maintain orderly CIP licensing by using contingency funds if necessary. 3
’ Not printed.
The draft memorandum
from Hilsman
to Janow is not initialed
and
may have been revised before being sent. No copy of the final version has been found,
but a May 15 letter from William
Bundy to Janow indicates
that Hilsman
did send a
memorandum
to Janow on May 9 dealing with the Vietnam
Commercial
Import
Program. The thrust of Hilsman’s
memorandum
to Janow apparently
accorded
with the
conclusions
outlined in Heavner’s
memorandum
in light of Bundy’s supporting
remarks
in his letter to Janow:
“I agree with Roger Hilsman
that the application
of strict economic
criteria is not
feasible at this time. Our Government
should make every reasonable
effort to sustain
the current
momentum
of the GVN’s military
drive.”
(Washington
National
Records
Center,
RG 330, OASD/ISA
Vietnam
Task Force Files: FRC 75-163,
Chron
FilesVietnam-1963)
3 Further
documentation
on a proposed
increase in the Commercial
Import Program
for fiscal year 1963 is in Department
of State, Central Files, AID (US) S VIET.
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Telegram From the Department
Vietnam ’

of State to the Embassy in

Washington, May 9, 1963-3:24

p.m.

1066. Hue 4 to Dept. ’ At your discretion suggest you urge GVN
take no repressive measures against Buddhists, offer sympathy and
funeral expenses to families of demonstration victims, make any other
appropriate gestures toward restoration of order and amity between
religious groups.
Rusk
’ Source: Department
of State, Central Files, SOC 14-1 S VIET. Secret;
Immediate.
Drafted by Heavner
and cleared by Rice. Repeated to CINCPAC
2 Document
112.

Operational
for POLAD.
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From the Consulate

at Hue to the Department

Hue, May 10, 1963-2

of

a.m.

5. Early AM May 10 Hue quiet. 9 PM curfew now in effect. May 9
crowd of 3,000 gathered radio station 1700 hours local. Chief Bonze
Central Vietnam Tri Quang called on people disperse quietly. He
promised call meeting later date. His request obeyed. Quang has now
demonstrated on at least three occasions his ability handle his followers. He apparently respected as independent, non-GVN Bonze. GVN
mobile loudspeakers roamed streets evening May 9 calling on population stay calm, avoid public assemblies, respect curfew.
NRM sponsored public meeting at 1500 hours May 9 for purpose
condemnation
“Viet Cong terrorist act evening May 8” drew no audience whatsoever and speeches never came off. Large group mostly
youths, reported to have marched around old citadel part of Hue
several hours early 9th until 0400 hours chanting down with Diem
government.
Theme Buddhist banners May 8 reported earlier called for equality of religion. Protested order take religious flags down, urged no
refusal sacrifice for Buddhist cause. USIS BPAO forwarding photographs same.
Bonze Quang has reportedly called upon all Buddhist followers in
Central Vietnam who can come to Hue May 10 do so for mass funeral
victims evening May 8. Reportedly he also has ordered meetings of
Buddhists in all provinces. At noon May 8, prior killings, he reportedly
sent telegrams to President Diem and Buddhist organization Rangoon
protesting order take down flags. This order here known as Decree
Number 10 ’ issued by Minister Interior Saigon last year.
Nung battalion paratroops arrived Hue May 9. All evidence indicates ARVN present incident evening 8th refused take action against
population,
CG under Deputy Province Chief Major Sy unit which
fired. Little question now that one of these threw grenade. Province
Chief Dang apparently has gained stature during developments,
Sy
’ Source: Department
of State, Central Files, SOC 14-1 S VIET. Secret; Operational
Immediate.
Also sent to Siagon.
’ The correct reference
is to Decree 189; see footnote
3, Document
112. Decree 10,
which became a central issue in the Buddhist
crisis, was issued by Emperor
Bao Dai at
Vichy, France on August 6, 1950. It established
regulations
governing
the creation and
functioning
of associations
in Vietnam.
As interpreted
by the Diem government,
the law
governed
the functioning
of the Buddhist
religion,
as well as political
parties, trade
unions, and sports associations.
The law provided,
however,
that “a special status shall
be prescribed
later for Catholic and Protestant
missions and for Chinese congregations”.
(For text, see Journal officiel de la RPpublique
du Viet-Nam,
No. 34, August 26, 1950, pp.
434-437;
the English language
text, as amended
by Ordinance
No. 6 of April 3, 1954, is
printed as Annex XV to U.N. dot. A/5630,
December
7, 1963.)
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being considered villain. Brother of President, Ngo Dinh Can, reportedly informed of all developments, but not clear as to his feelings re
situation.
Mass funeral May 10 probably will be peaceful, although VC have
had sufficient time to react and may attempt touch off something
following funerals which likely be attended by thousands. Government offices in Hue ordered now by government delegate CVN lowlands to have all personnel remain in office 24 hours a day to “prevent
VC infiltration”
and have available all possible weapons. May aggravate situation.
Population must be judged as tense. Duration and intensity of
crisis unusual in view generally passive nature Vietnamese in terms
public demonstrations.
People seem to have taken seriously Bonze
speech morning 8th “now is time to fight”. While word fight perhaps
overemphatic,
desire of people seems to be to have some sort of
showdown following years of frustration for Buddhists. Student banner morning 9th “please kill us”. Man on street expressing great desire
for world to know of killings on 8th. While GVN line is VC responsible, no credibility this among population.
Helble

117.

Telegram
State’

From the Consulate

at Hue to Department

of

Hue, May 10,1963-3

p.m.

6. May 10 meeting lo:30 hours local at Tu Dam Pagoda attended
by estimated five or six thousand Buddhists. Crowd orderly. ARVN
troops and police in area. Province Chief Dang present. Numerous
banners displayed “kill us, ready sacrifice blood, Buddhists and
Catholics equal. Cancel Decree Number 10, request stop of arrests and
kidnapping;
a Buddhist flag will never go down”. Ex-chief Bonze Tri
Quang urged all be peaceful. Carry no weapons, be prepared die. Be
alert to VC efforts agitate people, follow Gandhi policies. Quang asked
people agree to follow him and crowd roared assent.
Buddhist leader [less than 1 line not declassified] told crowd this
regime is a good govt. Bonze Quang told people fly flags and he would
’ Source: Department
of State,
Immediate.
Also sent to Saigon.

Central

Files,

SOC

14-1

S WET.

Secret;

Operational
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take responsibility. Letter addressed to GVN * given to Province Chief
related peaceful history Buddhists, even despite many arrests and
kidnappings recent years. Some bad men in govt responsible for this.
Themes of banners embodied in letter which signed by Quang and
other high Buddhists and organizations. Chairman GVN Buddhist Association Mat Nguyen called on GVN pay families of May 8th victims.
Nguyen told crowd all Buddhist temples in Vietnam will always remember incident on Buddha’s birthday. Nguyen called on GVN punish man who ordered open fire evening May 8th.
Province Chief thanked Buddhists for opportunity address meeting, expressed sorrow for those dead, stated GVN ready help families
of victims and guarantees payments to families. Crowd cheered him
enthusiastically. 3
Final of hour long session was official placing of blame for Decree
Number 10 re no flags on former Emperor Bao Dai who allegedly
issued original order. Meeting ended peacefully.
Believe crisis nearing end. Although mass funeral which may be
held although not now confirmed could still cause difficulties. Population seems quiet, but long term hard feelings will clearly persist. Pacifist direction of Buddhist leadership has avoided additional bloodshed
and crystallization
of conflict. Catholics here appear almost unanimously sympathetic to Buddhists’ situation.
Arriving aspects whole incident: 1) Relatively bold natural language in banners and addresses May 8 of Bonze; 2) Duration of tension highlighted by 5 major demonstrations [of] over 50 [in] one hour;
3) Total failure NRM scheduled meeting May 9 which was to have
blamed deaths on VC; 4) Inability or unwillingness GVN to quell overt
large scale protest albeit peaceful at early stages; 5) Willingness of
people to congregate and demonstrate in face of police and military; 6)
Evident grounds will rock roots popularity of cause which not frequently witnessed in Vietnam.
Believe Embassy Saigon and Dept should anticipate some international reaction to incident, particularly in view Bonze Quang telegram
to Rangoon. Would seem Communists almost certain to give incident
big propaganda play as example GVN suppression freedom of religion
and slaughter of innocent people.
Helble
2 An apparent
reference
3 A marginal
comment

to the documented
printed
in an unknown
hand reads,

infra.
at this point,

“Great”.
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Clergy and Faithful’
Hue, May IO, 1963.

For many thousands of years the Buddhist clergy and faithful
throughout the world as well as within the country have been loyal to
the principles of benevolence, altruism and honesty espoused by Buddha. Because of this, Buddhism has gradually evolved an atmosphere
of tranquillity.
History has clearly proven this point. Thus, for many
years Buddhists have been terrorized and repressed everywhere. Because of our conscience, we are still resigned, although not cowardly
so, in the face of the suffering and mourning of our present national
circumstances. But our sorrow has been taken advantage of by the
authorities to cause untold mourning among the Buddhist clergy and
faithful in the country, Buddhism has been condemned in a manner
unjust to a religion which has existed in the country for thousands of
years. From these actions we can perceive the bad intention of the
authorities. They even have smashed the most sacred symbol of the
Buddhists by taking down the International
Buddhist flag. This decision is contrary to the Constitution and brazenly violates the freedom
of religious worship. In the face of these unjust actions, the monks and
faithful throughout our country must rise up and struggle for their
ideals.
The incident which occurred three days ago really affected morale. Blood flowed and human lives were once again sacrificed, so we
are now determined to place our hopes before the government and to
request the following points:
1. To request that the Government of the Republic of Vietnam
ermanently retract the official cable repressing the Buddhist religious
i at?
2. To request that Buddhists be allowed to enjoy a special regime
such as that allowed to Catholics according to Decree 10.
3. To request the government to stop arrests and terrorization of
Buddhist followers.
4. To re uest that Buddhist bonzes and faithful be allowed freedom to preac a and observe their religion.
’ Source: Department
of State, Central Files, POL 13-6 S WET. Unclassified;
Translation. Transmitted
as attachment
A to airgram A-781 from Saigon, June 10. A slightly
variant
translation
of this manifesto
was transmitted
as enclosure
5 to airgram
A-20
from Hue, June 3. (Ibid., SOC 14-l S WET) The manifesto
was issued at a mass meeting
of Buddhist
clergy and faithful
at Tu Dam Pagoda in Hue on May 10. The five demands
put forward
in this declaration
are those which have been described
in some of the
memoir
acccounts
dealing with the Buddhist
crisis as having
been addressed
to the
Diem government
on May 13. (Hilsman,
To Move n Nation,
p. 469; Mecklin,
Mission in
Torment, p. 154)
2 See footnote
2, Document
116.
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5. To request that the government
make worthwhile
compensation for those innocent persons who were killed, and mete out proper
punishment to the instigators of the murders.
The points mentioned above express the most ardent hopes of
Buddhist bonzes and followers in the entire country. We are prepared
to make sacrifices until such time as the reasonable aspirations mentioned above are realized. 3
Buddhist

Year 2307

Hue, 10 May 1963

Bonze Tuong Van
President, Vietnam General Association of Buddhists
Bonze Mat Nguyen
Board of Directors of the Central Vietnam Bonze Association
Bonze Mat Hien
Board of Directors of the Thua Thien Bonze Association
Bonze Tri Quang
Board of Directors of the Central Vietnam Buddhist Association
Bonze Thien Sieu
Board of Directors of the Thua Thien Bonze Association
’ On May 13 a representative
of the Diem government
met in Hue with a delegation
of Buddhist
leaders to consider the demands
outlined
in the May 10 declaration.
The
government
official suggested that most of the Buddhist
concerns were groundless,
but
indicated
that the government
would
consider
them. He added, however,
that the
Buddhist
declaration
was extreme
in language
and appeared
to be an ultimatum.
Such
an approach,
he indicated,
was a mistake. A memorandum
of the discussion
between an
unnamed
Vietnamese
Government
official and the Buddhist
delegation
was transmitted
as enclosure
1 to airgram
A-20 from Hue. On May 15 a delegation
of Buddhist leaders
took up the Buddhist
demands
with President
Diem in a meeting
with him at the
Presidential
Palace in Saigon. For a report of that meeting, see Document
129.
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Letter From the Ambassador in Vietnam (Nolting) to
Secretary of State at the Presidency and Assistant Secretary
of State for National Defense Thuan’
Saigon, May 10, 1963.

DEAR MR. SECRETARY: I refer to President Ngo Dinh Diem’s letter
to me of April 232 regarding the funding of counterinsurgency activities and to our discussion the following day concerning the procedures
to be followed in the administration
of these funds.
As I understand the position, during the calendar year 1963 the
Government of Viet-Nam is prepared to supplement the U.S.-owned
and counterpart piastre contributions with its own funds up to a limit
of 2.3 billion piastres, to carry forward the mutually agreed projects
described in broad terms in the attachment to my letter to you of
March 18, 1963. 3 (As of January 1, 1963 it was predicted that the U.S.owned and counterpart piastres would amount to VN!§900,000,000,
which would leave a remainder of VN$1,4000,000,000
to be provided
by the Government of Viet-Nam.) I understand that the Government
of Viet-Nam is not prepared, however, to have its own funds administered under the procedures followed for the “purchased piastres”.
Your government nevertheless wishes to maintain the functions of and
the existing relationship
between the Vietnamese Interministerial
Committee for Strategic Hamlets and the U.S. Committee on Province
Rehabilitation.
It is also the desire of your government that the activities of the Vietnamese authorities in the rural areas continue to be
coordinated with those of the American agencies.
To give effect to these principles, it is my understanding that your
government proposes that funds to be administered by the provinces
(generally funds for those projects enumerated in Section Al of the
attachment to my letter of March 18) shall continue to be paid into a
central account at the Treasury, as required, and disbursed from this
account directly to the province chief as needed to carry out approved
programs.
It is also my understanding that these provincial programs will, as
in the past, be reviewed and approved by the Interministerial
Committee and by the Committee on Province Rehabilitation.
At the province
’ Source:
Department
of State, Central
Files, POL 26-l
S WET. Confidential.
Drafted by Nolting
and Trueheart
and transmitted
as enclosure 2 to airgram A-718 from
Saigon, May 16.
’ A copy of the April 23 letter was transmitted
as enclosure
1 to airgram A-718. The
letter is summarized
in Document
101.
3 Document
61.
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level, however, the power to disburse Government of Viet-Nam funds
within the approved programs will rest with the province chief. In
view of the U.S. contributions to these programs, the province chief
shall nevertheless consult with the U.S. representatives concerning his
plans and proposed actions so that related U.S. and Vietnamese programs can be properly developed and executed. The province chief
and the U.S. advisors will keep each other informed of all aspects of
their respective activities in the execution of the approved programs,
With regard to those programs administered by national agencies
(generally those projects enumerated in Sections A2, B, C, and D of
the attachment to my letter of March 18) no special fund will be
involved. The funds will in general be administered in accordance
with customary procedures for the use of counterpart funds, i.e., on
the basis of appropriate understandings between the Director General
of Budget and Foreign Aid and the U.S. Operations Mission.
Finally, it is my understanding that your government undertakes,
as in the past, to provide piastre support for necessary operations of
the U.S. Operations Mission. It is estimated that such support will
amount to VN$173,000,000
during 1963.
I believe that the undertaking of your government with respect to
funding of counterinsurgency
activities and the procedures described
above will provide a reasonable basis for carrying forward the strategic
hamlet program, a program which has already contributed so much to
the security and well-being of the rural population and which holds
out the promise of final liquidation of the Communist insurgency and
of revitalization
of rural society in Viet-Nam. I should be obliged if
you would confirm that this letter correctly states the position of your
government. 4
Accept, Mr. Secretary, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.
Frederick

E. Nolting,

Jr,

Concur: NGUYEN DINH THUAN 5
’ The joint communique
issued on May 17 announced
counterinsurgency;
see Document
127.
5 Printed from a copy that bears these typed signatures.
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Memorandum
From Michael V. Forrestal of the National
Security Council Staff to the President’
Washington, May 10, 1963.
SOUTH VIETNAM

Roger Hilsman asked me to show you the attached memorandum * from him to me. I also attach an airgram 3 from Fritz Nolting also
on the subject of interdiction of air strikes against the Viet Cong. The
issue resolves to whether or not the United States and Vietnamese
military are effectively carrying out our policy of treating the war in
South Vietnam as essentially a political battle.
I don’t think that the problem raised by Roger’s memorandum
can
be effectively handled from Washington, What we need is fresh leadership in the field. In this connection, State has still not come up with
a replacement for Fritz Nolting who is returning on home leave late
this month, although several candidates have been suggested.
Mike
’ Source: Kennedy
Library,
National
Security
Files, Vietnam
Country
Series, 4/
63-S/63.
Secret.
2 In the attached
May 4 memorandum,
Hilsman
indicated
that the officer whom
Forrestal
had sent to see him, who is identified
as a major recently
returned
from 10
months
service in Vietnam,
had made a number
of points which Hilsman
felt merited
consideration:
“1. That simply killing Viet Cong was not the way to win in South Viet-Nam,
“2. That the only way to win was by getting the support of the people, and
“3. That the strategic hamlet program
was the means to accomplish
this.
“He said that not all the Vietnamese-Americans-understood
this, but that more
and more were coming to.”
Hilsman
also asked about the effect of the bombing
campaign
on the loyalty of the
people of South Vietnam.
The major expressed
“considerable
skepticism”
about the
findings
of a recent study which indicated
that the use of air power in Vietnam
was
under tight control.
’ Document
100.
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Memorandum
From the Commander
to the Joint Chiefs of Staff’

CINCPAC

in Chief, Pacific (Felt)

Honoulu, May 11, 1963.

3010. Ser. 00447-63

SUBJ
Revised

Plan for Republic

of Vietnam

REF
(a) JCS msg 9820 DTG 0918052
May 1963 *
(b) CINCPAC
msg DTG 1022462 May 1963 3
(c) USAF AFSMSB
60437 DTB 0916392
May 1963 NOTAL
(d) CINCPAC
msg DTG 1100172 May 1963 5

ENCL
(1) Outline

Revised

Plan for Republic

of Vietnam

1. Pursuant to directives by the Secretary of Defense during the
conference held in Honolulu on 6 May 1963 and guidance in reference
(a), an outline revised plan has been prepared. The details fo the plan
will be developed within the guidelines of a force structure that the
RVN budget can support with minimum U.S. MAP assistance, acceleration of RVNAF training for earlier takeover of U.S. equipment and
functions, a realistic demobilization
program to prevent economic
chaos, and minimum
forces necessary to cope with reinsurgency and
permit timely introduction of U.S. forces in the event of overt aggression.
2. Assumptions:
a. The insurgency can be controlled by the end of CY 1965 (midFY 66). Note: In my view, it is overly o timistic to assume that insurgency can be controlled as early as Ff 65 as hopefully expressed in
reference (a).
I Source: Washington
National
Records Center, RG 330, OSD Files: FRC 69 A 3131,
Vietnam
091.3 MAP Secret. A marginal
note on the source text indicates that a copy was
sent to Secretary
McNamara
and he saw it.
2 See footnote
4, Document
111.
’ In CINCPAC
telegram
1022462
to RUEAHQ/HQ
USAF, May 10, CINCPAC
surveyed programs
designed
to build up the capabilities
of South Vietnamese
forces to
permit the early release of U.S. units from Vietnam.
These programs
included
helicopter
training
and liaison pilot training.
(Washington
National
Records Center, RG 319, U.S.
Army Message Center Microfilm,
Reel 11331)
’ Not found.
‘In CINCPAC
telegram
1100172
to RUEAHQ/HQ
USAF, May 11, CINCPAC
instructed
the Air Force command
to prevent
an anticipated
“slippage”
in the training
program
for South Vietnamese
pilots. (Washington
National
Records Center,
RG 319,
U.S. Army Message Center Microfilm,
Reel 11331)
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b. The necessary training aircraft (9 additional UH-19’s and 25
Cessna 185’s) and supporting U.S. training personnel will be available
in RVN no later than 1 July 1963 to improve the in-country training
capability.
c. The USAF and/or USN will rovide 44 spaces during FY 63 for
training T-28 pilots rather than sPipping this program to FY 64 as
proposed in reference (c). Reference (d) requested that USAF take
necessary action in this regard.
d. Equipment required by RVNAF, such as AC&W, troposcatter,
USMC helicopters, C-123 aircraft, and liaison aircraft, including s are
parts and supporting e uipment for operation of these items, wi P1 be
turned over in place wit 1 out cost to MAP as U.S. forces withdraw.
e. The Secretary of Defense will ensure that sufficient ammunition
is provided on a timely basis from other than MAP resources as necessary to cover reductions which have been made in ammunition
funding requests in compliance with SecDef directive. This situation applies also to other categories of supply such as expendables/
consumables.
f. Operational
support of the troposcatter system (funded, installed and currently operated by the U.S. military services) will be
assumed by AID in FY 66.
g. The Civil Guard and Self Defense Corps will revert to the
Minister of Interior once the insurgency is under control.
h. A bilateral defense agreement will be made between the U.S.
and the RVN to permit the reduction of RVN forces on the scale
outlined in enclosure (1).
3. The primary limiting factor affecting early withdrawal of U.S.
special military assistance is the capability of RVN to provide sufficient
personnel during FY 64-65 with required aptitudes for training as
pilots, and technicians to operate and maintain equipment turned over
to RVNAE
4. Plans for development and support of a National Police Force
should be formulated now by AID for utilization of Civil Guard and
Self Defense Corps assets to assure an orderly transition from martial
to civil law. Paragraph 2g. is valid only if this is accomplished on a
timely basis.
5. The FY 64-69 force structure and priority list for FY 64 were
developed in consultation with COMUSMACV
and CHMAAG Vietnam. The costing data was developed by representatives of CHMAAG
Vietnam in coordination with my staff.
6. It is recommended that the Outline Revised Plan for Republic
of Vietnam be approved as the basis for the refinement of the FY
64-69 MAP.
H. D. Felt 6
’ Printed from a copy that bears this typed signature.
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[Here follows an 18-page enclosure giving statistical projections
dealing with fiscal year 1964 operating costs, a priority investment list
for fiscal year 1964, South Vietnamese force structure objectives
through fiscal year 1969, and the cost of the military assistance program for South Vietnam for fiscal years 1965 through 1969.1

122.

Telegram From the Department
Vietnam ’

of State to the Embassy in

Washington, May 13, 1963-6:36

p.m.

1084. Believe public reopening of issue American presence and
mutual confidence by Ngo Dinh Nhu in interview with Warren Unna’
cannot be ignored, Unless you perceive objection, request you seek
interview with Diem to protest Nhu action and clarify GVN intentions.
You may state you speaking under instructions.
You may draw on following at your discretion:
1. We are aware of propaganda Communists generate as result US
military presence SVN. We also very much aware of US casualties and
dollar costs resulting from assistance we supplying GVN at GVN
request. It is in our interest to reduce our military commitment in SVN
as fast as VC threat effectively reduced and this has always been our
policy.
2. We do not believe that time has yet arrived when Viet Cong
threat so reduced and GVN military capabilities so improved that we
can safely undertake large reduction US military presence. It is our
understanding
that this view shared by GVN. (This connection we
note Nhu considers even amnesty program premature.) We hope that
’ Source: Department
of State, Central Files, DEF 6 US. Secret; Priority.
Drafted
by
Heavner
and cleared by Hilsman,
Rice, Koren and in DOD/ISA
by Heinz. Repeated
to
CINCPAC
for POLAD.
2 On Sunday, May 12, the front page of The Washington
Post featured
an interview
by Warren Unna with Ngo Dinh Nhu, in which Unna quoted Nhu as saying that “South
Viet Nam would like to see half of the 12,000 to 13,000 American
military
stationed
here leave the country”.
Unna described
Nhu as the power behind the throne and wrote
that Nhu told U.S. authorities
5 months earlier that it was possible to withdraw
one half
of the American
forces, and that the presence
of unnecessary
American
forces lent
credence
to Communist
propaganda.
Unna reported
that Nhu and Diem distrusted
Americans
working
at local levels in Vietnam
and that Nhu felt that many American
advisers
were only intelligence
gatherers.
Referring
to American
impatience,
Nhu said
that the time was not ripe for a general counter-offensive.
He added, according
to Unna,
that “many
of our American
friends who died here are cases of soldiers who exposed
themselves
too readily”.
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a cut of perhaps 1,000 men may be possible later this year but that
would depend on progress made and would come only after private
discussion with GVN.
3. When time does arrive to reduce US forces, best procedure is
obviously joint announcement by both governments that in light progress made against VC, cuts in order. We would hope to work it out in
that fashion.
4. Public call for cut in US forces by high official like Nhu likely
generate new and reinforce already existing US domestic pressures for
complete withdrawal from SVN.
5. Statement that some American casualties incurred because our
advisors are daredevils and expose themselves needlessly likely to
have very bad effect on morale US forces. To be effective, advisors
must often be at or near scene of battle. We believe, as President
Kennedy said in his State of Union message, 3 that our casualties
suffered in Viet-Nam were incurred in defense of Free World. It will
not be well taken by US public or by US forces in Viet-Nam to be told
our casualties were needless.
6. As GVN well aware, Americans were not behind attempted
1960 coup and our actions at that time were correct and in accordance
with international practice. To suggest we were behind coup can only
serve Communist cause.
7. If GVN has any evidence of US plotting as alleged in Unna
interview we would like to see it. Our policy has been full support for
Diem government in fight against Viet Cong and efforts provide better
life for Vietnamese people.
If Diem indicates he agrees our forces should not be subject large
cut at this time, you should suggest a public statement to this effect.
You may say it will be difficult for us to justify to Congress greater
U.S. forces than GVN apparently wishes and that public statement
GVN position therefore important. 4
If on contrary Diem agrees with Nhu that large cut in order or in
general associates himself with Nhu position as reported by Unna, you
should seek at your discretion to clarify exact GVN position and intentions on these issues. If it seems useful to you, you may state until
3 For text of President
Kennedy’s
State of the Union message, January
14, 1963, see
Papers of the Presidents of the United States:]ohn
E Kennedy, 1963, pp. 11-19.
’ Heinz and Hilsman
faced share auestionina
from the House For&n
Affairs Committee on May 14 as a result of the kh; intervie;,
and Hilsman
cabled bolting
on May
16 to reemphasize
the need to persuade
Diem to restrain Nhu in his public remarks:
“Reactions
to Nhu interview
very strong on Capitol Hill. Foresee considerable
domestic
criticism
and opposition
our Viet-Nam
policy as direct result. My own feeling is that
Nhu’s action incomprehensible
and I wonder
whether
he will not repeat performance
if
not brought
up sharply and immediately.
If you have not already seen Diem, you should
be sure to couch your protest in strongest possible language.”
(Telegram
1098 to Saigon,
May 16; Department
of State, Central Files, DEF 6 US)
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further progress against VC achieved, we believe war can be won only
by maintaining
something like present level US forces SVN. If it appears useful tactic, you may also request list of activities which GVN
believes could be cut.
Believe above points should also be made to Nhu in manner you
deem appropriate.
Rusk

123.

Letter From the Commander,
Military
Assistance
Command, Vietnam (Harkins) to President Diem’
Saigon, May 15, 1963.

DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: As you well know, for over a year the Government of the United States has been backing an intensified program
for aid and assistance to the Government of the Republic of Vietnam.
You are conversant with our many and varied programs, particularly
those in the military, economic, social, and psychological fields. Last
week Ambassador Nolting and I, with selected personnel from our
staffs, met in Hawaii with Secretary of Defense McNamara and representatives of other Washington offices to review the status of these
U.S. programs. In my short conversations with you during the past
few days, I have mentioned certain aspects of this meeting and the
various U.S. programs. However, I think it timely to present for your
consideration a review of the progress made in certain areas to date,
therefore this letter. In this review I will confine my remarks only to
the military programs.
Our combined, intensified effort really began in late 1961 and
early 1962 and has continued to the present, at which time I can report
practically all military programs have been completed or are well on
the way to completion.
What has been accomplished? The results are indicated below:
Intelligence: A significant effort to improve the intelligence advisory capabilities was initiated in January 1962. The new U.S. Intelligence advisors were all in place by May 1962. These advisors working
side-by-side with their Vietnamese counterparts have made a commendable improvement
in reporting and editing intelligence data. The
improvement
has been apparent in the success of the Vietnamese
’ Source: Washington National Records Center, RG 334, MAC/V
702, 204-58 Command Reporting (1963). Secret.

Files: FRC 69 A
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actions in the field. On the U.S. side, and because of the one-year
assignment of most personnel, practically all of the original advisors
now have been replaced. The new group have been handpicked, given
special schooling in both intelligence matters and language training
and, all-in-all, should further improve our joint intelligence efforts.
Communications: A year ago a reliable military communications
system did not exist. Since September 1962, there has been a tremendous improvement
in communications
throughout the country and
within the tactical units of the Vietnamese Armed Forces. The tropospheric scatter system, recently completed in the northern part of the
RVN, is now being extended into the Delta region. All divisions and
major units are now conncted by telephone switchboards and other
improvements are being made daily.
Mobility: There are now seven U.S. Army helicopter companies
and one U.S. Marine helicopter squadron in the country to provide
troop transport and escort capability for ARVN. These units plus the
two VNAF squadrons provide a formidable mobile force for rapid
reaction against the Viet Cong.
With improved intelligence, widespread and rapid communications, and a constantly available mobile force, actions of the RVNAF
have improved tremendously
and should improve even more in the
future. While I believe that these are the primary improvements, much
more has been accomplished.
New Divisions: The Ninth and Twenty-Fifth Divisions have been
added to the “Front Line” combat troops in the past year. Both have
given outstanding accounts of themselves in recent actions.
Paratroops: The training of the Parachute Brigade has been completed and the ARVN now has six battalions, all combat tested and
proven in battle. They are very fine soldiers and create a fine impression wherever they go.
Marines: The four Marine battalions, like the paratroopers, are
outstanding soldiers. They, too, have been combat tested and also give
an outstanding performance when they confront the enemy.
Rangers: 86 Ranger Companies have been processed through the
training schools. Many have seen combat and are used in small-scale
operations constantly. I think greater and more effective use should be
gained from them in the future.
Civil Guards: As you know, last year over 375 Civil Guard companies were trained. The Civil Guard Program continues to increase in
strength, and this year’s program calls for training and equipping new
companies while retraining some of the old companies where necessary.
Self-Defense Corps: Last year over 1,700 SDC platoons were
trained in some 35 camps. Like the Civil Guard, the Self-Defense
Corps is being increased, equipped, trained, and retrained in 1963. I
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am sure you know as well as I that the Civil Guard and the SelfDefense Corps share a tremendous burden in the complex war against
the Viet Cong.
Civilian irregular Defense Groups: U.S. and RVN Special Forces
have trained approximately
40,000 members of the Civilian Irregular
Defense Group. These are the mountain scouts, the commandos, the
strike force, and the village militias, The program continues and becomes even more important as RVN control moves into those areas
where the Viet Cong have controlled the population for many years in
the past.
M-113’s: One-hundred
forty-seven of the M-113 Armored Personnel Carriers are now used extensively in combat. These have
proven invaluable and have operated faithfully under extremely difficult conditions in the war against the Viet Cong. I think these vehicles
will be used to greated advantage as the unit commanders and soldiers
gain experience in the use and capabilities of these very fine fighting
machines.
M-214: This is a new armored vehicle, not yet fully tested in
combat. However, the four companies organized with the 95 vehicles
now in the country are trained and should be in action before the end
of this month.
Caribou, C-123’s, Otters: There is one Caribou company in the
country partially serving the most remote of the outlying bases, and
also two C-123 squadrons which carry the brunt of the load in the air
transportation of men and supplies. There is also one Otter company,
a small passsenger vehicle with limited military cargo capability, operating in the corps and division forward areas. The performance of
these aircraft has been outstanding.
Air Force: The sortie rate for the Air Force rose from 150 sorties a
month in January 1962, to over 1,500 in April 1963. The pilots are
becoming more experienced, and many of the night operations are
now performed by the VNAE The Air Force is being dispersed in small
tactical units throughout the country so that their reaction time will be
even more rapid than it is today. This should greatly increase the
damage it can do to the Viet Cong.
Navy: The Junk Fleet of 644 junks now has 28 divisions patrolling
the coast. The Sea Force has taken over patrol along the 17th Parallel
and in the Gulf of Siam, while the River Force is supporting operations
in the Delta area.
Strategic Hamlet Program: As you are aware, there are over 6,000
strategic hamlets now completed in the country, with practically
B,OOO,OOOpeople securely tucked away behind their fences. I believe
this program, more than any other, has served to isolate the Viet Cong
from the people. As it nears its completion in the coming months, it
should prove one of the turning points in the war. Many of the combat
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units are involved in “clearing and holding” operations in support of
the strategic hamlets. While I think this is vital, I believe that at the
same time we must continue to have other operations which search
and clear the Viet Cong bases that can be located.
With all of these accomplishments,
the major prospective courses
should be to: organize, train, and develop the new units-re-organize,
refine, and retrain the old units, Besides continuing to carry the war to
the enemy, training in all branches of the service and all its various
aspects continues to be one of the most vital features of any future
program.
The RVNAF operations continue to increase and improve in scope
and effectiveness; however, there are still areas for refinement. I feel
many military plans are too grandiose, employing
too many large
units. Although these are necessary in some instances such as the
operation in the Do Xa area, I think they should be the exception. A
review of the records will show that the smaller operations, of battalion-size or less, contributed more than 70% in the Viet Cong casualties. Small unit actions must be continually stressed. I am also concerned that too often once contact with the enemy has been
established it is lost too quickly, the enemy fades away, and the
operation is called to a halt. Nothing will hurt the Viet Cong more
than relentless pursuit. The units must stay out longer, and once
contact is gained, continue to retain it until the Viet Cong are eliminated.
Although I have said the intelligence has improved, there is still
room for further improvement.
Too many operations are still based on
faulty or incomplete intelligence and end with no real contact being
established-as
though we were fighting ghosts.
The Viet Cong are still with us, but for the most part are not so
bothersome. His logistics support (principally food and medicine) has
been severely disrupted by the RVNAF operations, and his own operations have been cut in half. However, he is still a wily enemy and
apparently is dedicated to his cause because he continues to put up a
very stiff fight under pressure. As the RVNAF presses him harder, I am
sure we will continue to find him an even more stubborn enemy
because he is gradually getting to be like a rat caught in a trap with no
place to go and being constantly annoyed. He is becoming a “foreign
legion” in a foreign country without support from the local population.
All in all, the past year has been one of remarkable effort and
remarkable progress, All the programs listed above have been carried
to a successful conclusion on the one hand while fighting the war
continues on the other. Few people realize this, but to me it makes the
accomplishment
of the Armed Forces of the Republic of Vietnam even
more impressive. The Army, Air Force, and Navy of the Republic of
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Vietnam have come into their own by carrying the fight to the enemy.
Daily they gain more and more confidence, and many units have won
their spurs. We might call 1962 the year of the “building the base”. I
am confident that 1963 shall be called the year of victory. From the
military point of view I know that this can be true if we continue to
maintain constant pressure on the enemy, even more so than we have
in the past six months. The equipment is on hand, the units are
trained, the morale is high, and from all I can ascertain, the determination and the will are present.
Though I note your brother, Counselor Nhu, in a recent interview
with the press * said we are not ready to go on the offensive, I disagree.
The RVNAF is ready-over
two-thirds
of the people are in strategic
hamlets. I say the time for an all-out offensive is at hand, before the
armed forces get stale.
I will close by saying that at the staff conference last week in
Hawaii, Secretary McNamara reiterated the U.S. policy of support for
your country, and that we would leave no stone unturned to achieve
victory in Vietnam. My staff and I, and further, all of the U.S. advisory
and support agencies in Vietnam are ready and willing to do their part
in continuing the pressure against the Viet Cong to see that victory is
within our grasp in 1963.
Very respectfully

yours,

Paul D. Harkins
General, United States Army
2 See footnote 2, supra.
’ Printed from a copy that bears this typed signature.
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Letter From the Assistant Administrator
for the Far East,
Agency for International
Development
(Janow), to the
Assistant Director for Rural Affairs, United States
Operations Mission in Vietnam (Phillips)’
Washington, May 15, 1963.

DEAR RUFE: Your letter to me and your memorandum
to Joe Brent
of May 1’ on the question of financing of the counter-insurgency
effort
have been very much on my mind. I hope you will understand that
since I returned to Washington we have been overwhelmed by preparations for our Congressional
Presentations. There were two this
week. On Monday I was before the Senate Appropriations
Committee
on our personnel/management
and I have just returned today from
our hearings before the House Foreign Affairs Committee
on the
whole of our program.
Today was not a very comfortable environment for the hearings
as we had an editorial in The Washington Post 3 following up Warren
Unna’s story on Nhu’s suggestion for a 50 percent reduction in the
number of GI’s in Vietnam that gave some members of the Committee
difficult questions to ask concerning our policies in Vietnam. What I
am about to say to you is not influenced by this experience of today
nor by the news statements.
At the Honolulu Conference I talked with Ambassador Nolting,
with Joe Brent, and also raised, on the floor of the conference, the
problems of our counter-insurgency
operations under the changed
financing plan. I asked General Harkins in the general meeting
whether he had heard from his MAAG sector advisors that the change
in financing would impede the programs establishing the strategic
hamlets and the movement of supplies to them. He said he had not
heard from them and did not know whether there would be great
difficulties.
Both Nolting and Brent agreed that the system had to be changed
and that a compromise method of operation, using the Government of
Vietnam funds in the manner acceptable to the Government
of Vietnam, would have to be tried. When I said on the floor of the confer’ Source: Department
of State, Vietnam
Working
Group Files: Lot 67 D 54, AID-7
CIE Secret.
2 The May 1 memorandum
is printed as Document
102. The letter from Phillips to
Janow has not been found.
3 On May 14, The Washington
Post made Warren Unna’s May 12 interview
with Ngo
Dinh Nhu (see footnote
2, Document
122) the subject of an editorial.
The Washington
Post noted that the interview
raised basic questions
concerning
U.S. involvement
with
the Diem government.
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ence that our Assistant Director had reported he expected difficulties
in operation and any change in the methods that had been followed
would be an impediment
to the program, Secretary McNamara said he
did not think that we could very well insist on perpetuating a system
where the GVN had such strong objections. Secretary McNamara did
not, however, appear to have been briefed on this subject. Because
MAAG had not prepared their position and thereby there is only the
Ambassador’s and Brent’s views here that a compromise method
should be tried, it would not be good for you to visit Washington now.
I discussed this at some length with Dave Bell. He and I agreed
that your views had to be heard and respected as you are the man on
the spot charged with the responsibility of that which is central to our
whole program in Vietnam. We agreed, however, that because the
Ambassador feels that even if we purchased piasters with dollars the
Vietnamese might not permit us to use them as we had in the past, we
had no alternative but to attempt to make the alternate system work.
On the other hand, both Dave Bell and I feel if it does not work, if the
goods are delayed in delivery, if there are impediments to the program
that the question should be promptly reopened.
I am sure that you will find that Joe Brent, the Ambassador and
General Harkins will all feel this way. We urge you to take this
attitude and not to prejudge the alternate system. If it does not work, if
there is a documented case of delays, inefficiencies and waste, I assure
you that you will have plenty of support in changing the system.
The question of your resigning and other members of your staff
resigning would not achieve, at this time, a change in policy and will
damage not advance our hamlet program in Vietnam. The problem
cannot be dealt with that way. We cannot afford to lose your services;
we have no replacement for you and will not look for one. I have not
met anyone whom I would trust to have the same understanding, the
same energy and the same passion for this program. The achievements
of the strategic hamlet and your achievements are at the core of the aid
program in Vietnam, and it is not a program which can spare you nor,
in my opinion, is it one you can walk away from. Our assignment is to
finish this program. We suggest that you do this: operate in such a way
as to respect to the greatest degrees possible the Vietnamese sensitivities about not losing control of their government to us and yet we must
not sacrifice a critical amount of efficiency. All the materials we supply
are still in our hands, the food, fertilizer, barbed wire and guns we still
control. Only the piaster fund control has changed. If you find impediments to the flow of materials to the strategic hamlets, because of the
Vietnamese management of funds, these should be documented not
just by you but jointly with the MAAG sector advisors. It will greatly
simplify our programs if we represent what we find in this area as a
joint AID/MAAG
report. As I understand President Diem’s and Nhu’s
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objections to American intervention at the province level, it is primarily directed against the MAAG people and not towards A.I.D. In any
event, the strategic hamlet efforts are in a joint program and involve
the flow of MAAG materials as they do ours. Joint reporting seems to
me essential if we are to watch the “compromise”
plan.
I would like to say that I read with pleasure and with substantial
benefit your report on Quang Ngai4 and found it very heartening
indeed. I assure you that I share your concern about any change that
may spoil or impede the very promising hamlet program. I want you
to feel free to ask that any of the reports you make to Joe Brent should
be sent in copy to me. I have, of course, sent a copy of this letter to Joe.
It would be most welcome if something good came out of this in
the way of increased Vietnamese efficiency and greater provincial
authority and initiative. I have passed your letters around, and many
of us here are worrying with you.
With best regards.
Cordially,
Seymour
’ Not found.
’ Printed from

125.

a copy that bears this typed

J. Janow ’

signature.

Memorandum
from the Deputy Director of the Vietnam
Working Group (Heavner) to the Assistant Secretary of
State for Far Eastern Affairs (Hilsman)’
Washington, May 15, 1963.

SUBJECT
Possible

Responses

to Nhu

Call for Cut in U.S. Forces

You requested a list of actions we might take which would hurt
Diem but not the war effort. The list, plus estimates of likely results,
follows:
’ Source: Department
of State,
Gen. Pol. Secret; Limit Distribution.

Vietnam

Working

Group

Files:

Lot 67 D 54, POL-1
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A. Possible Actions
1. Aid Cuts. This could take a variety of forms on both the civilian
and military side. I would suggest-and
this is subject to further
study-the
following possibilities:
(a) POL. Petroleum products for civilian use are financed by our
commercial import program; they run around $17 million per year. To
cut this flow, we could inform the GVN that licensing under existing
purchase authorizations
is suspended and no further authorizations
will be issued. This would force the GVN to use its own foreign
exchange reserves to buy POL-and
Diem is very sensitive about
keeping up the level of GVN foreign exchange reserves. He probably
sees his rather large foreign exchange reserves as a hedge against
American withdrawal, aid cuts, or pressures like this.
(b) Sugar and Wheat Flour. We finance, under our CIP and PL-480,
about $25 million
er year of these commodities. Cutting them would
have the same efPect on GVN foreign exchange reserves as cutting
POL.
(c) [less than 1 line not declassified] Support for National Youth
Center. This is quite a small item [21/z lines not declassified]. But as a
gesture, it might prick Nhu directly because he is the Grand Mogul of
the Republican Youth.
(d) Military Construction. We are planning to fund under MAP a
number of construction projects. The problem, of course, is that cutting
them will interfere with the war effort rather directly. In this category
are items such as rehabilitation
of the air field at Danang ($3.5 million)
and construction of a quai wall at Saigon ($1.6 million).
2. Stopping Herbicide Operations. This has been a pet project for
Diem. We have had our doubts and misgivings about it, but dropping
crop destruction would, in my opinion, also hurt the war effort to
some degree.
3. Cutting Farmgate. The military view would be, I am sure, that
any cut in Farmgate would be very bad for the war effort. Perhaps
they could eliminate interdiction type missions, however, and carry
out all their other missions in spite of a healthy cut. There is a lot to be
said for this idea, in terms of U.S. and world opinion, because Farmgate is our only real combat involvement.
On the other hand, Diem
would be nettled, but not deeply hurt. Nhu could present it as a
personal triumph, i.e. we were forced out.
4. Public Statements. It might help domestically to respond directly
to Nhu, and it would certainly strike a sensitive Diem nerve if we were
to rebuke Nhu, however mildly, in a public statement. It would also
play directly into the Communist propaganda line, give aid and comfort to all our critics, possibly force us to go much further in facing
down Diem than we may wish to go, and even conceivably spark a
coup attempt.
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B. Results and Objectives
1. Strictly speaking, none of the above actions would be completely without negative effect on the war effort. Even in the case of
POL or sugar and wheat cuts, for example, counterpart piaster resources would be directly reduced by the proposed cuts; as you know,
we are chronically short of piaster resources and are even now engaged in delicate negotiations aimed at getting the GVN to deficit
finance CI projects formerly paid for by our $10 million
piaster
purchase. The GVN response to POL or sugar and wheat cuts would
likely be to reduce their piaster support for CI projects which we, but
not they, deem essential to a successful war effort. (There could also be
a troublesome Vietnamese public reaction to cuts in POL or wheat and
sugar. Shortages could be used to direct public anger against the U.S.)
2. There is also the broader question of what we mean to accomplish. I doubt that any of the above actions would result in chastening
or disciplining
Nhu and Diem. We would have to tell them pretty
directly that we were undertaking the action as a punitive response to
Nhu’s outrageous remarks or risk the interpretation
that the action
was a prelude to an American pull-out. Given Ngo psychology, most
likely the result would be not more but less GVN cooperation, less
trust certainly, and quite possibly, more outrageous public statements.
If pressure is brought on Diem and Nhu, it should serve our major
objective-defending
Viet-Nam. Thus, if we cut or threaten to cut aid,
it should be in support of an objective such as full piaster support of CI
projects and a continuing American voice in administering them.
In the immediate instance, we could use such actions or threats to
back up a demand for a public GVN statement to the effect that
American assistance and personnel were requested by the GVN and
are needed, at the present level, until the VC threat is further reduced.
If such a statement is judged essential to maintaining domestic support
for our Viet-Nam program, the actions would be justified. But we
should recognize that Diem might well refuse to yield and could even
use our demand against us publicly. We should also recognize that
such a statement, coming on the heels of the Nhu remarks, would lend
support to the main Communist
propaganda line, i.e. Diem is an
American puppet.
Most important, if we use punitive actions or the threat of such
actions, we have to recognize that the mutual confidence on which the
joint war effort must rest will be further eroded. This means the
likelihood of an all-out confrontation, now or later, is increased measurably. And of course, there is a very real chance that Diem will not
bend, and that once started down the road we will be unable to stop
short of anything except a change in government. We don’t want to
blunder into that.
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All of the foregoing is subject to reconsideration after we get the
results of Ambassador Nolting’s demarche plus the benefit of his suggestions.

126.

Telegram
of State’

From the Embassy

in Vietnam

to the Department

Saigon, May 17,1963-d

p.m.

1036. CINCPAC for POLAD. During past week several members
of our mission and I have accompanied President Diem on trips to
various provinces, mainly to areas recently brought under Government control through clear and hold operations, road and canal building, strategic and combat hamlet establishment, and related measures.
On trips last Sunday and Tuesday2 in seven provinces, it was the
consensus of all of us, including several other foreign ambassadors,
that important improvements
were unmistakable.
First was the evident enthusiasm among peasants and officials alike in progress to date
towards permanent security and follow-up benefits to the people. In
one recently cleared area the farmers, expressing their thoughts freely,
had only one request-that
a hundred families living to the West of
their zone be also “liberated” promptly. Second was the evident goodwill and cooperation existing between U.S. advisors, both military and
civil, and their GVN opposite numbers. (I talked personally with more
than a dozen on both sides and I found no indications of friction or
frustration-on
the contrary, the prevailing mood was one of encouragement in accomplishments,
goodwill, and confidence in the future.)
Third was the obvious purpose of President Diem to show Americans,
as well as other foreigners and Vietnamese, his appreciation of American help, including advisors, and his satisfaction with results achieved
to date. Fourth, and perhaps most striking, was Diem’s touch with the
people. He spent two long hot dusty days talking with, and seeking
the reactions of farmers and their families and elders to the measures
’ Source: Department
of State, Central
Files,
Bangkok,
Phnom Penh, Vientiane,
Paris, London,
Forrestal sent a copy to President
Kennedy
with a
“The attached cable from Fritz Nolting
(which
cheerful picture of progress in South Vietnam.
“I believe it should be read with a grain of
gotten out into the country
is in itself hopeful.”
Files, Vietnam Country
Series, 4/63-B/63)
’ May 12 and May 14.

POL S VIET-US.
Secret. Repeated
to
and CINCPAC.
On May 18, Michael
covering memorandum
that reads:
you may already have seen) gives a
salt, although
the fact that Diem has
(Kennedy
Library,
National
Security
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the Government is taking, probing their sentiments and listening to
their ideas. The rapport between him and the people was evident and
the exchange of questions and answers remarkably free. This applied
as well to groups of recent VC “ralliers” and their families, who were
grouped among other village people, and to groups of Buddhist
bonzes. Realizing that these trips did not cover the entire country and
cannot by their very nature be completely revealing, I was nevertheless again impressed, as I believe my colleagues were, by the vast
difference between what is actually happening in this country and the
reflection of it in the outside world. In my view, what is actually
happening is a vindication of American and GVN policy, a steady
forcing of the Communists to the defensive and a breaking of their
classical pattern of subversion. There is a fierce concentration on the
internal problems here and a consequent neglect of, or insufficient
attention to, the factors forming international opinion, which are way
beyond the grasp or control of this Government. It goes without saying that, even on internal matters, there continue to be “snafus”, but
the general average of internal performance is improving constantly, I
am convinced.
Nolting

127.

Editorial

Note

On May 17, President Diem and Ambassador Nolting issued a
joint communique
to announce United State-Vietnamese
agreement
on counterinsurgency funding. The text of the communique reads:
“The Government
of Vietnam and the American Embassy announced on May 17 that agreement has been reached regarding funding for counter-msurgency
and other economic development projects,
particularly
those supporting the Strate ic Hamlet Program, during
1963. The agreement provides inter af ia for the continuation
of
counter-insurgency
projects supported under the piastre-purchase
agreement announced in August, 1962. As explained at that time, the
latter was an extraordinary arrangement necessitated by the fact that
full provision for the counter-insur ency operations in question was
not made either in the Vietnamese % udget for 1962 or in the United
States AID Pro ram. It was planned that the continuation
of these
operations wou Bd be budgeted and programmed in a manner calculated to be res onsive to the requirements of the present situation.
“Under t Re agreement just announced, the Government of Vietnam has undertaken to supplement U.S.-owned funds and counterpart, so as to make available up to $2.3 billion piastres during calendar
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year 1963. The United States is also providing some $55 million in the
form of agricultural products, barbed wire, weapons for hamlet militia,
cement, fertilizer and other commodities for the program.
“Counter-insurgency
projects will continue to be initiated and
developed by the Vietnamese authorities, and all of them will be fully
coordinated between the Vietnamese and American central committees, as in the past. The execution of projects will also continue to be
closely coordinated between the Vietnamese authorities and American
experts in the provinces.
“During the course of the discussions, it was also reaffirmed that
the scale of the U.S. advisory and support effort in Vietnam is directly
related to security requirements
and to the need to bring about
throughout the country the economic and social improvements envisaged in the strategic hamlet program. Although at this time the present
level of the advisory and support effort is still necessary, as the security situation improves and as the strategic hamlet programme
rogresses, it is expected that the need for foreign assistance, bot !I in
terms of material and personnel, will be progressively lightened.”
(American Foreign Policy: Current Documents, 1963, pages 854-855)

128.

Telegram
Vietnam’

From the Department

of State to the Embassy in

Washington, May 17, 1963--8:51 p.m.
1104. For Nolting from Hilsman. Gratified you able persuade
Diem issue statement to effect present level our personnel SVN necessary to meet VC threat. Communique
on CI funding agreement * excellent device permit Diem disavow Nhu remarks indirectly and without
loss of face.
As you know, this reaffirmation need for our assistance may not
get extensive press play because it seems buried in communique
on
funding, and in any case slate would not really be wiped clean here. I
hope you able find additional opportunities continue impress on Diem
and Nhu fact that we having rough going defending our Viet-Nam
program at best and this incident likely leave lasting bad impression in
spite of communique. You may say we hope future statements will be
more helpful to joint effort defeat VC.
’ Source: Department
of State, Central Files, DEF 6 US. Secret; Operational
Immediate; Limit Distribution.
Drafted
by Hilsman,
cleared by Heavner
and in draft in FE/P by
Abram E. Manell. Repeated to CINCPAC
for POLAD.
* See the editorial note, supra.
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Nhu rejoinder to Unna,3 which we have not yet seen, also may
create further difficulties. Unna has reputation on Hill and elsewhere
in government as accurate reporter no matter what his policy view. An
insulting accusation against him could provoke even stronger resentments.
Doubt that there is anything you can do to change immediate
situation, but repeat both my own fear that Nhu likely to repeat
performance if not brought up sharply and above hope that you able
find opportunity continue to impress consequences on both Diem and
Nhu.
Rusk
’ In telegram
1043 from Saigon, May 20, Ambassador
Nolting
reported
that Nhu
claimed
that he had been badly misquoted
and generally
misrepresented
by Unna.
Nolting
added that he was convinced
that the joint communique
issued on May 17 was
as far as Diem would go in the direction
of a public repudiation
of his brother
Nhu’s
remarks,
Nolting concluded
that much of the unfortunate
impact of the incident was due
to The Washington
Post’s handling
of the interview.
(Department
of State, Central Files,
PPV 7 S VIET-US)

129.

Telegram From the Embassy in Vietnam
of State ’

to the Department

Saigon, May l&1963-4

p.m.

1038. CINCPAC for POLAD. References: Embtel 1005, Deptel
1066, Hue tels 5 and 6.’ May 15, following preliminary discussions
with Vice President Tho (Buddhist), delegation Buddhist leaders met
with President Diem to present series of demands. Secretary Interior
Luong and Secretary Civic Action Hieu also were present. Semi-official Vietnam Presse and local press May 17 gave lengthy report of
press conference by Buddhist leaders giving their version of meeting
with President. According Vietnam Presse, Buddhists demanded following:
a. Rescission of order prohibiting
flying of Buddhist flags. Diem
replied both Catholics and Buddhists guilty “disorderly use ’ of religious flags, which should be confined to temple grounds and subordi1 Source: Department
of State, Central Files, SOC 14-1 S VIET. Confidential;
Priority. Repeated to CINCPAC.
2 Telegrams
5 and 6 from Hue are printed as Documents
116 and 117. Regarding
telegrams
1005 from Saigon, see footnote
2, Document
112. Telegram
1066 is Document
115.
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nated to national fla . (Same issue VN Presse reports communique
from Saigon Archbis a op that Vatican flag to be flown only inside
churches and noting that violations of rule have recently been seen,)
b. Give Buddhists rights with Catholics. Buddhists pointed out
GVN Ordinance Number 10 does not cover Catholic or anizations,
which still enjoy privileges originally granted by Frenc a . Buddhist
organizations on other hand considered foreign by Property Registration Office so that presidential permit required to allow them to buy
propert . Diem stated inconsistencies resulted from administrative
errors an J that he would have matter investigated.
c. Stop arbitrary arrests of and halt pressures on Buddhists in Hue.
Diem re lied that suspending practice of arrests could be taken advantage of f: subversive elements. Discussion of facts which had transpired at K ue apparently did not bring agreement.
d. Grant Buddhists right to worship and ro agate creed. Diem
stated this ri ht guaranteed by Constitution. gPe egation referred to
ressures an cf intimidation
on Buddhists and Diem said these should
t: e reported to authorities. Buddhists referred to case of Japanese film
“Sakya” which deplored by Buddhists as distortion of Buddha’s life;
despite Buddhist protest, import license issued. President re lied that
import license not same as permission to exhibit. (Vietname %resse has
reported separately that informed GVN sources say GVN will refuse
film’s admission to country.)
e. Pay compensation
to Buddhist demonstrators killed at Hue.
Diem promised financial aid to families, noting that Catholics and
other non-Buddhists also among victims.
Two additional requests reportedly made: (1) Protection for delegation to visit families of deceased in Hue. Diem asked Luong and
Hieu to look into matter. (2) Memorial for victims to be held in all
pagodas throughtout VN. Diem agreed if ceremonies inside pagodas
and with small groups. Hieu suggested postponement
till another
holiday in four months time.
Buddhists indicated to Presse they had not yet decided what
further action they should take in light meeting with President. Other
reported Buddhist actions taken include widespread circulation of protest literature, including bulletins to newspapers (which have not of
course published this material) and hunger strikes which started in
Hue about May 12 and were perhaps intended secure release of arrested demonstrators. CAS also reports that Cao Dai and Hoa Hao
leaders have come to Saigon to discuss concerted action with Buddhists. Under consideration in Buddhist circles are such steps as preparation of a white paper on GVN oppression to present International
Buddhist Association, dissemination
of films taken during the Hue
demonstrations,
setting of a national day of mourning for victims of
Hue violence, as well as more active measures such as mass meetings
and demostrations.
According to Lt. Col. Thuong, National Police
Chief for Central VN Plains, a Buddhist plan exists to hold parades
and demonstrations in every city and town in central VN on May 21.
Such public gatherings would of course contain danger of possible
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violence. Thuong said police plan to attempt confine demonstrations
to various pagoda grounds. Also recurrent rumors that Buddhist demonstration in Saigon planned for May 19 (now postponed to May 21,
according to Minister of Interior).
Within Buddhist ranks it appears that religious leaders are tending
to counsel moderation based on religious traditions of non-violence
(consistent chief bonze Quang Tri’s actions in controlling followers in
Hue). On other hand certain lay leaders reportedly urging more activist line involving demonstrations
etc. Also appears quite possible
that individuals
without genuine religious convictions may attempt
exploit issue as means unify anti-regime elements.
For its part, GVN has moved quite slowly to placate Buddhist
sentiment. Initial GVN reaction was to blame incident on VC agitation.
This line has been adhered to perhaps for reasons of face, perhaps
because of fear that GVN acceptance of responsibility
for deaths
would have even more damaging repercussions, or perhaps because
GVN wished avoid publicity to extent possible. However, since allegation is widely disbelieved main result has been to damage GVN credibility and to further irritate Buddhists. Vietnam Presse account of
Buddhist press conference suggests Buddhists themselves uncertain
regarding their future course of action.
May 15 interview with President Diem may now indicate some
willingness accommodate Buddhists, In discussion with Ambassador
May 16 Secretary Thuan said Diem was contemplating
issuing public
declaration, an idea which Ambassador encouraged. Ambassador has
also spoken to leading Catholic leaders (Papal Delegate and Rector
University at Hue) urging a public statement. Thuan also said meeting
with Buddhists went well but that President could not agree to demand that GVN accept responsibility
for incident. There are other
indications GVN trying to find ways to appease sentiment: reportedly
Dang (concurrently Chief of Thua Thien Province and Mayor of Hue)
to be fixed with responsibility
for Hue riot and replaced along with
other officials (although culprit in popular mind is Deputy Province
Chief Sy). However, it not clear that if taken, these measures will
placate Buddhists at this late date. Some high-level GVN officials take
view GVN should have acknowledged fault immediately,
dropped
pressure on Buddhists, offered compensation to families of killed and
injured, and tried officials responsible for violence.
At same time, GVN has acted hesitantly, apparently also unsure
how to proceed. Buddhist meeting with Diem reported banning of film
in response Buddhist demands, etc. suggest GVN understands need
for placating Buddhists and erasing image religious discrimination.
On
other hand, GVN action to date does not yet appear satisfy Buddhists.
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Comment: Apparent that original riot in Hue evolved from series
of errors of omission and commission on both sides, Since then, GVN
has been slow to make amends and accept responsibility for actions its
own officials even where these actions clearly more extreme than
situation demanded. GVN reluctance to date assume such responsibility and publicly address basic issue religious discrimination
probably
explained by difficulty in pinning down facts concerning causes and
developments at Hue and assessing extent and seriousness religious
cleavage and its future ramifications. GVN well aware seriousness of
continued disaffection of any substantial part SVN’s large Buddhist
population and of necessity meeting their legitimate concerns. However, to date general GVN efforts appear directed toward damping
down situation; positive actions have tended to be piecemeal and
played in low key.
What appears needed at this point is a prompt clear-cut statement
by GVN along following lines: 1) Affirming constitutional
guarantees
of religious equality, anti-discrimination;
2) Accepting GVN responsibility for actions its authorities during Hue riot; 3) Confirming GVN
willingness to compensate families of Hue victims; and 4) Urging
moderation on all sides while discussions continue. 3 This is substantially what Buddhists have demanded and President has thus far refused to grant. As alternative he might be willing appoint investigative
commission headed by prominent Buddhist, and I plan to suggest this
to him. While it obviously would have been better if some such action
had been taken immediately
following events in Hue, a forthright
statement now would go far to redress the situation. Even given this,
events of past week will leave substantial scar tissue among members
of Buddhist faith. Without it there will be strong possibility of violence
in connection planned demonstrations May 2 1.
Nolting
3 In telegram
1117 to Saigon, May 21, the Department
of State responded:
“Concur
in your estimate of what GVN should do to dampen down crisis with Buddhist community. Believe you should strongly
recommend
to Diem various
actions contained
last
para reftel ASAP. You may convey
these points as view USG.”
(Department
of State,
Central Files, SOC 14-l S WET)
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of State to the Embassy in

Washington, May 21,1963-IO:48

a.m.

1111. Re press policy. Primary purpose this message is to recapitulate our basic approach and policy on press relations Viet-Nam.
In line with policy laid down at outset increase US assistance
effort, first principle press relations Viet-Nam must continue be to
provide fullest possible cooperation to press in order make available to
newsmen complete picture complicated Viet-Nam situation and US
role. US public must have accurate story our Viet-Nam program if we
are to justify our large human and material investment there. Assistance to press thus commands very high priority.
We aware mission has made extraordinary efforts assist press and
encourage GVN adopt liberal and generally helpful press policy. Believe however that wherever possible we should take reporters further
into our confidence in order to be certain their background understanding of situation is more complete.
We also have in mind more frequent pre-operations briefings.
While considerations of military security must naturally come first,
believe it might be possible to do more such briefings without endangering war effort.
You should also continue your efforts persuade GVN cooperate
more fully with US press. Primary responsibility for access to news is
theirs and hence primary effort get Viet-Nam story fully told should be
Vietnamese also.
We understand difficulties your situation and fully appreciate
your efforts. Department also confident press accounts Viet-Nam situation are bound to reflect overall improvement
situation as progress
against VC becomes more evident. Foregoing intended only to reiterate standing policy and suggest what may be done to further implement that policy.
Ball
’ Source: Department of State, Central Files, PR 11 Saigon. Confidential; Routine.
Drafted by Heavner and cleared by Manell, H&man, Manning, and with Defense and
USIA. Repeated to CINCPAC for POLAD.
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From the Embassy in Vietnam

to the Department

Saigon, May 22, 1963-2

p.m.

1050. CINCPAC for POLAD. Deptel 1117. * During meeting with
Diem May 18, he devoted about two hours to Buddhist questions. I
sought to impress on him need for further GVN action and specifically
suggested public declaration by him and/or appointment
commission
along lines Embtel 1038. 3 Diem was non-committal
re commission
and took position that declaration should be deferred until people had
had time to reflect on various statements which have been made,
particularly at press conference held by Buddhist leaders following
meeting with him.
From Diem’s extensive remarks to me, it was quite clear that he is
convinced that (a) Hue incident was provoked by Buddhist leaders, (b)
deaths were caused by grenade or grenades thrown by VC or other
dissidents and not by GVN, and (c) certain Buddhist leaders are seeking to use Hue affair as means of enhancing their own positions within
Buddhist movement. Finally, Diem appears to feel that whole affair is
far less serious matter than we do. I said I hoped he had not underestimated seriousness of situation; that our information re facts and attitude of people was considerably different from his.
With regard to Buu Hoi’s suggestion,4 there might be merit in
creation of Cabinet-level post for religious affairs. I do not feel, however, that this is propitious moment to propose it, and I frankly think
that at any time, proposal would have far better chance of acceptance
if made by Vietnamese rather than American. We will work toward
this at suitable opportunity.
Nolting
’ Source: Department
of State, Central
Files,
Repeated
to CINCPAC.
2 See footnote
3, Document
129.
3 Document
129.
’ In telegram
1117 to Saigon, the Department
current visit to Washington,
Ambassador
Buu Hoi
government
should appoint
a cabinet level official
Hoi suggested that Ambassador
Nolting might take

SOC

14-1

S VIET.

Secret;

Priority.

of State also noted that, during his
had expressed
the idea that the Diem
responsible
for religious
affairs. Buu
up the idea with Diem.
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Minutes of a Meeting of the Special Group for
Counterinsurgency,
Washington, May 23,1963,2 p.m. 1

PRESENT
Governor
Harriman,
The Attorney
General,
Mr. McCone,
Mr. Forrestal,
Mr. Coffin
vice Mr. Bell, Mr. Wilson vice Mr. Murrow,
Mr. Bundy vice Mr. Gilpatric,
General Krulak vice General Taylor
Mr. Engle and Mr. Poats were present for Item No. 2
Mr. Martin,
Mr. Koren and Mr. Heavner
were present for Item 3
Mr. Maechling
was present for the meeting

[Here follow items 1, “Special Report-Mr.
Forrestal,”
“Follow-up Report on Indonesia from May 16 Meeting.“]

and 2,

3. Discussion with Colonel Serong on the Situation in Viet-Nam
Colonel Serong, Head of the Australian Training Mission to South
Viet-Nam, stated that he believes we are winning the war in VietNam, current statistical indicators reflect favorable trends, and the
most significant development is the increase in volume of spontaneous
intelligence provided by the people. This is because the Government is
now providing them with security from the Viet Cong.
He pointed out that there are problems with the press in VietNam but they are reporting what they see or are being told. He
believes this situation can be improved by working more closely with
them in the field. Our U.S. military advisors are reflecting in their
comments to the press their frustrations to get the Vietnamese to
accept their advice. The big success story in Viet-Nam is the strategic
hamlet program and this story has not yet been fully told. He stated
that out of a total population in Viet-Nam of about 16 million some 8
million have been moved into the strategic hamlets, resulting in one of
the biggest population moves in history.
Colonel Serong presented an oral and graphic description of the
concept of the strategic hamlet program in the southern portion of
Viet-Nam, stating that its objective is to establish strategic hamlets on
a radial basis along communications
routes with subsequent development of hamlets laterally to fill the gaps. The purpose is to separate the
people from the insurgents.
The radial development of the hamlets is progressing well but the
lateral program is falling behind. He observed that we may be overextending ourselves in the strategic hamlet program leaving a number
of Viet Cong behind enabling them to penetrate areas already cleared.
The strength of Vietnamese armed forces is being sapped to counter
the threats of the Viet Cong in these pockets of resistance. He believes
I Source: Department
of State, Special Group
451. Secret. Drafted by Dingeman
who is not listed

Counterinsurgency
Files:
among the participants.

Lot 68 D
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that unless we clear out these Viet Cong pockets we may provide the
Viet Cong with an opportunity
to concentrate against the over-extended Vietnamese armed forces.
Colonel Serong commented
that the concept for the strategic
hamlet program in the high plateau area envisions groups of mutually
supporting areas cleared of the Viet Cong. The strategic hamlets in this
area are designed to restrict and inhibit Viet Cong movement while
those in the south are designed to destroy the Viet Cong.
Colonel Serong stated that he had discussed this problem with
Diem and Diem recognizes the threat of the left-behind pockets of Viet
Cong but he desires to extend the presence of his Government into
outlying areas. Diem believes that to pursue this program effectively
he may require additional resources from the U.S.
General Harkins, in discussing this matter with Colonel Serong,
stated that he believed the Vietnamese units deployed to counter these
left-behind Viet Cong are effectively utilized as they have been able to
flush out and destroy the Viet Cong.
Colonel Serong concluded by stating that our goal should be to
get a higher percentage of the population into areas free from Viet
Cong attack, concentrate on economic programs in this area, and then
extend these “white areas“ throughout the country.
[Here follows item 4, “Progress Report on the Internal Defense
Plan for Colombia”.]
James W. Dingeman
Executive Secretary

133.

Letter From the Ambassador in Vietnam (Nolting) to the
Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs
(Hilsman) 1
Saigon, May 23, 1963.

DEAR ROGER: I enclose a contingency plan drafted by Ben Wood
for the U.S. role in the event of a change of government in Viet-Nam. I
think it is about as good and sound guidance as one can develop on
this subject, and I have concurred in it.
’ Source: Department of State, Central Files, POL l-1 S VIET-US. Top Secret;
Official-Informal. A note on the source text indicates that the contingency plan was
“approved by White House” on June 6.
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We will keep it for reference and will update it at least annually. I
hope you will clear it and suggest that it be submitted for White House
approval. In the event of an emergency it would be invaluable for the
Ambassador or the Charge to know that this plan had top level approval and could be used as the basis for action here.
Sincerely,
Fritz
[Enclosure]
Contingency Plan Prepared by the Director
Working Group (Wood) *

of the Vietnam

Saigon, undated.
SUBJECT
Eventual

Change

1. Dissemination

of Government

in Viet-Nam

of this Memorandum

Knowledge of the existence of this memorandum
which replaces
earlier memoranda on the same subject 3 is to be limited to the smallest
possible number of people. Dissemination in Washington will be the
sole responsibility of the Assistant Secretary for FE; in Saigon it will be
the sole responsibility of the Ambassador.
11. Purposes of Memorandum
-To plan in advance the U.S. role when there is a change in the
Government
of Viet-Nam.
Since this is inevitable, plans should be
made and reviewed with the same care that a prudent man devotes to
his will.
-To recognize, in the basic American tradition of supporting free
governments, that the Vietnamese should, if possible, exercise their
own choice without U.S. or any other outside intervention;
that any
U.S. interference runs a serious risk of branding a successor govemment as U.S. dominated. The U.S. role should, if possible, be limited to
indicating discreetly, but clearly the conditions under which the U.S.
would recognize and support a new government. Should further steps
be required to prevent, for example, a dangerous interregnum,
they
must be exercised with sound knowledge, great firmness, good timing
and the awareness that there will probably be only one chance to
intervene effectively.
2 Top Secret.
3 See vol. I, p. 407.
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-Recognizing
that the unexpected will occur, to avoid plans
which are binding or too complicated.
-To insure that those directly responsible in Saigon and Washington understand and agree on such planning. These plans are designed for reference by the Ambassador, but are not binding on him.
-To insure that all official Americans in Saigon will keep the
Ambassador fully informed in time of crisis, but will take no action to
influence Vietnamese citizens unless specifically authorized by the
Ambassador (see last paragraph Section III below).
-To authorize the Ambassador to act for the United States on his
sole responsibility
if in his judgment the situation requires him to do
so. In a situation which is likely to be chaotic and dangerous prompt
decisions and actions by the Ambassador must not be inhibited. He
will be expected to seek instructions from Washington if, in his judgment, time permits. Instructions from Washington should lay down
principles of policy which are considered necessary and useful for the
Ambassador in dealing with the Vietnamese; they should not be detailed. While the Ambassador will be expected to keep Washington
informed as fully and promptly as practicable, his responsibilities for
deciding and acting have priority over his responsibility for reporting.
III. Continuing

Embassy Responsibility

While Diem is in effective control, official U.S. personnel should
under no circumstances discuss with any Vietnamese the position
which the U.S. might take in the event of a government crisis.
The Embassy should keep current in the Ambassador’s office a
carefully selected compilation of biographic sketches of persons likely
to play important roles in a change in government. In addition to
relevant information on each person, it should attempt to keep current
his relations with and attitudes towards Diem, Nhu and other important people. If possible there might be several pages showing groupings by family connections, place of origin (North, Center or South)
and profession, Groupings by party are usually not permanent and are
not worth listing.
Responsible persons in all agencies in Viet-Nam should be discreetly encouraged to submit such biographic information and evaluations of their Vietnamese colleagues as they may obtain without asking leading questions on the grounds that this is routine and important
in all embassies. Many persons might find that they could spare an
hour a month to write down informally
their impressions of a
Vietnamese friend. Officials should be encouraged to submit reports at
the end of their tours. The powerful role of Vietnamese wives should
not be ignored. It should be emphasized that information
for these
reports should not be obtained by asking too many leading questions
likely to arouse suspicion.
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The question of whether, how and by whom contacts should be
maintained with persons opposed to or not supporting the Government deserves regular review. Questions to be considered would include: How much contact is necessary to provide essential intelligence
in a crisis and mutual understanding
after a new government
is
formed? How can such contacts be maintained without jeopardizing
the person contacted; overtly, covertly or indirectly? As a minimum
the Embassy Political Section should overtly maintain enough contacts
so that it will be known that we exercise the right to see persons
outside the circle of the GVN anointed.
The Embassy may wish to consider whether additional personnel
are needed to collate this material and whether some background
research can be done in Washington, Old reports should be reread to
fill out the biographic sketches to be kept in the Ambassador’s office
(referred to at the beginning of this section).
On the basis of the findings thus collected this memorandum
should be reviewed, revised and pouched to Washington for State
Department clearance annually.
The Embassy may also wish to consider drafting an unclassified
order which could be held in readiness for distribution to all official
American personnel in the event of a government crisis. Such an order
could emphasize the importance of avoiding any commitment
which
might possibly be construed as involving American prestige or support
and recall that the Ambassador is the only person authorized to set
forth American policy.
Consideration might also be given to setting forth procedures so
that key American personnel could confidentially and quickly forward
useful intelligence to their superiors in Saigon.
IV. Crisis Indicators
The Embassy may wish to decide on what symptoms should be
particularly
watched as most likely to indicate trouble for the
Vietnamese body politic, e.g.: an abnormal increase in reliable coup
rumors, particularly if they involve a rapprochement
of leaders and
forces opposed to the GVN; multiple VC victories or serious economic
stagnation.
When such symptoms multiply, the question of how a change
might occur should be watched almost continuously. With knowledge,
care and luck, the U.S. might then be able to exert discreet and timely
pressure in order to avoid violence and chaos. For example, if the GVN
felt itself threatened, it might be persuaded to undertake reforms necessary to forestall a crisis. Likewise U.S. military and civilian advisers
outside Saigon might be instructed to use all their influence to persuade Corps Commanders, Province Chiefs and others to remain at
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their jobs, holding off the V.C. and damping down local unrest. Extra
efforts should be made to maintain the movement of necessary equipment to the provinces.
Intructions for American personnel suggested in Section III above
and E and E plans should also be reviewed.
I? Types of Change
Foreseeable situations in which there might be a change in government are listed in ascending order of likelihood that U.S. interests
would be adversely affected. A possible U.S. role is suggested for each
situation.
A. Diem retires before the end of his term and names Vice President as
his constitutional successor.
(Unlikely but would be entirely acceptable. Presumably we would
back Vice President Tho strongly, attempt to line up military support
under officers sympathetic to Tho, e.g., his friend General Duong van
Minh, and encourage orderly elections.)
B. Diem announces his intention
his brother Nhu as his successor.

of retiring and urges the election of

Given Diem’s prestige, Nhu would probably be elected. (The U.S.
would have to accept this with good grace despite a chorus of hostile
comments from Congress, the press and third countries, Nhu’s nationalistic xenophobia would require careful handling, but his anti-cornmunist record and his commitment
to the strategic hamlet program
would limit his freedom to maneuver too far out of line.)
C. Diem announces he will retire, but to preserve
while in office, does not name a successor.

his own position

(This would allow time for U.S. to work out its position. Presumably we would have to decide whether to support (a) a constitutional
solution, the election of a non-family candidate with military backing
or (b) a dynastic solution, the election of Nhu, on the grounds that his
political machine was too strong to oppose unless it was clear that
doing so would risk an interregnum favorable to the Communists.)
In the three situations outlined above there would be the question
of Diem’s presence after he left office. Probably in the long run it
would be easier if he stayed in Viet-Nam where he could be consulted
by the government. While this would cramp the new president’s style,
it might be less risky than if he left the country. In the latter situation
he might subsequently decide that he was being forgotten and decide
to try for a comeback.
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D. Diem Killed by VC.

Diem’s death at the hands of the VC would impede VC attempts
to play a role in the formation of a new government and give more
time for the formation of a government not under Communist influence. (Nhu would try to take power. This could be done without
violating the constitution if Vice President Tho were “persuaded” to
resign. President of the National Assembly Le could then take office to
organize elections within two months-Article
34, Constitution
of
Viet-Nam.
Nhu would have very little popular support and if the
military felt well enough organized to oppose Nhu’s political machine,
they would probably do so. The Ambassador would have to decide
quickly whether to stand aside while Nhu makes his bid or whether to
try and persuade Vice President Tho to carry on as constitutional
successor and to persuade the military, possibly through Tho’s friend
General Duong van Minh, to support him. Tho is not inspiring and has
for some time been reluctant to play an active political role. However,
he is one of the few Vietnamese politicians who can obtain sympathetic popular support, particularly in the important Delta area where
he comes from. He is experienced. Both he and General Minh would
have the advantage of having not been closely associated with Diem
and Nhu. Tho, as Diem’s constitutional
successor, would be in the
position to retain the services of most of the top men now in the
government. He might also broaden the Cabinet by bringing in a few
carefully picked new men. General Minh is respected by some of the
more competent generals. He or another general might be able to
persuade them to support Tho for the sake of constitutional continuity
and in order to avoid upheavals favorable to the Communists. Nhu
and his wife would be a threat to such moves unless the Vietnamese
military acted promptly to remove them from the scene. In the interests of public order in Central Viet-Nam, it might be well if Ngo dinh
Can would remain at least temporarily in charge at Hue. Since the U.S.
within the next few years may well have to face the question of
whether or not to support Nhu as a successor to Diem, it is important
to evaluate whether Nhu’s political apparatus would, in the event of
Diem’s death, hold together out of self-interest and support Nhu in a
push for power. While Nhu is unpopular, he has built up an apparatus
of people who owe their positions to him; but in Viet-Nam political
loyalties are mercurial. The Embassy should continue to explore the
question of whether Nhu’s machine would hold together in Diem’s
absence.)
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E. Diem dies naturally.
(This would present the same situation as described above, except
that Diem would not have died a martyr to Communist violence. Thus
it would be somewhat easier for the Communists to play a role. Conversely Nhu’s chances would be somewhat reduced since he could not
play on the theme that he was the best suited to carry on the crusade
of his martyred brother. There would be less polarization and a somewhat greater danger of slack and drift into interregnum. The chances
for a constitutional succession by the Vice President would be slightly
increased, particularly if quietly and firmly supported by the U.S.)
E Diem killed by non-VC opposition.
If the opposition were tightly organized and ruthlessly determined, and if other members of the family were also removed from
the scene, the transfer of power might be so quick as to bridge a crisis.
Certainly the failure of the attempted coup of November,
1960
showed prospective coup leaders the importance of determination
However, based on past performance it is more likely that even if
coup leaders went so far as to kill Diem, there would be dissension
and confusion. The situation might hang fire dangerously while competing leaders sought U.S. support. This would be a situation where
the American Ambassador might need to act rapidly without awaiting
precise instructions from Washington. Here, too, it would be particularly important that the best possible dossier of biographic information
be available to the Ambassador (Section III supra).
G. Diem’s position weakened by physical incapacity or by an attempted coup, but he has not clearly relinquished power.
This would be analogous to the situation which existed during the
attempted coup of November, 1960, or to President Wilson’s last days.
It would be very dangerous particularly if it dragged on and it became
well known that neither Diem nor anyone else were effectively running the country. Diem would hang on as long as possible and would
bitterly resent any U.S. moves which might be interpreted as favoring
a successor. The U.S. would have to support him fully for a reasonable
time if there appeared to be a reasonable chance that he could reestablish himself. If the Ambassador concluded that Diem was incapable of exercising power, he would then have to decide whether or not
to discuss the question with Diem and if so whether to urge him to
relinquish power to another group. Whether or not Diem were consulted, a decision to support another group would have to be quick,
determined and irreversible.
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VI, Possible Contenders and U.S. Interests and Roles
The main contenders would be dynastic (the President’s family)
and military (the best trained and organized group in Viet-Nam). A
constitutional
successor (Vice President Tho or an elected candidate)
could only succeed with military support.
Minor contenders would be opposition politicians outside VietNam (who have little support in Viet-Nam) and the shadowy and
disorganized oppositionists who still exist in Viet-Nam.
Given the strength of the Communist threat to South Viet-Nam, it
would be in the U.S. interest to support a government of persons who
were quickly available (i.e., in Viet-Nam) and who were sufficiently
experienced in the operation of the GVN to carry on without faltering
dangerously (this would probably rule out oppositionists
in VietNam).
The dangers of a change of government in an underdeveloped
country at war are tremendous, However, these dangers are somewhat
mitigated by the fact that Vietnamese in positions of responsibility are
committed to opposing the Communist
takeover of Viet-Nam. This
would be a unifying force.
Two other factors may be serving to gradually reduce the dangers:
1. The war in Viet-Nam is building a group of competent men
(some ministers, generals and province chiefs) who are not afraid of
responsibility.
2. Vietnamese leaders understand and agree on the general program which their country should follow in fighting the war and rallying the peasants.
Given these factors the most realistic choice would probably be
between Nhu and Vice President Tho with military backing.
A dynastic succession to power by Nhu would be very unpopular
in the United States and in third countries (it would be wise to assume
that our support of Viet-Nam would be drastically weakened). Yet
Nhu could only be removed by use of force. The United States should
play no part in such a move as it would almost certainly become
known to the grave detriment of our relations with any succeeding
government. We would probably be wise to reserve our public position until it became clear whether Nhu’s political machine was strong
enough to put him in power despite his unpopularity. If he succeeded,
we would have to recognize his government as exercising effective
sovereignty. In the United States we would have to emphasize the
continued importance of supporting the Vietnamese people in their
struggle and seek to minimize
any official comments for or against
Nhu. This would be the most serious situation which could follow
Diem’s death.
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Alternatively, if on Diem’s death Nhu were removed even temporarily from the scene, the United States should then, and only then,
move promptly to support the constitutional
succession of the Vice
President with backing of the armed forces. Unfortunately no preliminary contacts should be made (prior to Diem’s death or withdrawal)
since the persons involved would surely be compromised.
Further study should be given to persons who could widen and
strengthen the existing and future governments. Particular attention
should be focused on younger men (such as Tran van Dinh) and labor
leaders.

134.

Telegram
of State’

From the Embassy in Vietnam

to the Department

Saigon, May 23,1963-2

p.m.

1056. CINCPAC for POLAD. Before departure on home leave,’
would like to summarize briefly recent conversations with GVN officials, in addition to those with President Diem reported separately. 3
1. Counselor Ngo Dinh Nhu. Nhu was most forthcoming in his
observations and assessment of situation here, with particular emphasis on role of U.S. advisors. He appreciates and regrets problems
caused by recent published interview. In long discussion, I found
nothing inconsistent with U.S. objectives in what he had to say. This
was, in brief, that South Viet-Nam must continually strive for selfsufficiency in all fields if it is to endure as free nation. It cannot be
expected that foreign assistance will continue in present dimensions
for prolonged period, and it is up to Vietnamese people to make this
unnecessary. While much remains to be done, a great deal has been
accomplished under difficult circumstances, thanks in large part to
American material assistance and advice. Said he hoped I realized that
he is neither anti-American nor xenophobic. Said he realized that he is
unpopular among many Vietnamese, because he is trying to get GVN
to promote a genuine revolution among the people and this annoyed
the stand-patters. Nhu gave many examples of what he called his
“lectures” to Vietnamese officials, high and low, civilian and military.
’ Source: Department
of State, Central Files, POL 15-S VIET. Secret; Limited Distribution. Repeated to Bangkok,
Vientiane,
I’hnom Penh, and CINCI’AC.
’ Ambassador
Nolting
left Vietnam
on May 24. He returned
to Vietnam
on July 11,
after a holiday and consultations
in Washington.
3 An apparent
reference
to Document
13 1.
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These lectures, he insisted, were not aimed against American assistance or advice. On contrary, he said they were aimed at making VietNam self-sufficient as rapidly as possible so as to ease the burden on
her friends. Citing examples, he said when ARVN general recently
complained about too much U.S. advice, he asked him how often he
had visited ARVN training centers. When told never, he said that
Generals Harkins and Timmes are in the field every week visiting
training centers and other installations and when Vietnamese officers
can do the same there will no longer be the need for American officers
to fill the gaps. In another instance, he said he asked ARVN battalion
commander how many times he had been visited by ARVN general
during operations. When told never, Nhu asked about U.S. general
officers and commander said latter had visited battalion several times
during operations. Nhu said he then told ARVN general present that
when Vietnamese generals could do the same they would be in better
position to talk about no need for U.S. assistance. Talking about U.S.
civil advisors, he said he had found their reports and advice to be
direct, well-motivated
and generally correct. On this score, he had one
request to make, i.e., that our people be diagnosticians rather than
physicians, meaning that they should size up a difficulty and report it
to higher authority in Saigon rather than trying to fix it by endrunning the Province Chief, which caused difficulties. He was explicit
in promising prompt investigations through Ministerial Committee to
remedy insofar as possible such situations. He agreed time not yet ripe
for lessening U.S. advisor-support role, but said he would continue to
work toward that end as desirable for both countries. Said he deplored
being misunderstood, but had gotten used to it. I said that his views as
expressed to me were entirely consistent with U.S. views and objectives, and I was reassured to have them. At same time, I hoped he
would not ignore serious problems created for us by reports, such as
the recent one, which was 180 degrees different from what he had just
told me.
(Comment: Nhu was as usual somewhat subtle and difficult to
understand, but apparently sincere and cordial throughout.
He is,
however, capable of reacting emotionally
and I dare say he did so
when confronted by Unna’s questions.)
2. Vice President Tho. In an hour’s discussion with Vice President
Tho, I found him more bullish on situation here than I had ever seen
him. This was tempered by worry about handling of Buddhist situation, by developments in Laos, and by present poor prospects of developing any regional ties. But he thought things were going well internally in struggle aginst VC, emphasizing
particularly
economic
improvements
especially in rural area. He was most outspoken in
appreciation of U.S. support. As regards regionalism,
I asked him
whether he was interested in the Mekong River development plans,
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remarked that this seemed to me offer long range prospects of collaboration among SEA countries. He said he was interested in this planning, and felt that best way to make progress was to continue technical
studies and planning, leaving political aspects aside until more propitious time. With regard to U.S. advisors, Tho said that it is true that the
presence of U.S. advisors, especially civilian, in remote country areas
caused the Vietnamese people to wonder who was running the government. While he entirely agreed that the benefits of U.S. advice
should be continued until victory is assured, he suggested as a device
an inspection system from several central locations rather than having
Americans living constantly and conspicuously in small rural villages.
3. Foreign Minister Mau. In a briefer courtesy call, we discussed
mainly the need to work more effectively on improvement
of the
image of the GVN to the outside world. Mau said what struck him as
most ironic was the picture of President Diem as aloof from the people
when in fact his main strength lies in the liking and respect of the
peasantry. He said he (Mau) had many friends among the intellectuals
in Saigon, but since most of these had been in one way or another
deprived of some of their privileges and possessions by the government in its attempt to benefit the people, he thought they would be
the very last to be won over. On the public image topic, I suggested
two things: that the staff of the GVN Embassy in Washington be
beefed up by several young officers who could help tell the story of
Viet-Nam to American groups (he said he thought this was a good
idea and would see what he could do about it); second, that resident
U.S. and other foreign journalists be taken by Diem on some of his
trips to the provinces, so that they could see and report on his touch
with the people. Mau said he agreed and would do what he could, but
added that Diem had “disappointments”
in trying to do this in the
past.
Re relations with Laos, Mau remarked that they were “improving” and business was being conducted almost normally, albeit with
some ambiguity. He remarked that he had attended the Laotian National Day and offered a toast to the King as usual. I asked about the
invitation to the Laotian King to visit Saigon. He repeated that Diem
preferred to have this next year in view of the situation here, but was
willing to have the visit this year if the King preferred, and the GVN
representative in Vientiane had been so instructed. He said he was
waiting to hear the King’s preference before issuing a formal invitation
On Cambodia, he said he saw no prospect of improvement
so
long as Sihanouk continued to “insult” Diem.
Re Thailand, Mau remarked that, despite the fact that Thailand
had sent back to North Viet-Nam about 10,000 to 15,000 Vietnamese
residents of Thailand, the number of those still remained about the
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same, 38,000. This he attributed to the fact that they were sent back to
Thailand as a fifth column after indoctrination
in North Viet-Nam. He
went on to say that personally he would expect the pressure of Communist subversion to be stepped up in Thailand when, as he anticipated, the going for the VC becomes too hard and costly in SVN.
Nolting

135.

Letter From the Charge in Vietnam (Trueheart) to the
Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs
(Hilsman) 1
Saigon, May 251963.

DEAR ROGER: Yesterday afternoon Mr. Ngo Dinh Nhu asked General Harkins, General Weede, John Richardson and me to call on him
for a discussion of a highly sensitive matter. Thuan and General
Khiem, Chief of the Joint General Staff, were also present.
Nhu stated that he wished to recount to us an intelligence report
which he had just received, to reach a joint evaluation of the report,
and to consider together what should be done about it. The report
concerned a meeting held on May 19 (Ho Chi Minh’s birthday) at the
Mimot plantation in Cambodia, at which all the principal VC political
and military leaders in South Viet-Nam had been present, as well as
representatives from Hanoi. Nhu’s informant had been one of the
participants. (This is not the first time that Nhu has claimed to be in
touch with a top VC leader. So far as I know, previous information
from this or these informants has not turned out to be particularly
significant. Richardson confirms this impression and suggests that Bill
Colby may be able to provide further comment. In this case, at any
rate, we have no confirmation whatsoever.)
Nhu said that at this meeting the VC leaders had been informed
that the Communists had now assigned top priority to liquidating the
Laotian problem. South Viet-Nam would for the time being have
secondary priority. In accordance with this decision, a directive was
issued at the meeting, with effect from May 20, that all VC “special
forces” in South Viet-Nam should be withdrawn to southern Laos.
(Neither we nor Nhu had ever heard of VC “special forces”. He
explained that, according to his informant, these were elite units,
I Source: Department
cial-Informal.

of State, Central Files, POL 27 S VIET. Top Secret; Offi-
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about six battalions in all, divided between the southern and central
areas of SVN, a sort of hard hard-core authorized to operate throughout South Viet-Nam without prior permission from higher authority.
The ordinary VC regular units had to get permission to operate outside
of their assigned area.) In addition, it had been directed that the VC
regular units in SVN should retire into their “maquis” (or Cambodia)
and cease operations, dispersing if necessary to avoid contact with
GVN forces. In short, the effect of the alleged directive would be to
leave all the fighting in SVN to the regional or territorial VC forces.
Nhu said that the report, if true, indicated that it might be advisable to advance the date of the GVN general offensive (national campaign), to sweep up the regional VC, and to attempt to prevent the
“special forces” from re-entering Viet-Nam. This conclusion was applauded by all present, with General Harkins in the lead.
The above is the guts of the report, but there were a number of
intriguing details. For example, the head of the “special forces” is a
General de Division by the name of Nghe who has a special flag,
green with a golden eagle. Nghe will accompany his troops to southern Laos where he will be military adviser to a General de Brigade (sic)
named Tran Son, who is in overall command of an international force
in southern Laos. (Tran Son’s standard is white with a gold star. He is
not fully trusted by Hanoi and Nghe, a 200% communist, is supposed
to keep him in line.) The international force led by Tran Son consists
of contingents from North (two regiments) and South Viet-Nam, plus
Cambodia, Thailand, Malaya, Burma, and Laos. Nhu’s informant said
the Cambodian contingent was of battalion strength, but he was unsure about the size of the other non-Vietnamese groups. At any rate,
they were or are supposed to be in southern Laos right now.
Nhu was asked a number of questions about the report-among
them why the DRV would pull six battalions out of South Viet-Nam
and expose their territorial troops when presumably it would be far
easier to supply an equivalent, or larger, number of elite forces from
North Viet-Nam. Nhu agreed that this was a good question and said
he could only speculate that the Communists might feel that international repercussions in the event of a Communist takeover of Laos
would be less if, for example, prisoners of war said they came from
South Viet-Nam rather than North Viet-Nam. Nhu, incidentally, said
he was convinced that the Communists were on the point of a drive to
take over Laos in toto. He repeated this several times, He also said that
the Hanoi representatives at the aforementioned
meeting had estimated that the GVN planned to inject a force-25,000
men-into
southern Laos.
I don’t know what to make of all this. Nhu never said that he
accepted the report and frequently used such expressions as “if it is
true”. On the other hand, he obviously gave it some credence. (None
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of us here do, and General Harkins suggested at the meeting that the
report could be a Communist ruse.) I am inclined to think, however,
that the real object of the meeting was to convey to us, particularly to
General Harkins, Nhu’s readiness to see the National Campaign Plan
go forward and even to advance the kick-off date. About a week ago,
General Harkins sent President Diem a longish letter’ in which he
detailed the steps which had been taken to bring the Vietnamese
military and para-military
forces to a state of readiness to push the
National Campaign. He expressed confidence that the time had come
to intensify operations further. He also mentioned, having in mind the
Unna and Halberstam articles,3 that he understood that Nhu thought
the time was not right and that he, Harkins, disagreed. President Diem
was somewhat perturbed by the latter remark and, undoubtedly, Nhu
heard of it. If my conjecture is right, yesterday’s meeting was Nhu’s
Oriental way of setting the record straight.
As for the conclusions of the group in Nhu’s office, they were
that, whether or not the report is true, the correct course of action is to
continue to intensify operations against the VC. It was also concluded,
at Nhu’s suggestion, that there should be no special publicity to the
effect that some new and grandiose campaign had been started. Finally, there was some discussion of the possibility of verifying the
report, and Richardson suggested in this connection that it would be
helpful if President Diem would authorize deeper cross-border intelligence operations, proposals for which are now before him.
One other point is worth mentioning.
Nhu said that he regarded
our meeting as sort of a test case. He had not previously informed the
President (or anyone else) of this intelligence report. The normal practice would have been to tell the President and seek his instructions as
to what to do. In this case, we were consulting together first with a
view to making recommendations
to the President at the same time
the information was conveyed to him. Nhu said that if the procedure
worked well in this case, he thought it would be well to continue it.
This seems to be a healthy sign, and we will encourage Nhu to continue this scheme. We have the impression that another object of the
meeting, in Nhu’s mind, was to show his willingness to work with us.
Finally, Nhu asked that we not report this matter, at least until he
had a chance to inform the President. Hence the classification of this
letter. General Harkins and John Richardson have seen it and have
agreed to let this be the only report of the meeting. Would you,
’ Document
123.
3 Regarding
the Unna article, see footnote
2, Document
122. The Halberstam
article
is apparently
the one printed
in The New York Times on May 14, which David Halberstam began with the statement:
“President
Ngo Dinh Diem and his brother and political
adviser,
Ngo Dinh Nhu, have outlined
a military
philosophy
that observers
believe
conflicts with the one espoused by American
officials.”
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therefore, please pass the enclosed copies to Defense (DIA), JCS, and
CIA. I am also sending a copy to Ed Martin for Admiral Felt. Perhaps
you would also show it to Fritz when he eventually reaches Washington.
Best personal regards.
Sincerely yours
Bill

136.

Memorandum
From the Commander
in Chief, Pacific (Felt)
to the Commander,
Military
Assistance Command,
Vietnam (Harkins)’

CINCPAC

3010. Ser. 00523

Honolulu,

May 27, 1963.

SUBJ
Civilian

Irregular

Defense

Group

Program

in the Republic

of Vietnam

1. Purpose. The purpose of this letter is to confirm agreements
previously reached by providing a mission, tasks, and coordinating
instructions for execution of U.S. Military responsibilities concerning
the Civilian Irregular Defense Group (CIDG) Program and certain
CAS activities in the Republic of Vietnam (RVN).
2. Background. On 23 July 1962, SecDef announced that the DOD
would assume responsibility
for certain activities in the RVN which
had been developed under CAS auspices with U.S. military support.
The JCS accordingly directed that training, operational assistance and
logistical support responsibility
for the essentially overt military and
paramilitary
elements,
which had been developed in the RVN under
CAS sponsorship, be taken over by COMUSMACV.
This directive has
been complied with. COMUSMACV
has assumed responsibility
for
the CIDG program in RVN (nicknamed Operation Switchback).
’ Source:
702, 201-42.1
CINCPACAF,

Washington
National
Records Center, RG 334, MAC/V
(63). Secret. Copies were also sent to COMUSARPAC,
JCS, CSA, CNO, CSAF, and DODPRO.

Files: FRC 69 A
CINCPACFLT,
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3. Policy.
a. The CIDG Program will be supported by the U.S. Armed Forces
with due regard for certain sensitive matters involved including the
basic CAS requirement to obtain covert intelligence. In handling political aspects, care will be taken to preserve the well-established
U.S.
relationships with GVN officials in Saigon and the provinces.
b. Upon agreement between CAS Saigon and COMUSMACV,
additional elements of CAS activities in the RVN may be transferred to
COMUSMACV
with CINCPAC and Washington-level
approval.
c. The CIDG Program will be undertaken in a spirit of mutual
CAS-Defense cooperation and support. DOD funds, including special
authorization
to meet unusual requirements, will be made available
for the CIDG Program upon submission of firm requirements. Whenever possible these requirements should be determined by COMUSMACV in coordination with the U.S. Ambassador, CAS Saigon, and
the Government of Vietnam. Every effort should be made to integrate
this program with existing programs supported by the joint efforts of
all U.S. resources and those of the RVN. However the CIDG Program
will be funded outside the Military Assistance Program in order that
there will be no problem concerning transfer or withdrawal of any
items required for it from the GVN and to assure flexibility of operations.
d. CIDG activities should be conducted and supported in such a
manner that they are completely acceptable to the U.S. Ambassador
and the GVN. In so doing, it should be made plain that although such
activities have some hazard with respect to the loyalty of the nationals
involved, this integration of all military and paramilitary activities into
one coordinated effort should reduce the loyalty hazard, while increasing overall future effectiveness of the total RVN military capability and
helping to integrate minority groups into the RVN.
4. Mission. The U.S. Armed Forces will assist RVN by providing
training, advice, operational assistance, and logistical support to the
CIDG and training assistance to certain CAS assets.
5. Concept. The basic U.S. objective in supporting the CIDG Program is to assist the RVN in developing a closely knit paramilitary
capability by obtaining the support of certain ethnic groups whose
loyalty is contested by the Viet Cong. The CIDG Program is an offensive against the Viet Cong designed to expand and recover both people and territory from VC domination,
develop a sense of national
loyalty among the participating ethnic groups, improve their morale
and well being and by so doing counter communist insurgency. The
CIDG personnel are recruited from, but not limited to, primitive tribes
and minority groups in remote areas where there is little if any govemment presence or control and the sovereignty of the RVN is not fully
recognized. They complement the operations of other RVN military
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and paramilitary
forces under the National Campaign Plan by clearing, holding, and expanding specified area-development
centers. U.S.
personnel achieve the desired results in cooperation with GVN personnel by employing paramilitary, medical, economic, and psychological techniques in the process of motivating, arming, training, advising,
supporting, and assisting these groups. When the GVN is able to
assume full responsibility
for the CIDG and success is assured, the
U.S. personnel will be withdrawn. As the National Campaign progresses the CIDG are demobilized or absorbed into other paramilitary
or military forces.
6. Tasks.
a. COMUSMACV will:
(1) Provide training, advisory, and logistical support to the RVN
for the conduct of the CIDG Program.
(2) Provide training assistance to certain CAS-supported forces.
(3) Assist the GVN in psychological operations and civic action in
support of the CIDG.
(4) Assist CAS to develo assets for execution of U.S. and SEAIO
war and contingency plans w t: en so requested.
(5) Assist the GVN to provide for security of bases, supplies, and
activities for the CIDG.
(6) Control initial issue and eventual recovery of weapons, munitions, and e uipment from CIDG ersonnel as they are phased out
and absorbe 1 in other activities or dpemobilized in accordance with the
National Campaign Plan.
(7) Pass responsibility for CIDG guidance and support to appropriate RVN commanders when GVN is capable of assuming effective
control.
(8) Provide a monthly status report to CINCPAC and other appropriate commands to include or anization, equipment, training, operations, and requirements of the P IDG Program.
b. CINCUSARPAC,

CINCPACFU,

Support COMUSMACV

and CINCPACAF will:

as directed and required for these opera-

tions.
c. Coordinating Instructions.
(1) The U.S. Armed Forces involved in the program will remain
under U.S. military control but will be responsive to GVN and CAS
requirements as directed by COMUSMACV.
(2) Phasing of the CIDG Program will be in accordance with the
Comprehensive Plan South Vietnam (CPSVN).
(3) COMUSMACV
will coordinate with the CAS Saigon on requirements for mutual support. CAS representation with GVN officials
may be used.
(4) COMUSMACV
is authorized to communicate directly with the
GVN and CINCPAC Component Commanders with information copy
to CINCPAC on matters concerning the CIDG Program.
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and Logistics.

a. The CIDG Program will be administered outside of the MAP,
with s ecial procedures as authorized by the Secretary of Defense
throug K the De artment of the Army,
b. CAS wi P1 continue to provide fiscal assistance to the Department of the Army during FY 63. Thereafter this assistance will continue until the DOD has secured authority for s ecial disbursements.
c. COMUSMACV
will submit detailed bu 1 get estimates for FY 64
and subsequent years to CINCUSARPAC
for recessing through DA
channels with two copies to CINCPAC. CIN P USARPAC will obtain
CINCPAC a roval prior to submission to DA.
d. CIN 66 SARPAC is responsible for roviding personnel, units,
funds, and logistical support for the CIDG %ro ram.
e. COMUSMACV
will refer to CINCPA P for approval GVN and
CAS re uests for support which have not had prior overall policy
approva 9 .
8. Report Symbol. CINCPAC Reports Control
assigned to the reports required by this letter.

Symbol

3300-5

is

H. D. Felt

137.

Telegram From the Assistant Secretary of Defense for
International
Security Affairs (Nitze) to the Commander
Chief, Pacific (Felt) ’
Washington, May 29, 1963-1:52

DEF 928638. Reference: (a) JCS 9820 DTG 0918052
DEF 928115 DTG 1600262 May. 3

May;*

in

p.m.
(b)

Part 1
1. Following guidance for preparation FY 64-69 MA Programs for
Vietnam has been obtained from SecDef. It supplements and amplifies
instructions in Part III of ref a.
I Source: Washington
National
Records Center, RG 330, OSD Files: FRC 69 A 3131,
Viet 091.3 MAP. Secret; Priority.
Drafted
on May 27 by Woods in the Planning
Division
of OASD/ISA/ODMA
and cleared by Milton
H. Blick, Director
of the Division,
and
several Defense Department
officials,
including
William
Bundy, Krulak,
and Kent. Repeated to COMUSMACV.
* See footnote
4, Document
111.
3 Telegram
DEF 928115
to CINCPAC,
May 16, indicated
that the programming
level and source of funding
for fiscal year 1964 for ammunition
for the Republic
of
Vietnam
would be included
in a forthcoming
general guidance.
(Washington
National
Records Center, RG 319, U.S. Army Message Center Microfilm,
Reel 11328)
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F-Y64
a. The MAP dollar guideline including supply operations will be
$180 million.
b. Of this amount approximately $35 million may be programmed
for ammo. However, whatever ammo is required for successful prosecution of the counterinsurgency
campaign will be provided. The
source of funding for any ammo requirements over the program level
of approximately
$35 million will be determined as requirements are
filled.
FY 65-69
a. Three alternative plans will be developed and compared in the
detail described in para b, Part III, ref a. These three plans will be
based on the following dollar levels:
1. $585 million (derived from CINCPAC
2. $450 million.
3. $365 million.

11 May submission). 4

These dollar levels include supply operations costs.
2. The materiel of U.S. units in Vietnam that will be replaced by
equivalent Vietnamese units will be made available to the Vietnamese
through the MAP. Items will be delivered where is, as is. Thus, the
pricing of such items will be at the minimum allowable as authorized
by law and based upon the year in which turned over to the
Vietnamese.
Part 11
1. The following additional
Director of Military Assistance:
a. In comparing Plans,
have to be deleted (and any
plan levels. Projects or items
b. Following FY 65-69
are provided:

planning

guidance is provided

by the

indicate projects or items which would
substitute items added) to arrive at lower
should be listed by year by priority.
funding guidelines for these three plans

Plan
@ Mil)

FY65

FY66

FY67

M68

M69

$585
$450
$365

150
150
125

130
120
90

120
70
50

100
60
50

85
50
50

’ Document

121.
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2. Secretary of Defense requirements for data on “supplementary
assistance” must be derived from USAID/Vietnam.
3. Washington review will address many points on which estimates and opinions of USAID and Embassy will be of great interest
and these agencies should be given maximum opportunity to participate in development
of plans and to provide full comment on all
aspects of same.
4. U.S. materiel being turned over in place to equivalent
Vietnamese units must be charged to MAP. However, do not count
MAP costs against country MAP program guidelines stated Part II,
para l-b above. Rather, submit as additional and separate requirement, including lists of subject equipment (all major items), and year
in which turn-over will occur. ODMA will then establish MAP price in
accordance with para I-2 above, and seek approval of additional MAP
funding if required.
4. [sic] The revised FY 64 program in program data card detail
together with abbreviated MAP Element Description (descriptive title
and machine data less asset data) will be submitted to ODMA on 30
June 63.
6. Alternative $585-$450-$365
Plans for FY 65-69 will be submitted to ODMA no later than 1 Aug 63.

138.

Telegram From the Department
Vietnam ’

of State to the Embassy in

Washington, May 29, 1963-7:07

p.m.

1159. Embtels 1038 and 1050; Deptel 1117. ’ New York
today reports Buddhists still very upset by Hue incident and
GVN take meaningful steps toward religious equality. Story
Buddhists planning hunger strikes and four weeks of memorial
ices. 3

Times
failure
states
serv-

’ Source: Department
of State, Central Files, SOC 14-1 S VIET. Secret. Drafted
by
Wood. Repeated to CINCPAC
for POLAD.
‘Telegrams
1038 and 1050 from Saigon are printed
as Documents
129 and 131.
Telegram
1117 to Saigon is summarized
in footnote
3 to telegram
1038.
3 The article was written
by David Halberstam,
who quoted a Vietnamese
Government source as saying that President
Diem had told Buddhist
leaders on May 15 that
they were “damn
fools” to ask for religious
freedom
when it was guaranteed
by Vietnam’s Constitution.
(The New York Times, May 29, 1963, p, 5)
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We have noted your recommendations
and Diem’s essentially
negative response as contained reftels. In face continuing Buddhist
agitation, however, believe Diem may after further reflection be willing shift his ground. Urge Embassy make continuing effort move him
on this problem which could either become very serious for GVN or
be susceptible considerable easing by greater show GVN good will.
You may wish again raise problem with Diem, in whatever terms
you think best in order persuade him take further actions meet Buddhist demands. You might wish consider suggesting public reassurance by Diem that Constitutional
provision (Article 17) for religious
freedom will be enforced, especially with understanding
Buddhists
will have equal rights with Catholics to hold processions, display flags,
etc, promise full investigation of Hue incident by special commission,
release of any Buddhists held by Hue authorities, and offer continue
discussions with Buddhist leaders. Doubt GVN can be persuaded now
to admit responsibility for Hue incident, but investigation headed by
prominent Buddhist could cover this problem.
Since drafting above have received Reuters ticker May 29 on GVN
communique urging “Absolute Respect” for all religious groups. What
is background? 4
Rusk
‘See

139.

infra.

Telegram From the Embassy in Vietnam
of State *

to the Department

Saigon, May 30,1963-4

p.m.

1076. CINCPAC for POLAD. On May 29 semi-official Vietnam
Presse published text of GVN communique’
affirming freedom of
religion in VN and reiterating that national flag must be given
supremacy. Communique
explains that regulations for display of national flag intended to emphasize it as symbol of national unity and
not intended to be discriminatory
toward any religion, Communique
’ Source: Department
of State, Central
Files, SOC 14-1 S VIET.
peated to CINCPAC.
2 For text of this communiquk,
see American Foreign Policy: Current
pp. 855-856.

Confidential.

Re-

Documents,

1963,
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also asks that “international
groups not having extended any support
to our cause” not interfere in VN internal affairs. All GVN cadre
instructed to conform to policy set forth.
Text of communique being pouched.
Comment: Communique
may be public declaration suggested to
President Diem by Ambassador Nolting (Embassy telegram 1050)3
issuance of which Diem had stated should be deferred until people
had had time to reflect on various statements previously made.
Trueheart
3 Document

140.

131

Telegram From the Embassy in Vietnam
of State ’

to the Department

Saigon, May 32,1963-7

p.m.

1083. CINCPAC for POLAD. Deptel 1159;’ 1162. 3 No further
Buddhist demonstrations
last evening or today. Bonzes continuing
their fast in pagodas until 1400 tomorrow. Reports from Hue, Danang
and My Tho indicate those cities quiet with no Buddhist manifestations.
In assessing general situation it quite clear that feeling continues
run deep among Buddhists. Equally clear that problem facing GVN
goes well beyond issues religious freedom and discrimination.
These
issues-though
real enough-are
now also being used as label and
facade behind which other groups seek express opposition to Diem
government and exploit situation for various aims. This greatly complicates problem of GVN-and
our advice to them-since
they must
act on assumption they are dealing with political opposition. Problem
is further compounded
by fact that Buddhists have no recognized
hierarchy with which government can deal and which can take position on behalf of movement. (Thus Thuan complained to me May 29
’ Source: Department
of State, Central Files, SOC 14-1 S VIET Confidential;
Priority. Repeated
to CINCPAC.
’ Document
138.
3 In telegram
1162 to Saigon, May 30, the Department
suggested
that the Embassy
should consider approaching
the Papal Nuncio in Saigon to ask if he would discuss the
Buddhist problem
with Diem. (Department
of State, Central Files, SOC 14-1 S VIET)
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that Diem had spent some hours with group of Buddhist leaders only
to be confronted later by other groups demanding to be heard and
complaining first group not the “real” leaders.)
Given history of events it seems unlikely to us that GVN can back
off its stand on responsibility for Hue incident. Psychological moment
to do so has long passed in any event. Unhappily, it appears that it
may also be too late for GVN concessions of other sorts to halt Buddhist agitation. For example, May 29 GVN communique which clearly
reaffirmed religious freedom under Article 17 of Constitution and gave
firm assurance against discrimination,
appears to have had no effect
on militants. Moreover, those seeking to use Buddhist agitation for
their own purposes can be counted on to keep pot boiling if possible.
While both sides displaying restraint to date, prolongation
of
GVN-Buddhist
confrontation contains real dangers:
a. For first time many civil servants faced with religious issue and
forced to take a stand, which cannot help but affect their morale.
b. Military predominantly
Buddhist and sharp cleavage in their
ranks would of course be most serious for prosecution CI effort, and
otherwise.
c. Actions to date by both sides during demonstrations have been
restrained and orderly. However, if Buddhists become more militant in
their demands and demonstrations
continue over extended period,
possibility of clashes with police, whether provoked or inadvertent,
are distinct possibility. For example, it is quite unlikely that GVN
yesterday would have permitted 500 bonzes to squat indefinitely in
central Saigon, had they not decided to move out on their own. Although VC have not overtly exploited situation to date, they undoubtedly have contingency plans and capability to exploit any situation
which gets out of hand.
I have sought appointment with Thuan today with view to getting
GVN assessment of situation and sounding him out on future plans. I
will also raise again possibility of President’s naming commission to
study Buddhist grievances. At this point, I believe it would be bestfrom standpoint GVN acceptance as well as effectiveness with Buddhists-if
commission’s
mandate were quite broad and not linked
specifically to Hue incident. What is needed, I think, is to get all
aspects of problem off the streets and into the conference hall.
I also prefer if possible to work through Thuan on this one, rather
than Diem. Latter became quite agitated during Ambassador’s and my
conversation with him May 18, and I sense this is a subject on which
he is predisposed not to take U.S. advice. Thuan, on other hand,
claims to be completely objective and asserts he is neither Catholic nor
Buddhist, but Confucianist.
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As for Papal Nuncio, both Ambassador and I have previously
sought his good offices. He was not responsive but I will try again at
first opportunity. Ambassador also spoke with Diem’s confessor, who
promised to do what he could. Difficulty with this approach is that, as
explained above, we are no longer dealing with purely religious issue.
Trueheart

141.

Telegram
of State’

From the Embassy in Vietnam

to the Department

Saigon, June 1, 1963-l

p.m.

1084. CINCPAC
for POLAD. Reference: Embassy’s telegram
1083. 2 Saw Thuan this morning re Buddhist problem. His assessment
of situation is generally same as reftel. He says GVN is convinced
NFLSV and VC are exploiting situation. President’s position is therefore very difficult, If he now makes concessions under pressure, it
could simply whet appetites. Next demands, Thuan felt, could be of a
sort designed to interfere with war effort, for example, a plea in name
of peace that GVN treat with NFLSV
On other hand, Thuan is fully aware of dangers of inaction. Problem is to find a solution acceptable to President and to Buddhists.
Thuan pointed out again that lack of Buddhist hierarchy and authoritative spokesman compounded problem.
Thuan said he did not know Diem’s latest thinking but expected
see him later today. I suggested possibility of high level commission,
along lines reftel, and said that Vice President Tho might be good
person to head it. Thuan was rather sceptical; he did not understand
why a commission was any more likely to come up with a solution
than the government. I said the idea was not so much to come up with
an immediate solution as to establish a respectable forum in which
Buddhists, whatever their standing, and others could be heard. Once
tempers had cooled, the “solution” might be relatively simple. Thuan
remained non-committal
but I imagine that he will at least mention
the idea to Diem. With regard to Tho, Thuan informed me that shortly
’ Source:
ity. Repeated
'Supra.

Department
to CINCPAC.

of State, Central

Files, SOC

14-1

S WET.

Confidential;

Prior-
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after Hue incident Vice President had been asked by Ngo Trong Hieu
to discuss problem with one of principal Saigon Buddhist leaders but
latter had refused to call on him.
Thuan said Diem’s immediate problem was whether to receive
delegation of four Buddhist leaders from Hue. While he did not know
what decision would be, he thought tentatively that it might be a good
idea for Diem to offer to meet again with Buddhists if latter would first
agree among themselves as to who would be empowered to speak for
them. I said Buddhists might have some difficulty in meeting this
condition, but I saw no harm in trying. President’s expression of willingness to continue talking would, in any case, be good move.
I was mildly encouraged by this conversation, primarily because
of indication that GVN is not apparently thinking of standing pat.
Thuan promised let me know results his talk with President.
Separate report 3 follows on demonstrations now in progress Hue
and Danang.
Saigon quiet.
Trueheart

142.

Telegram
of State’

From the Embassy in Vietnam

to the Department

Saigon, June 1,1963-l

p.m.

1085. CINCPAC for POLAD. Reference: Embassy telegram 1083. ’
Consul Helble reports from Hue (1030 AM) that large crowds Buddhists gathering various places throughout city. One crowd converging on offices Province Chief and provincial delegate, where former
has promised convey to Buddhists GVN reaction to Buddhist demands. Another crowd expected total about ten thousand beginning
gather Tu Dam Pagoda. Hunger strike of bonzes scheduled end at
14003 with no clear indication Buddhist plans for later today if dissat’ Source: Department
of State, Central Files, SOC 14-l S WET. Confidential;
Priority. Repeated to CINCPAC.
* Document
140.
‘Buddhist
leaders in Hue were not mollified
by the communique
on religious
freedom
which was issued by the Diem government
on May 29 and reaffirmed
by the
National
Assembly
on May 31. On May 30, the bonzes in Hue began a 48-hour
hunger
strike to emphasize
Buddhist
demands.
The protest
continued
despite a government
Continued
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isfied with GVN response. Crowds very orderly up till now; however
many unverified rumors that Buddhists will not remain passive
throughout day.
Large number of police positioned in city and augmented by
paratroopers and M-l 13 vehicles from Quang Tri. Total number police
and troops in excess number involved May 8 incident.
Situation considered tense and could erupt in violence if sparked
by either side. Chief bonze Tri Quang, among staunchest of militants,
has reportedly stated earlier this week, that situation in his view beyond compromise and, in direct confrontation with GVN, Buddhists
should seek help from any source, including VC.
Reports from Danang indicate that approximately 0800 parade of
Buddhist about 60 bonzes and 12 Buddhist nuns proceeded to Mayor’s
office. They carried international
Buddhist flag and did not carry
Vietnamese flag.
They now standing and sitting across street from his office. Street
cleared of all civilians by police and soldiers for 3 blocks. Crowd
started to collect and reached total of approximately
2000 on fringe
areas by 0900 and were dispersed shortly thereafter by newly arrived
troops with steel helmets and sub-machine guns. 4
Situation in Saigon quiet.

Trueheart
announcement
on June 1 that the Province
Chief, the Deputy
Province
Chief, and the
Government
Delegate for the Central Region of Vietnam
were being replaced. All three
had been involved
in the May 8 incident
in Hue.
’ At 5:30 p.m. on June 1, Helble reported
to the Embassy in Saigon that the crowds
in Hue had dispersed
peacefully
after being told by the bonzes to return to their homes.
Helble noted that Buddhist
plans called for a continuation
of the hunger strike, but all
the Buddhist
tracts emphasized
that only peaceful activities
be employed
until Buddhist
demands
were met. (Telegram
1089 from Saigon; Department
of State, Central Files,
SOC 14-1 S WET)
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Telegram From the Department
Vietnam ’

of State to the Embassy in

Washington, June 1, 1963-1:59

p.m.

1168. Embtel 1085 [1084].2 Approve your careful and thoughtful
handling this difficult and important matter in talks with Thuan. While
recognizing Diem’s sensitivity it is also true that it is difficult for US
with its large stake in Viet-Nam to support GVN in face almost worldwide liberal criticism plus growing Buddhist criticism.
Following thoughts may be helpful:
1. Diem or other GVN members should keep talking with Buddhists even if there is no one group of accredited leaders. Such talks
should be reported in press (as done by VN press Embtel 1038). 3
Would be useful if commission could be appointed, but meanwhile
conversations should be kept open. Eventual appointment of a moderate lay Buddhist leader as Secretary of State Religious Affairs might be
useful permanent channel. Buddhist demands and Diem’s replies reported Embtel 1038 both seem reasonable. Given peaceful nature and
divided leadership of Buddhists continued talks may serve calm immediate crisis and give time for longer range constructive action.
2. Agree that unrest has political as well as religious motivation,
but believe it would be unwise for GVN to make any further moves to
place blame on Communists.
Naming them would make them an
officially recognized party to the dispute and downgrade genuine
grievances Buddhists themselves have. Would seem best ignore Communists and deal as reasonably as possible with Buddhists.
3. Dept prepared appoint interagency committee under Heavner
to prepare report for Embassy background on whatever information
on Buddhism in Viet-Nam available here. Fear there is little but prepared move rapidly if requested by Embassy.
4. Believe it would be wise seek persuade GVN use only force
necessary maintain order. Bringing in US supplied M-113’s and other
heavy equipment likely increase resentment Buddhists. Can this type
’ Source: Department
of State, Central Files, SOC 14-1 S VIET. Confidential;
Priority. Drafted
by Wood and cleared by Rice and H&man.
Repeated
to Bangkok
and to
CINCPAC
for POLAD.
’ Reference
is apparently
to telegram
1084 from Saigon, which reported
Trueheart’s
conversation
with Thuan on June 1 (see Document
141), rather than telegram
1085,
supra.
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equipment be kept in background? Local US advisers might follow up.
Is it true that M-l 13’s ran over bodies after May 8 incident Hue?*
Rusk
4 In telegram
1112 from Saigon, June 5, the Embassy responded
that “there were no
M-113’s
employed,
only armed British and U.S. scout cars.” It was impossible
to tell,
from an examination
of the bodies, how they were killed. (Department
of State, Central
Files, SOC 14-1 S WET)

144.

Telegram
of State’

From the Embassy in Vietnam

to the Department

Saigon, June 3,1963-6

p.m.

1093. CINCPAC for POLAD. US Consul Hue reports by phone
this afternoon that around noon today crowd of approximately
500,
primarily youths, gathered in front of Government Delegate’s office.
Said about 300 troops were in evidence, but no armor. Crowd shouted
at troops and accusations of foul play were hurled back and forth.
German doctor spoke to crowd through interpreter, said as Catholic he
could not counsel Buddhists but suggested they should pray instead of
using violence. Crowd appeared responsive to him. GVN loudspeaker
car then asked people to disperse, stating GVN could not be held
responsible if trouble started. Crowd shouted back that GVN wished
to kill them. GVN official responded over loudspeaker by saying that
VC were among them in the crowd and could start trouble. Crowd
expressed disbelief at loudspeaker’s statements.
Several GVN soldiers pointed weapons at crowd, then raised
them above crowd. Latter shouted “stupid killers.” Troops then leveled bayonets, donned gas masks and proceeded in direction of crowd.
Some people ran, others stayed and prayed, tear gas was thrown by
soldiers and more of crowd ran away. Crowd was driven back several
hundred yards and a second tear gas barrage was laid down by troops.
Crowd shouted curses at troops. At this point representative of Buddhist Association chairman arrived, said chairman wished people either to go home or to pagoda. Most headed toward pagoda. Some
youths, apparently injured by tear gas, were taken to pagoda dispensary. German doctor produced medicine for their eyes.
tional

’ Source: Department
of State, Central
Immediate.
Repeated to CINCPAC.

Files, SOC

14-1

S VIET. Confidential;

Opera-
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Crowd was prevented from getting to pagoda by barbed wire
barrier. Many of them, mostly Boy and Girl Scouts, sat down and
prayed. At about 3 PM troops said that more tear gas would be thrown
if crowd did not disperse within three minutes. Stone was thrown at
soldier, who dropped his tear gas genades to protect himself. At same
moment order apparently given to troops to throw tear gas. Boy and
Girl Scouts stayed put.
Consul Helble reports that more troops are being moved into
area, equipped with masks. So far no firing has occurred, but crowd
obviously disturbed.
Helbel also reports that Buddhist leader Tri Quang, who has been
fasting since last thursday, has been examined by German doctor and
is reportedly in serious condition.
Trueheart

Current Intelligence
Memorandum
Prepared in the Office
of Current Intelligence,
Central Intelligence
Agency’

145.

OCI No. 1561/63

Washington, June 3, 1963.

SUBIECT
Buddhist

Demonstrations

in South

Vietnam

1. The Diem government has shown increased concern over recurrent Buddhist demonstrations
in various South Vietnamese cities,
but still appears unwilling to take more than limited, piecemeal steps
to ease the situation. The demonstrations,
in support of specific Buddhist grievances, have so far been peaceful, but serious disorders or
widespread public and military disaffection, could result if they continue for a prolonged period.
2. Buddhist hostility first erupted on 8 May over regulations governing the display of flags in public religious ceremonies in the city of
Hue, where at least eight deaths occurred during efforts of security
forces to disperse a crowd. The severity of the outburst suggests longsimmering resentment among Buddhists over the pro-Catholic orientation of the Diem family and administration.
’ Source:
Confidential;

Kennedy
Library,
National
No Foreign Dissem.

Security

Files,

Vietnam

Country

Series,

6/63.
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3. Many Buddhists, as well as other religious groups, feel that
special privileges and favoritism toward Catholics, stemming from
French rule, have been perpetuated by the Diem family’s partiality.
The vast majority of South Vietnam’s population
of 14 million is
nominally Buddhist, even though only a small proportion have been
considered active practitioners and these are loosely organized into
regional congregations under Buddhist clergy. There has been no formal suppression of religious freedom in South Vietnam, but the government has successfully curbed the political influence of some religious groups, particularly the minority sects.
4. In a meeting with Diem on 15 May, a group of Buddhist leaders
presented specific demands including the right to display their religious flag publicly (Catholics have been permitted to display the papal
flag), the right to worship and propagate their faith freely, equal status
with Catholics, and an end to arrests and mistreatment.
They also
demanded that the government acknowledge responsibility
for the
deaths in Hue and compensate families of the victims.
5. Diem has made limited concessions to the Buddhists, but believes full acceptance of their demands to be politically impossible.
Despite the weight of evidence indicating that government cannon-fire
caused the deaths in Hue, Diem insists they were due to a Viet Cong
terrorist grenade. He promised assistance to the families involved, and
on 1 June replaced three officials deemed partially at fault for the Hue
disturbances. Diem, however, remains reluctant even to appoint a
committee to negotiate with the Buddhists.
6. Buddhist spokesmen say the demonstrations will continue until
all of their demands are met. A number have been held with no
interference by the government, but reports now indicate renewed
scuffling occurred again in Hue on 3 June. Further mass gatherings
and heightened security precautions are likely to increase the danger
of spontaneous or deliberately provoked riots.
7. There have been scattered reports that some army commanders, whose troops are predominantly
Buddhist, are strongly reluctant to move against demonstrators and that troops might disobey
such orders if issued. There was evidence in Hue on 8 May that some
army troops refused to take action in the disturbances.
8. Although there has been no information to substantiate Diem’s
apparent suspicion that Buddhist extremists are acting on behalf of the
Viet Cong, there have been reports that some Buddhist leaders hope
the demonstrations
will lead to the overthrow of the Diem govemment. The leading Buddhist priest in Hue is reported to have said that
the time for reconciliation has passed and that Viet Cong support will
be sought, if necessary, to achieve Buddhist demands.
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9. Communist
propaganda has highlighted
the Buddhist grievances, and at least one document now being clandestinely circulated
may represent Viet Cong efforts to heighten tension. Various nonCommunist opposition circles have also sought to publicize the affair
to bring further discredit on Diem. A high official in the information
service claims to be part of a group inside the government planning
moves to seize control if violence should occur in Saigon. Some key
military leaders are allegedly also alert to such opportunities.
10. Inept government handling has permitted a localized incident
in Hue to grow into a potential political crisis. Unless Diem is able to
reach a quick reconciliation with the Buddhists, the issue could have
serious repercussions on governmental stability.

146.

Telegram
of State’

From the Embassy in Vietnam

to the Department

Saigon, June 4, 1963-4

p.m.

1101. CINCPAC for POLAD. Following is text of joint situation
report from Hue as of 2400 June 3 referred to in Embtel 1096: *
Begin text:

Since noon June 3 Hue security forces have utilized tear gas and/
or other irritant chemicals to disperse Buddhist demonstrators on six
occasions.
After 1300 incident which reported previously, 3 demonstrators
departed area near Delegate’s residence. At 1400 group again attempted approach Tu Dam Pagoda area and were repelled by ARVN
using tear gas. At approximately
1500, groups of bicycle riding stu’ Source: Department
of State, Central Files, SOC 14-1 S VIET. Secret; Operational
Immediate.
Repeated to CINCPAC.
2 Telegram
1096 from Saigon, June 4, 1 a.m., conveyed
to the Department
a message received
from Consul Helble concerning
the situation
in Hue at 11 p.m. on June 3.
Helble reported
that the South Vietnamese
Army had established
martial law in Hue,
and added that government
officials continued
to maintain
that the Buddhist
demonstrations
were Communist-inspired.
The Chief of Police for Central
Vietnam
told an
American
observer
that the three leading
bonzes in Hue were Viet Cong “without
doubt”.
The Embassy noted that it was Helble’s understanding
that the local authorities
had decided against further
compromise
with the Buddhists
or the withdrawal
of troops.
(Ibid.)
’ Helble’s
first report
to the Department
of State on the use of gas to disperse
Buddhist
demonstrators
was sent in telegram
107 from Hue, Tune 3, 2 om., which noted
that 67 youths had been hospitalized
asa result of the use of tear gas,-and that possibly
1 to 3 deaths had occurred as a result of the gas. (Ibid.)
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dents were observed circuiting areas of approach to Tu Dam Pagoda.
The majority of students were high school and college age group.
Subjects circled area occasionally grouping at routes providing access
to pagoda. Several times gas was utilized to control groups of mobs.
Sound trucks were also ordered into action requesting demonstrating
Buddhists return home attesting current situation Viet Cong motivated. These pleas were met with jeers from participants. No injuries
were reported from dispersal actions up to this point.
It is suspected Buddhists were further motivated by circulation
rumor announcing death chief bonze Tri Quang. Local sources claim
bonze now serious physical condition but not dead.
Worst conflict occurred 1830 when security forces attempted disperse crowd estimated at 1500. Soldiers were observed dispersing
crowd colored glass vial contained liquid over demonstrators (as received). Observers indicated troops pouring liquid on heads of praying
Buddhists. Rumors of deaths resulting from this encounter range to
three. However no deaths confirmed to date but 67 casualties actually
observed Hue hospital in various states of distress. Reliable source
denies any fatalities.
MAAG reports June 1 demonstration
approximately
2000 in
Quang Tri City dispersed peacefully at Province Chief’s office. However, June 2 demonstration
Quang Tri of several hundred at pagoda
broken up with tear gas. All roads into city barricaded as of June 3.
Events of June 3 in Hue have resulted in highly charged atmosphere and volatile situation needing only small spark such as failing
Tri Quang health or incident involving demonstrator and soldier to set
off serious clash.
June 4. As projected Contel 183, 4 youths now in vanguard of
demonstrations,
with two hundred now fasting Tu Dam. Population
furious at regime and ARVN, hurling vulgarities at latter all day June 3
but particularly incensed following day’s final incident which caused
casualties, Buddhists have made clear change of 3 officials still leaves
original 5 demands unanswered. Source close to Ngo Dinh Can indicates VN has set course on no compromise and prepared for military
showdown. Conflict involving violence appears almost inevitable June
4 unless one side or other capitulates.
No evidence yet of any anti-American
tenor these demonstrations, but given enough mob violence we are watching this aspect
closely.
End text.

Trueheart
’ Not found.
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From the Department

of State to the Embassy in

Washington, June 3, 1963-530

p.m.

1171. Appreciate very much prompt and full reports contained
urtels 1095, 1096.’
Due very serious situation in Hue and grave implications
for
future, appears here that immediate GVN action required. We would
recommend that GVN make quick conciliatory announcement, in Hue,
of willingness discuss Buddhist grievances. Ideally announcement
should be from Diem and include statement he coming to Hue himself
to talk with Buddhist leaders. At same time troops should be withdrawn and replaced with police or gendarmerie. Seems most unlikely
that chief bonzes are in fact VC and we even more doubtful Quyen
(who well known here) could be VC. GVN must avoid mistake of
identifying demonstrators and their leaders as automatically VC, both
in public and in private, if it is to succeed in efforts control situation.
Feeling here is that GVN must be made to realize extent not only
their own stake in amiable settlement with Buddhists but U.S. stake as
well and that frequent approaches best way accomplish this. Realize,
however, only man on ground can keep up with fast moving situation
and you therefore authorized at your discretion seek immediate interview with Diem or with Thuan as you think best to urge necessary
measures in strongest terms.
Rusk
’ Source: Department
of State, Central Files, SOC 14-1 S VIET. Secret; Operational
Immediate.
Drafted
by Heavner
and cleared
by Wood and Hilsman.
Repeated
to
CINCPAC
for POLAD.
2 In telegram
1095 from Saigon, June 3, midnight,
the Embassy reported
that Hue
was effectively
under martial law and tense but quiet. The Embassy noted
that Consul
Helble had reported
that South Vietnamese
troops had used tear gas and “possibly
another
type of gas which caused skin blisters”
to disperse Buddhist
demonstrators.
(Ibid.) Regarding
telegram
1096 from Saigon, see footnote 2, supra.
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of State to the Embassy in

Washington, June 3, 1963-6:46

p.m.

1173. We very concerned by report blister gas may have been
used. 2 As you of course aware adverse effects such action could hardly
be exaggerated. Request you ascertain whether poison gas in fact
employed and if so, under what circumstances. If blister gas used,
would appear imperative for GVN to promptly disassociate itself from
such action and announce intention investigate and punish those responsible.
If report true, believe we must also consider best means indicating
our thorough disapproval while at same time not appearing to withdraw general support from GVN. If GVN takes proper action problem
need not arise. However, if use of poison gas not disavowed by GVN
we may have to warn GVN we likely be faced with necessity making
some fairly strong public statement of disapproval,
Would appreciate your views this problem.
Rusk
’ Source: Department
of State, Central Files, POL 27-10 S VIET. Secret; Operational
Immediate;
Limit Distribution,
Drafted by Heavner
and cleared by Wood and Hilsman.
Repeated to CINCPAC
for POLAD.
2 See footnote
2, supra.

149.

Telegram
of State’

From the Embassy in Vietnam

to the Department

Saigon, June 4, 1963-2 p.m.
1100. CINCPAC
1097.’ I saw Thuan
returned immediately

for POLAD. Reference: Embassy’s telegram
for about 15 minutes at 11:45, after which he
to President’s office.

’ Source: Department
of State, Central
Files, SOC 14-1 S VIET. Secret; Operational
Immediate;
Limit Distribution.
Repeated
to CINCPAC.
Passed to the White House,
OSD, Army, Navy, Air Force, and CIA.
‘In telegram
1097 from Saigon, June 4, noon, Trueheart
reported
that he was
seeking an urgent appointment
with Thuan to make the points outlined
in telegrams
1171 and 1173 to Saigon (Document
147 and supra). He noted that the gas used by
government
forces in Hue had not yet been identified,
but he added that Helble had
Continued
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In response my opening question re GVN plans for dealing with
Hue situation, Thuan said that he could tell me in strict confidence
that at Cabinet meeting yesterday afternoon presided over by Vice
President Tho it had been decided to recommend to President that
government reestablish direct contact with Buddhists. President had
approved and arrangements were being made for Counselor Nhu to
meet with Buddhist leaders from Hue. He repeated that this decision
was still highly confidential but GVN wanted Washington to know of
it.
I said that I was glad to hear that contact would be reestablished,
as this was obviously essential to any solution. It seemed to us equally
essential, however, that population in Hue know of what government
was doing and that in our view more dramatic action was called for.
Thuan urged me to put forward any suggestions-indeed
his attitude
throughout
was most receptive, and worried-and
I said that it
seemed to us situation called for prompt and public announcement by
President Diem of his readiness to discuss Buddhist grievances further
and that effectiveness such move would be greatly heightened if President himself would go to Hue for these discussions and to assess
situation generally. I said that I was aware of risks in this course. GVN
concession in replacing principal officials in Hue June 1 apparently
had no effect unless it was to stimulate further agitation. Nevertheless
it seemed to me risk had to be taken. I told Thuan that I was diffident
about making
specific suggestions about handling
of internal
Vietnamese problems. Nevertheless U.S. was involved in this matter
and I felt bound to tell him that in my opinion, U.S. support for GVN
could not be maintained in face of bloody repressive action at Hue.
I said that problem was made vastly more difficult by reports of
use of blister gas yesterday. Thuan seemed incredulous. (Believe this
was first he had heard of this; I even had to explain what a blister is.) I
said I was by no means sure what sort of agent was used but that
evidence was compelling that something other than tear gas had been
employed in last incident about 1800. Helble had himself observed
blistering on victims and fact that some appeared be having respiratory difficulties. These were symptoms which could be associated with
mustard gas. I added that it was probably well known in Hue that 60odd people had been hospitalized last night and that press reports
could be expected at any time. It was therefore vital, I thought, for
GVN to investigate matter immediately.
If there were any suggestion
of poisonous agent being used, GVN should at once disclaim responsiobserved
partment

blistering
on victims who appeared
to be having
of State, Central Files, SOC 14-1 S WET)

respiratory

difficulties.

(De-
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bility and proceed to punish individuals who were responsible. I made
it quite clear that unless effective measures of this sort were taken,
U.S. would probably be forced to condemn action publicly.
In course of discussion, I pointed out that one of the unfortunate,
and explosive, aspects of Hue situation was open hostility of population toward troops. I asked whether it would not be possible to remove
them and leave security controls to police. Thuan said that it was his
understanding
that police in Hue (unlike those in Saigon) had not
been trained in riot control techniques and the like. I also told Thuan
that in my view, GVN made solution of problem more difficult by
fixing blame for agitation on VC. There were many factors involved in
situation. He indicated assent.
Thuan said he would report our conversation
to the President
immediately and would let me know the result. I said that I would like
if at all possible to have a reaction during the course of the day and
particularly
on the matter of employment of blister gas. I stressed that
Washington
was very concerned over developments.
Thuan indicated
that he would do his best.

Trueheart

150.

Telegram From the Embassy in Vietnam
of State ’

to the Department

Saigon, June 4,1963--S p.m.
1102. CINCPAC
for POLAD. Vietnamese JGS this morning requested through JAOC channels urgent airlift for approximately
350
military police from Vung Tau (Cap St. Jacques) to Hue. Purpose of lift
connected with civil disturbances
at Hue. Under normal conditions
USAF C-123’s would be used in this operation. Have discussed the
matter with MACV. JGS is being informed by MACV that use of US
airplanes will not be permitted.
I shall also inform Thuan at first opportunity
explaining that US
cannot become involved, even indirectly, in GVN control measures at
Hue. I hope that GVN will interpret this decision as reinforcing our
recommendations
for different approach to this problem. FYI. Use of
USAF planes would of course be immediately apparent to Hue population. Even if troops lifted only as far as Danang, which alternate
’
bution.

Source: Department
Repeated

of State,
to CINCPAC.

Central

Files,

SOC

14-l

S VET.

Secret;

Limit

Distri-
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possibility, word would presumably quickly reach Hue. This action
will not prevent movement of MP’s, as GVN can provide its own lift. ’
Trueheart
* In telegram
MAC J-3 5116 from COMUSMACV
to CINCPAC,
June 6, General
Harkins
reported
to Admiral
Felt that the following
message concerning
the Buddhist
crisis had been dispatched
on June 5 to all MAC/V
subordinate
units and corps advisers:
“1. All US military
personnel
must recognize
that subject problems
are internal
to
Vietnam
and section [action?] to solve them is the unilateral
responsibility
of the GVN.
Members
of this command
will stand aloof from the controversy
and will take no
position
nor action to aid or [abet?] either protaganist.
Advisors
will not accompany
any
units assigned an operational
role against demonstrators
or rioters.
Any request by
RVNAF
authorities
for US equipment
or other support,
which clearly or presumptively
will be used in countermeasures
against Buddhist
groups,
will be forwarded
to this
headquarters
for decision.
“2. At such time as it appears that the VC become identified
with the controversy,
the foregoing
instructions
will be reviewed.”
(Kennedy
Library,
National
Security
Files,
Vietnam
Country
Series, 6/63)

151.

Telegram
of State’

From the Embassy in Vietnam

to the Department

Saigon, June 4,1963-7

p.m.

1104. CINCPAC for POLAD. Embtel 1100. * Thuan asked me to
come to his house at 3 PM to inform me of following decisions taken
at just-concluded meeting with President:
1. Re alleged blister gas, Thuan said authorities in Hue certain that
tear gas only employed but thought it possible that individuals very
close to exploding canister might have received skin burns. In any
event, investigative commission had been appointed and had already
left for Hue by air. Commission
headed by General Don, head of
ARVN, and includes Surgeon General and Chief of Ordnance Lt. Col.
Liem of Thuan’s office. GVN does not plan to announce appointment
this commission unless and until there is some public charge that
agents other than tear gas employed. 3
’ Source: Department
of State, Central Files, SOC 14-1 S WET. Secret; Operational
Immediate;
Limit Distribution,
Repeated
to CINCPAC.
A note on another copy of this
telegram
indicates
that the President
was briefed
on its contents.
(Kennedy
Library,
National
Security Files, Vietnam
Country
Series, 6/63)
2 Document
149.
3 On June 6, the Embassy reported
in telegram
1118 from Saigon that General Don’s
commission
had determined
that the gas involved
was a tear gas dispensed
in glass
ampoules
as a liquid which became a gas on being released. The tear gas used was taken
from old stocks left behind
by the French.
(Department
of State, Central
Files, POL
Continued
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2. President has appointed commission to study and find solution
to over-all Buddhist problem. Commission headed by Vice President
Tho with Thuan and Minister of Interior Luong as members. Appointment of commission has already been publicly announced and first
meeting will be held this afternoon. In addition GVN already has
“unofficial emissaries” in contact with Buddhist leaders and meeting
of Nhu with leaders from Hue will proceed.
3. Mayor of Tourane (Danang), whom Thuan described as politically inept, has been replaced by Col. Chau, presently Province Chief
in Kien Hoa. Chau is outstanding Province Chief, a Buddhist from
Central Vietnam, who has demonstrated excellent political touch in
Kien Hoa.
4. Authorities in Hue have been instructed to use “peaceful action” in dealing with crowds.
5. Thuan said that the President had taken no decision on
whether to visit Hue himself but had at least not ruled it out.
Above strikes me as somewhat more than a half a loaf and action
satisfyingly swift. I expressed appreciation to Thuan on both counts.
He expressed hope that we would be reassured and asked that we now
give Vice President’s commission a chance to see what it could do
about finding a solution.
I recommend that we do so. 4
Trueheart
27-10 S VIET) On June 18, U.S. Army chemists at the Edgewood
Arsenal in Maryland
confirmed,
from samples supplied,
that the gas used was a tear gas of the type used by
the French during World War I. (Telegram
1821302 from CG USA Edgewood
Arsenal to
the Department
of State, June 18; ibid.)
‘In telegram
1176 to Saigon, June 4, 3:22 p.m., the Department
responded
as
follows:
“Agree on holding off further demarches
for next 24 hours. Can barbed wire be
removed
from in front of the pagodas?”
(Ibid., SOC 14-1 S VIET) The Embassy replied,
in telegram
1109 from Saigon, June 5, that there was no barbed wire in front of the
pagodas in Hue. There were barbed wire barriers
on the streets leading to the pagodas,
but they were used only to control rather than to block traffic. (Ibid.)
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Letter From the Director of the United States Information
Agency (Murrow) to the Assistant Secretary of State for Far
Eastern Affairs (Hilsman)’
Washington, June 4, 1963.

DEAR ROGER: Your suggestion that USIA undertake certain propaganda activities indicating that Communist North Viet-Nam is falling
increasingly under Communist
Chinese influence’ is and has been
under serious consideration for some time. As you know, my people
have been talking with representatives of the Working Group/VietNam about this project for several months. In January there was an
exchange of memoranda between Bill Jorden and Burnett Anderson,
our Deputy Assistant Director (Policy and Plans) on this subject. 3
I agree that the best way to handle this would be “by highlighting
every visit or program between North Viet-Nam and Communist
China and by frequently
citing the innumerable
instances in
Vietnamese history when the Chinese have sought to or have actually
gained control of Viet-Nam. ” We believe, however, that this will be a
difficult thing to handle and should, if attempted, remain under constant and careful review. It should be done principally through editorial selection and emphasis in news output. As Burnett Anderson
stated in his memo to Bill Jorden of January 25, 4 the best way for USIA
to plug this line aside from appropriate handling of spot news would
be to prepare and place in some South Vietnamese publication an
article or series of articles on the background of Sino-Vietnamese
relations-articles
which could be picked up and replayed by VOA
with proper attribution to Vietnamese sources. It must be recognized
that the only way USIA can reach audiences in North Viet-Nam is by
radio, and we must constantly keep in mind that anything which VOA
broadcasts in the Vietnamese language can be heard by listeners in
both North and South Viet-Nam.
Our VOA Vietnamese specialists have pointed out that there are
possible pitfalls in such an operation, In emphasizing
that VOA
Vietnamese broadcasts are heard in both North and South, they point
out that emphasis on DRV-Chicom
partnership may only serve to
increase the dimensions of the threat that looms from the North. Since
’ Source: Department
of State, Vietnam
Working
Group
Information
Activities
(Gen). Secret
’ See Document
108.
‘A January
22 memorandum
from Jorden to Anderson
Vietnam
Working
Group Files: Lot 67 D 54, INF--Information
’ Not found.

Files:

Lot 67 D 54, INF-

is in Department
Activities
(Gen).
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one of our propaganda objectives in South Viet-Nam has been to
dispel the illusion that the Viet Cong are “ten feet tall,” unless very
carefully handled the addition of the Chinese factor into the equation
in propaganda output might prove counter-productive.
Even the traditional ethnic enmity between the two races and the Vietnamese fear of
the Chinese may be overshadowed by the elements of sheer power
and geographic propinquity involved.
It should perhaps be further pointed out that with over one million Chinese residents in South Viet-Nam who will also hear these
broadcasts, we must exercise caution in emphasizing any traditional
enmity between the two races per se, but rather concentrate on the
present Chinese Communist regime.
VOA also raises the question: Even if we succeed in tarring Ho
Chi Minh with the brush of Chicom satellitism, can we persuade the
people of North Viet-Nam that they have any realistic alternative to
coming to terms with the Chicoms while they still have a chance?
After all, they say, Communist China is doing pretty well in its contest
with the Soviets, and its victory over India proved that it’s also doing
pretty well with its “adventurist”
foreign policy.
In setting forth the foregoing caveats, I do not mean to imply that
the project should not be undertaken; I only wish to emphasize that it
is a difficult and delicate undertaking which must be carefully planned
and constantly reviewed.
As a matter of information policy, we can begin immediately,
in
VOA news output, to lay a heavier emphasis upon all evidences of
DRV-Chicom collaboration and less emphasis upon DRV-Soviet contacts. Further projects, such as placement of materials in Vietnamese
publications and subsequent replay on the Vietnamese service of VOA
naturally take considerably longer.
If you agree that even despite the aforementioned
possible pitfalls, we should begin using VOA for this purpose, please let me
know. 5
Incidentally,
we have within the past few months begun to devote
considerably more attention to conditions in North Viet-Nam in our
VOA broadcasts.
With regard to your request for information on VOA and South
Vietnamese capacity to broadcast into North Viet-Nam, VOA states
that the Voice of America short-wave signal in North Viet-Nam is 100
per cent receivable in terms of programs and 90 per cent in terms of
frequencies. There is no jamming. There are no frequencies rated as
5 An undated
copy of a letter from Hilsman
to Murrow,
drafted by Wood on July 9,
with a marginal
notation
to indicate that the original was sent to Murrow,
reads in part:
“I agree that the program
should be undertaken
with all the care and caveats which
your letter so clearly sets forth”.
(Department
of State, Vietnam
Working
Group Files:
Lot 67 D 54, INF-Information
Activities
(Gen))
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unsatisfactory. The medium wave broadcasts relayed from our transmitters in the Philippines
are rated 100 per cent receivable in all
respects.
The GVN broadcast capabilities to North Viet-Nam are as follows:
Radio Hue: Medium wave 20 KW, 670 KC, rimar
radius 48
miles, secondary radius 100 miles; short wave, % KWy 9670 KC,
operates daily beamed to North Viet-Nam.
Saigon medium wave 50 KW, 870 KC, primary radius 106 miles,
secondary radius 200 miles plus; short wave 40 KW, 7245 KC. There is
no information
available here on Republic of Viet-Nam’s broadcast
reception in North Viet-Nam.
Sincerely,
Ed

153.

Telegram
of State’

From the Embassy in Vietnam

to the Department

Saigon, June 51963-l

p.m.

1107. For Hilsman from Trueheart. Embtel 1104. ’ Thuan called
me before breakfast this morning and asked me to come to his house
at 8 AM. He said that since seeing me yesterday afternoon he had
been involved continuously in a series of separate talks with President,
Nhu and Hue Bonze Thich Thien Minh, whom he described as Deputy
to Bonze Tri Quang with full power to negotiate with government. He
wanted to inform me of these talks, which he believed held out real
hope of prompt solution of problem, but he asked that I keep this
information for time being strictly to myself in U.S. Mission and that I
request Department to limit dissemination
of information
to greatest
possible degree.
Thuan said that in his talks with Minh tentative agreement had
been reached on five Buddhist demands. If after seeing President again
this morning Thuan was able to assure Minh that there was “good
chance” of GVN endorsement of Minh-Thuan
agreement, a sort of
truce would be put into effect immediately.
Limit

1 Source: Department
Distribution.
2 Document
151.

of State,

Central

Files,

POL

26 S VIET.

Top Secret;

Priority;
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This truce would involve Buddhist undertaking to cease all demonstrations and agitation, while GVN would remove not only troops
but all uniformed personnel from vicinity of pagodas. In addition there
would be a standfast on propaganda. Buddhists would stop passing
out tracts and GVN would cease radio and press propaganda, e.g.,
“spontaneous”
declarations of support for GVN from obscure Buddhist groups in provinces. Thuan said that Minh had to return to Hue
today, as his “delegation of powers expired today”. Although Thuan
did not say so, this suggests that negotiations took place in framework
of Buddhist ultimatum
of some sort. Substance of agreement as described by Thuan is as follows:
1. Flags. Buddhists recognize the su eriority of national flag and
agree to display it outside pa odas on o Pficial, non-reli ious holidays.
On religious holidays nationa B flag and reli ious flag wi5 1 be displayed
outside pagodas; any number of religious fl ags may be displayed inside.
2. Decree Law No. 10. GVN disclaims responsibilit
for this law
which was promulgated
under Bao Dai and suggests t Kat Buddhists
“through
normal channels” ask National Assembly to amend it.
Under questioning, Thuan admitted that what this really meant was
that GVN would see to it that National Assembl passed a new law.
(This may be a crucial concession because, actor cyin to some reports,
Law No. 10 is grievance to which Buddhist leaders a ip attaches most
importance. New law would presumably put Buddhists on absolutely
equal footing with Catholics in terms of ownership of property, etc.)
3. Right to worship and propagate creed. Buddhists acce t that
this is guaranteed by Constitution and overnment to underta Ke corrective action promptly if Buddhists wiH1 specify where Constitution
not being respected.
4. Stop arbitrary arrests of Buddhists in Hue. GVN denies that
there have been such arrests but undertakes to investigate any specific
case cited by Buddhists.
5. Compensation for families of May 8 victims. This is not actually
a question of compensation but of GVN acceptance of responsibility
and/or punishment
of guilty officials, Thuan said that payments of
10,000 piasters had already been made and GVN perfectly prepared to
pay more but this had been ex gratia payment involvin
no acceptance
of GVN responsibility. Thuan said that he and Minh l! ad a eed that
May 8 meeting had been unauthorized and also that some of Ficials had
misused their powers. GVN promised an investigation.
Thuan said that he was very hopeful that President would accept
above and that truce would go into effect promptly. Pending action to
implement agreement.
Thuan was vague about just how agreement would be implemented. In particular, it was not clear whether it would be a behindthe-scenes or a publicly announced agreement. (On form, GVN would
prefer the former.) Thuan did say that agreement would have to be put
before Vice President’s new commission which would then recom-
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mend its formal acceptance by President. Commission,
incidentally,
did not in fact meet yesterday, owing to fact that Thuan (and Luong)
fully occupied in backstage negotiations with Buddhists.
In response to my question, Thuan said that he had no doubt
about Minh’s authority to speak for Buddhists in center and he was
sure that anything acceptable to Buddhists in center would also be
accepted in south-this
notwithstanding
his previous complaint about
lack of Buddhist hierarchy.
Since reported agreement is not very different from what GVN
has probably been prepared to accept all along, I am inclined to think
that Thuan may not have fully disclosed GVN concessions. For example, I had to draw out of him the fact that GVN undertook to support
change in law by National Assembly. I would not be surprised if there
were other hidden features, such as government undertaking to wink
at more extensive use of Buddhist flags than indicated above or to
punish or remove specific officials guilty of abuses.
I am keeping my fingers crossed on all of this but meanwhile
request that Thuan’s confidence be respected.
Trueheart

154.

Editorial

Note

The ANZUS Council met in Wellington, New Zealand, on June 5
and 6. Australia was represented by Sir Garfield Barwick, Minister of
Foreign Affairs and Attorney General, New Zealand by Prime Minister
Keith Holyoake, who was also Minister of External Affairs, and the
United States by Under Secretary of State W. Averell Harriman.
During the opening session of the Council meeting on June 5,
Harriman stated that any additional assistance which Australia and
New Zealand could provide in Vietnam would be of great political
value as demonstrating
multilateral
support for the Republic of Vietnam. He noted that Diem had requested liaison pilots. Prime Minister
Holyoake offered to provide such assistance, with the understanding
that the New Zealand pilots would have a liaison but not a combat
role in Vietnam. (Telegram 470 from Wellington, June 6; Department
of State, Central Files, DEF 4 ANZUS)
The ANZUS Ministers devoted two paragraphs of the final communique issued on June 6 to the problems posed by the conflict in
Vietnam.
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For text of the final communique,
see American Foreign Policy:
Current Documents, 1963, pages 734-736.

155.

Telegram From the Embassy in Vietnam
of State ’

to the Department

Saigon, June 6,1963-l

p.m.

1114. For Hilsman from Trueheart. Embassy telegram 1107.’
Thuan reports another full day on Buddhist problem yesterday and
most encouraging progress. GVN commission (Vice President, Thuan
and Luong) met from 4 to 10 pm with Buddhist leaders Thich Thien
Minh (reftel) and Thich Thien Hoa (representing southern Buddhists).
Entire ground had to be gone over again but result, Thuan said, was
“precisely” same as Minh-Thuan
agreement previously arrived at
(reftel). Hence GVN representatives and Buddhist representatives
have now officially reached full agreement on referendum. Thuan has
assurance that President will ratify it and is also confident that Buddhists will. Minh left for Hue this morning, accompanied by Thuan’s
“emissary,” and is expected to return in two or three days for final
conclusion of agreement. At that point, full content of agreement will
be published and Buddhist leaders will be received by President.
Thuan said that Thich Tinh Khiet, octogenarian chief bonze now fasting in Hue, will also come to Saigon for final act. Thuan told me in
great confidence that his “emissary”, who is sort of lay bonze-he
lives the life of a bonze but does it at home-will
live for the next few
days with Minh and Khiet in pagoda at Hue to make sure that extremists do not upset agreement.
Meanwhile, truce as described reftel is to go into effect immediately. In this connection, Thuan said that in addition to removing
uniformed men from vicinity of pagodas, he had this morning directed
military authorities in I Corps area to avoid demonstrations of force as
much as possible.
Also joint communique
on yesterday’s GVN-Buddhist
meeting
was issued this morning. Full text follows. 3 Operative portion states
that exchange of views took place from 1600 to 2200 on the “desider’ Source: Department
of State, Central Files, SOC
Immediate;
Limit Distribution.
2 Document
153.
3 Telegram
1115 from Saigon, June 6. (Department
S WET)

14-1

S VIET.

Top Secret;

Opera-

tional

of State, Central

Files, SOC 14-1
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ata of the faithful Buddhists enunciated by the General Association of
Buddhists
of Viet-Nam.
The meeting took place in an atmosphere
marked by cordiality and understanding”.
Minh is described in communique as Vice President of Buddhist Association
of Central Region
and member of Committee of General Association
of Buddhists of
Viet-Nam charged with affairs of Buddhist students and youth.
Finally, President Diem is today delivering radio message. 4 I do
not yet have text but gist, according to Thuan, is that President has up
to now left Hue affair to local authorities. Mistakes have been committed on both sides. President is concerned, asks for calm and time for
him to settle problem.
I told Thuan that this was very gratifying and that I was sure that
Washington
was most appreciative of role he personally has played in
it.
Thuan asked that we continue to hold closely details of agreement
and means by which it was reached.

Trueheart
’ The text of this address
Saigon, June 7. (Ibid.)

156.

Telegram
of State’

was transmitted

to the Department

From the Embassy in Vietnam

in telegram

1125 from

to the Department

Saigon, June 7,1963-g

p.m.

1128. CINCPAC for POLAD. For Hilsman from Trueheart. ’ In my
view the political context in which requested $15 million NOA has to
be considered, apart from broad question of US support, has two main
elements: (1) recent negotiations on counterinsurgency
funding, and
I Source: Department
of State, Central Files, DEF 19 US-S WET. Secret; Operational
Immediate;
Limit Distribution.
Repeated to CINCPAC.
’ Trueheart
was responding
to telegram
1188 to Saigon, June 6, in which Hilsman
informed
him that AID had recommended
a $10 million
new obliaational
authority
to
meet the shortfall
in anticipated
USOM
requirements
in Vietnam,“rather
than the’$l5
million
authorization
which the Embassy felt was necessary.
Hilsman
noted that “even
this amount
presents
problem
in view depleted
condition
contingency
fund and we
must explore
how harmful
delay until soon after July first would
be. Request your
estimate
GVN reaction,
especially
in light of pressures
you have exercised
on GVN
during past few days, if you let it be known
at working
levels that money would be soon
forthcoming
but because of bureaucratic
delays not until after July first.” (Ibid., AID (US)
S WET)
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(2) Vietnamese understanding
of Staley-Thuc
report. 3 With regard to
(l), results up to now exceed fondest expectations of anyone here and
have totally confounded those who confidently predicted new system
would spell end of CI program. GVN is holding up its end of bargain,
has established special bank account and put money in it, and has
issued Presidential decree defining procedures for use of these funds
which accords with our understanding.
What is more, in the provinces
our Rural Affairs Advisers report that coordination
with Vietnamese
counterparts
and readiness to accept and even seek US advice is
greater than ever it was when we were signing the checks. This is no
doubt too good to last, but I am certainly not keen to do anything
which would rock the boat-as
this would almost certainly do.
As for Staley-Thuc
agreement, position is well understood
in
Washington.
Suffice it to say that, in light of that report, Vietnamese
consider that, at minimum, we have no right use against them rises in
foreign exchange reserves below $200 million. As maximum, they feel
we have positive obligation to help them bring reserve up to that level.
(I am not arguing that we should or can ignore GVN foreign exchange
level, simply reporting the way they look at it.) Moreover, at least
since I came here in October 1961, Vietnamese have been led to
believe that US would support CIP up to whatever level required for
war effort, provided only that Staley-Thuc
and limited worldwide
procurement
criteria respected. Their need, in budgetary terms, has
never been greater, notwithstanding
their acceptance of deficit financing and prospect of deficit this year on order of VN $4 to 5 billion (or 5
to 6 percent of GNP).
In this situation any backing off from CIP of about $100 million is
bound to be interpreted by GVN as failure on our part to live up to a
bargain. Perhaps we can read the fine print differently
but this is
certainly the way they feel.
It is on above grounds that I would urge that AID Administrator
allot full $15 million from contingency
fund. Recent events are, I
think, probably not relevant in GVN eyes, Pressures have, it is true,
been strong but actions GVN has taken have not been thought of, I
believe, as a concession to US but as necessary, though belated, moves
to retrieve a very dangerous situation.
Re your last paragraph,4 fully agree. We are becoming more and
more convinced also that level of imports will continue to rise and that
delay in payments may only increase problem next year.
3 See vol. I, pp. 179 ff.
’ The final paragraph
of telegram
1188 reads as follows:
“One worry,
on which also appreciate
your estimate, is that S.A. needs next year
may be as great or greater than this fiscal year and delay in payment
may only increase
problems
next year.”
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Am surprised at reference to tightness [garble] contingency
fund
in view AID Administrator’s
memorandum
to Secretary of May 7,’
forecasting that substantial part of FY 63 contingency fund would be
turned back.

Trueheart
’ Not found

157.

Telegram
of State’

From the Embassy in Vietnam

to the Department

Saigon, June 8,1963-6

p.m.

1134. CINCPAC for POLAD. Saw Thuan immediately after reading Women’s Solidarity Movement Resolution on Buddhist question
(telegraphed separately). * Thuan stated he had not previously
seen
resolution. Agreed that it could easily upset agreement reached with
Buddhist leaders and was in general deeply discouraged. As Thuan is
admittedly powerless to do anything about the declaration, I am with
encouragement
seeking immediate appointment with President Diem.
I shall ask him to repudiate resolution publicly and promptly. Odds
against his doing so are very heavy, but I see no other way of retrieving situation.
I have also problem of dealing with local press
waiting outside my office. I plan to make no statement
but, depending on outcome of meeting with Diem, I
saying for attribution that I consider unfortunate that,

who are now
for the moment
am considering
at a time when

’ Source: Department
of State, Central Files, SOC 14-1 S VIET. Secret; Operational
Immediate;
Limited Distribution.
Repeated to CINCPAC.
Received at 7:20 a.m.
’ Telegram
1133 from Saigon, June 8, transmitted
the text of a motion adopted
by
the Central
Committee
of the Women’s
Solidarity
Movement
on June 7. The motion,
which was released to the press on June 8, opened with an expression
of respect for the
Buddhist
philosophy
and veneration
for Buddha,
but castigated
those Buddhists
involved
in demonstrations
against the government
as anti-nationalists
“exploited
and
controlled
by communism
and oriented
to sowing
of disorder
and neutralism.”
The
motion
called upon the government
to “cease allowing
itself to be deafened
by idle
clamor of political
inspiration
and immediately
expel all foreign agitators whether
they
wear monks’ robes or not; that it keep vigilance
on all others, particularly
those inclined
to take Viet Nam for satellite of foreign power or organization;
that it treat as deserved,
those who seek to disrupt public order.”
(Ibid.)
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fruitful discussions were apparently going on between GVN and Buddhists, anyone should impugn the motives of one of the parties. I will
also indicate indignation at reference to involvement foreign powers.
Any guidance Dept may have would be welcome.
Fuller report follows later. I am now leaving for Presidency. 3
Trueheart
3 Trueheart
reported
on his meeting with Diem as follows:
“Two hour meeting
with Diem, just concluded,
produced
report
follows.
Meanwhile,
wish Department
to know
that
making
any statement
here, at least for time being.”
(Telegram
8, 8 p.m.; ibid.)

158.

Telegram From the Department
Vietnam 1

no visible result. Full
I have decided
against
1135 from Saigon, June

of State to the Embassy in

Washington, June 8,1963--12:55

p.m.

1194. Embtel 1135. * Agree your decision not make public statement at this time. Unable judge here but if occasion arises you think
public statement would deter repetition this sort of thing by Madame
Nhu, Dept would highly approve.
You are requested inform Thuan or Diem under instructions that
to counteract regrettable effect Madam Nhu’s statement some immediate and concrete move by GVN is essential. U.S. urgently suggests for
example that Diem, under emergency powers available to him repeal
French Decree Law 10 which discriminates against Buddhists. You are
also instructed inquire officially whether Madam Nhu’s statement,
which has at least semi-official character, was cleared in advance by
GVN.
You should inform GVN orally or by note that in official US.
view Madame Nhu’s intolerant statement has seriously weakened
GVN’s position as defender of freedom against Communist tyranny
and has greatly increased difficulty of U.S. role as supporter of GVN.
Her statement will damage American public and Congressional support for GVN. U.S. Government cannot be expected continue aid and
assist GVN at heavy cost in men and material unless this policy fully
’ Source: Department
of State, Central Files, SOC 14-1 S VIET. Secret; Operational
Immediate;
Limit Distribution.
Drafted
by Wood and cleared by H&man.
Repeated
to
CINCPAC
for POLAD.
‘See footnote
3, supra.
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supported by American citizens. Any more statements by her of this
nature may irreparably damage US-GVN cooperative effort at very
time when this cooperation is showing successful results in defending
Viet-Nam against communist aggression.
FYI-Above
sent without awaiting full report your talk with
Diem. Should nevertheless be transmitted to GVN as official U.S.
position unless you have very good reasons for not doing so of which
Dept unaware.
Rusk

159.

Telegram From the Department
Vietnam ’

of State to the Embassy

Washington, ]une 8, 1963-537
1196. As result preliminary study Buddhist problem
ing suggestions submitted for your consideration:
A. lmmediate

in

p.m.

here, follow-

Actions

(1) Since Decree Law 10 apparently one of chief Buddhist grievances, suggest GVN be urged repeal it immediately
by decree without
waiting for action by National Assembly, which we understand will
not meet until September. Believe under his emergency powers Diem
could thus demonstrate GVN good faith, move toward prompt solution this issue.
(2) You or Nuncio suggest GVN avoid giving mourning for Pope
John 2 any official cast.
(3) Believe might be well urge GVN at least temporarily
play
down Personalism in public pronouncements
and GVN propaganda
because of popular identification Personalism with Catholicism.
(4) Believe it would be helpful if RVNAF now appointed Buddhist
chaplains. Understand Buddhists may later demand this move and see
no reason why GVN should not forestall them. In urging such action
you might point out even US army has few Buddhist chaplains. Perhaps this matter could be raised on strictly military level, between
MACV and ARVN, without going to GVN.
’ Source: Department
of State, Central
Files, SOC 14-1 S VIET. Secret; Priority.
Drafted
by Heavner
and Wood and cleared by Hilsman.
Repeated
to CINCPAC
for
POLAD.
2 Pope John XXIII died on June 3.
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Communication

(1) At local level as we have previously suggested (Deptel 1170) 3
believe recognition by GVN of village cult committees (Hoi Hung)
would be most useful step. Probably GVN should not attempt create
such committees where they don’t exist as they would then be patently creatures of GVN. Rather local GVN officials should be ordered
to meet with them regularly, even if meetings non-productive,
and
meetings should be publicized.
(2) At national level we earlier suggested creation of Dept Religious Affairs under direction respected lay Buddhist. After further
consideration realize it would be difficult find person who could represent and be respected by all citizens of Viet-Nam with their wide
variety of religious beliefs. Further, position of such a person in GVN
would soon be made impossible by members President Diem’s family.
Alternatively
suggest for Embassy’s consideration
that GVN
might be encouraged to create a National Religious Council (under
whatever name seemed best) to which leaders all Buddhist and Christian denominations
and sects would be invited to send representatives.
Such an organization could be somewhat on model National Economic Council which has been favorably regarded by the GVN and
would deal with Vice President Tho’s Commission.
(3) DRV has two monks in National Assembly (point which was
emphasized last meeting World Federation Buddhists). Might be very
effective gesture for GVN to permit several monks or lay Buddhist
leaders run for and win seats in August National Assembly elections.
C. In addition your consideration and comments on above suggestions, also request your estimate of whether or not specific political
groups are behind Buddhist unrest, degree of political motivation Buddhist leaders and demonstrators, any evidence political groups gaining
control of Buddhist organizations. Is there evidence Buddhist leaders
are trying to organize rural population to support their demands? Also
believe it important that we know whether Diem regards Buddhist
“revolt” as primarily political or religious in motivation and would like
your view. 4
’ In telegram
1170 to Saigon, June 3, the Department
asked whether
the Hoi Hung
could be “officially
reconstituted
to include reps all local religions
as well as village cult,
officially
recognized,
and given advisory
role to village and hamlet councils? Such step
could be billed as GVN effort provide
full religious
freedom
and representation
within
context
strategic
hamlet
program.”
(Department
of State, Central
Files, SOC 14-l S
WET)
’ On June 9, the Embassy
replied,
in telegram
1138 from Saigon:
“Appreciate
Department’s
suggestions
reference
telegram.
First two suggestions
under immediate
actions
have already
been discussed
informally
with Thuan (National
Assembly
in
session until end June; would
not propose
insist on presidential
action if GVN can
produce prompt
Assembly
action on decree lo).” (Ibid.)
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Department is preparing on crash basis draft study on Buddhism
in Viet-Nam based on consultation with Gard and other knowledgeable persons here and on quick review available documentation.
Recommendations
this telegram based on this study. 5
Dept will pouch study next week and suggests Embassy use it as
starting point for more thorough study in Viet-Nam.
This might be
responsibility
qualified Embassy officer who would be given authority
work with and call on all parts Saigon Task Force. If Embassy desires,
Dept will try arrange send Heavner who was in charge study here, to
Saigon for about 10 days to help out with understanding
final study
would be Embassy responsibility.
6 It would be difficult spare Heavner
now and funds always a problem, but Dept prepared make every
effort if requested by Embassy.

Rusk
’ The results of the draft study on the Buddhist problem
were summarized
in a June
8 memorandum
from Wood to Hilsman.
(Ibid., Vietnam
Working
Group Files: Lot 67 D
54, POL 25 Demos Protests Riots) A more comprehensive
study of the Buddhist
problem was submitted
to Hilsman
on July 2 in a memorandum
by Richard A. Gard entitled
“U.S. Policy and Program
Considerations
Regarding
Buddhism
in Asia.” (Washington
National
Records Center,
RG 306, USIA/IAF/VN
Files: FRC 68 A 4933, POL 13-6
Political Affairs and Relations,
Buddhists
1964 & 1965)
@A June 20 letter from Trueheart
to Wood indicates
that Wood had enclosed the
draft study on Buddhism
in a letter to Trueheart
on June 10. Trueheart
wrote that the
background
provided
by the study was “most helpful”,
but that “events
have gone
beyond
the stage where a study of Buddhism
in Vietnam
in greater depth by the Task
Force here would
be worth
the considerable
effort it would
entail.”
Consequently,
Trueheart
did not feel that it would be necessary
for Heavner
to come to Saigon. (Ibid.,
RG 84, Saigon Embassy Files, FRC 67 A 677, 570.3 Religion,
Church,
Buddhist
Affairs
(May-June
1963)

160.

Telegram
of State’

From the Embassy in Vietnam

to the Department

Saigon, June 9,1963-l

a.m.

1136. CINCPAC for POLAD. For Hilsman from Trueheart. Embtel
1135. * President received me at 5 PM this afternoon (June 8) within
minutes after my request. He was throughout
two hour interview
entirely relaxed and friendly, and he permitted frequent interruptions
’ Source: Department
of State, Central Files, SOC 14-1 S VIET. Secret; Operational
Immediate;
Limit Distribution.
Repeated to CINCPAC.
Received at 2:47 p.m., June 8.
‘See footnote
3, Document
157.
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in a way that is rare for him. Unfortunately,
I have no reason to
believe that anything I said to him moved him. Opened by giving him
French text of Women’s Solidarity Movement (WSM) resolution. He
read it line by line as if he had never seen it before. (Nothing he said
subsequently
indicated prior knowledge.)
I went on to explain that I
had been profoundly
disappointed to see this resolution. I had understood that GVN commission under Vice President had achieved large
measure of agreement with Buddhist leaders on their demands (late in
conversation he himself summarized terms of agreement very much as
Thuan had given them to me), and that among other things it had
been understood that there would be a truce (detente) on propaganda
from both sides pending final settlement. WSM resolution seemed to
me a violation of this, I wanted therefore to ask if he would disavow it,
would dissociate GVN from it. I feared that otherwise
we might see
renewal of agitation and demonstrations
bringing on government repressive measures and in effect loss of all that had been achieved in
past week. I pointed out also that if this came to pass my government
would very likely consider that GVN was at fault and would have to
dissociate itself from GVN actions-as
it had already done in denying
that USAF planes had been used in lifting troops to Hue (Diem confirmed that he had read Department’s
statement). 3
Diem said at once that he could not disavow WSM resolution. In
light of his later remarks, I fear that the general sentiments of resolution are close to his own. However, he limited himself to saying that it
was necessary to warn people against extremists who were misusing
affair to further their own interests. (He rarely referred to VC in frequent repetitions of this theme.)
I then turned to report I had from Helble that Buddhists still in
pagoda at Hue were not being allowed to receive food or medical
attention from outside. Diem said he was sure this could not be true
and he promptly telephoned Minister of Interior and asked for report.
It had not been received by time I left. (Helble subsequently
reported
that some food was brought into pagoda late this morning but no
doctors had entered permitted or not.) *
I also said I had heard reports that GVN planes had dropped
leaflets over Hue yesterday which had agitated populace. I was not
sure of facts but wondered if he knew of it. Diem said he did not and
was sure report was incorrect. Helble subsequently
informed me that
leaflets were in fact dropped and that one of them consisted of strong
attack on bonze Tri Quang-generally
considered leader of Hue dem3 On June 6, Department
of State Spokesman
Lincoln
White stated at a press
conference
that “no US planes or personnel
have been involved
in any way in the
transport
of troops or police to Hue.”
(National
Archives
and Records Administration,
RG 59, Transcripts
of Department
of State News Briefings)
’ The reports from Helble cited here and below apparently
were made by telephone.
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onstrations-followed
by passage demanding
[arrest?] of bonze
Khiet-octogenarian
nominal leader-who
is really in charge. This
sounds rather more inflammatory
than WSM resolution and I shall
follow up.
Remainder of conversation
consisted largely of Diem’s exposition
of GVN position. Main points of this are outlined below. In general, it
was a hard line and, although he said he was ready to continue talks
with Buddhists, neither his attitude nor his words suggested that he
saw this as solution, at least until Buddhists “found themselves isolated”.
Diem considers that Buddhists have themselves violated propaganda truce, Many bonzes, he said, are continuing to distribute tracts
and to pass out tendentious information
to foreign press. He brushed
aside my argument that there has not been time for word to filter
down on Buddhists’ side and charged that Bonze Tich Minh (principal
negotiator from Hue) was passing out line that government has capitulated.
At one point in long conversation,
Diem charged in terms [sic] that
Buddhists had been negotiating in bad faith.
Diem also believes that troubles in Hue stem primarily from ineptitude of local GVN officials. But fault is not their actions on May 8 but
rather that prior to that date they had given too much encouragement
to “certain”
Buddhist elements. Thereafter their delinquencies
consisted in not carrying out effective security measures and in not filing
prompt reports on what had happened. It was not until May 24, for
example, that chief medical official completed report showing
that
May 8 deaths resulted from concussion
rather than fragmentation
grenades.
I asked Diem if he was saying that, if disturbances
resumed,
stronger measures should be used. He replied “the necessary measures”. Public order had of course to be maintained. He went on to say
things which suggested to me that he believes that improved situation
in last few days is result of more effective security measures. He may
of course be right but, in any event, he is clearly giving higher priority
to security measures than to negotiations for immediate future.
In course of discussion I used every argument I could muster to
persuade him that only satisfactory solution, at least from US point of
view, was peaceful one, through negotiations. I also said quite flatly
that, in my opinion, author of resolution (well known to both of us to
be Madame Nhu) was seeking to undermine
agreement already
reached. Finally, I expressed resentment at reference in resolution to
“those inclined to take Vietnam for a satellite of a foreign power”. This
phraseology,
I said, we had learned to translate as “USA”.
All this he
received with equanimity.
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At end of meeting I repeated arguments used at beginning and
asked him to reconsider question of disavowing resolution. He did not
reply- and this is only possibly bright spot I have to report.
For the moment, I would recommend that Department make no
statement and that we watch events for a day or so. It may be that
Diem will react belatedly to my arguments today-he
sometimes does.
Or it may be that WSM resolution will not have effect on negotiations
that I anticipate. In any event, there seems to be no advantage in
precipitate action. I will of course be doing what I can with Thuan to
try to keep negotiations on the track.
Trueheart

161.

Telegram
of State’

From the Embassy in Vietnam

to the Department

Saigon, June 9, 1963-8

p.m.

1137. CINCPAC for POLAD. Deptel 1194. ’ I had full discussion
with Thuan on Buddhist problem and its ramifications at his home this
afternoon. Following are major points:
1. I opened by telling him that I had come to discuss with him
new instructions from Washington. I would wish later to carry out
these instructions formally with Diem or, possibly, with him.
2. I then reviewed with him in detail conversation with President
yesterday (Embtel 1136), 3 explaining concerns which conversation
raised in my mind.
3. I next gave him a very detailed run-down of my instructions
(Deptel 1194), reminding him again that this was a simple preview.
4. Turning to related questions, I summarized for him CAS report 4 of plans for GVN organized, ostensibly Buddhist counterdemonstrations scheduled to take place in Saigon June 10 or 11. Reportedly
these demonstrations would use “false-bonzes” from southern provinces brought to Saigon by GVN, Republican Youths some disguised
as Bonzes and some in regular uniform, and hoodlum elements from
Cholon-the
whole organized by Ngo Trong Hieu. I told Thuan that I
’ Source: Department
of State, Central
Immediate;
Limited Distribution.
Repeated
’ Document
158.
3 Supra.
’ Not further identified.

Files, SOC
to CINCPAC.

14-l S WET. Secret; Operational
Received at 9:16 a.m.
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could not vouch for this report but that if anything of this sort was
being planned for Saigon or elsewhere, I wanted to ask that it be
stopped instantly. This was not a preview but a request on which I
wanted him to act this afternoon.
5. Similarly, I told him that I had intelligence reports that a Catholic ceremony in memory of Pope John was planned for Danang June
10. At this ceremony reportedly a resolution was to be passed calling
for removal of Quang Nam Province Chief Major Thiet, on the ground
that he had been too lenient with the Buddhists. I asked that this
action, if in fact it was planned, be also stopped immediately.
6. I told Thuan I would like for him to get word to the President
that I now had confirmed information that GVN aircraft had dropped
leaflets in Hue on June 7 and that these leaflets contained attacks on
principal Buddhist leaders in Hue.
7. I related to Thuan report I had that four newsmen (Michaud
AFP, Sheehan UPI, Browne AI’ and Perry Times,) had been detained
for one hour at third arondissement police station where they had
gone to check on report that certain Bonzes had been arrested. Police
questioned and photographed
them and sought unsuccessfully have
them sign long statement in Vietnamese which they were told was
certification that they had come to police station solely to gather news.
I told Thuan that this struck me as foolish and counterproductive
action. (Browne subsequently told me that he had actually ridden to
police station with Bonze called in for questioning, so I dare say police
had reason to raise their eyebrows. Correspondents have also told me
that some Bonzes are openly stating that they seeking to involve
foreign press in their cause. Correspondents are consequently in a
quandary, not wanting to miss any news but on other hand not wanting to be “used”. I told them they would have to use their own
judgment.)
8. Reviewed with Thuan situation at Tu Dam Pagoda, on which
neither he nor I had any new information (telephone circuits to Hue
are out today). I stated that I was concerned with reports that people
inside pagoda could not get food and medical care. It would be most
regrettable and vastly damaging development if any one should die
for lack of care. Thuan said President had asked him to tell me that a
Dr. Buu Du, a Buddhist, was entering pagoda and caring for people
inside. He was told also to say that President understood people did
not want to leave pagoda. I said I had other reports that they were
afraid to come out for fear of arrest and that police were also asking
their friends and relatives to make written request for their release but
many of these were also afraid do so.
9. I reminded Thuan of another earlier conversation of about a
week ago (not reported) in which before Pope John’s death I had
expressed concern over possible GVN-sponsored
ceremony. Thuan
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said he knew of nothing planned except requiem mass June 11 organized by Papal Nuncio (I have accepted invitation by Nuncio to attend
this mass and plan to do so). Thuan added President had also told him
to tell me that he talked last night with Archbishop Thuc in Hue and
that no Catholic demonstrations were being planned there (this is not
a subject which I raised with the President, or which I wish to raise
with him directly).
10. Finally Thuan told me, unofficially and stricly confidentially,
that President had informed him that after our conversation yesterday
he had directed that Madame Nhu’s statement (resolution) not be run
on radio or in Vietnamese newspapers. Unfortunately,
it is lead story
under banner headline in today’s English-language
Times of Viet-Nam,
which probably went to press well before our meeting.
I concluded meeting by telling Thuan that my concerns about this
whole affair went far beyond religious issue involved. I thought that as
a result of handling of this matter, GVN was in real and imminent
danger of losing broad mass of its support in the country and that such
a thing would more than offset all the progress which had been made
here in the last year. Thuan indicated agreement with this. He also
expressed dismay that he and GVN were unable to prevent the appearance of something like the WSM resolution.
We left it that Thuan would convey the above-numbered points to
Diem and arrange for me to see him.
Trueheart

162.

Telegram
of State’

From the Embassy in Vietnam

to the Department

Saigon, june 10,1963-6

p.m.

1141. CINCPAC for POLAD. Embtel 1137. ’ Thuan reported at 9
am that he had made some progress in talks with Diem and Nhu
following our meeting yesterday (reftel):
1. Re Decree Law 10, Diem said he could not repeal it by Presidential action because National Assembly in session. (This is probably
correct reading of Constitution;
it is perhaps debatable whether he
could act under emergency powers but that the latter apply only to
’ Source: Department
of State, Central Files, SOC
Immediate;
Limit Distribution:
Repeated to CINCPAC.
’ Supra.

14-1

S VIET.

Secret;

Operational
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matters of “security and manpower
mobilization”.)
I asked about possibility of quick action by Assembly. Thuan said that this would take
time because law long and complicated. I said that if, for example,
prominent
Deputy announced intention to introduce legislation and
government let it be known that it would support it, this might be all
that was necessary. Thuan said that he would try for this.
2. Answer to our inquiry was that WSM resolution had not been
cleared in advance by GVN. Diem had objected to characterization
of
resolution
as “Madame
Nhu’s statement,”
pointing out that it was
product of popular organization.
Latter remark was made (and received) with a smile.
3. Regarding reports of planned demonstrations
in Saigon organized by Ngo Trong Hieu, Thuan said that President had telephoned
Hieu in his presence and latter had denied report. In any case, Thuan
said he had talked to Nhu as well about this and could assure me no
such demonstrations
would take place. Similarly for the reported action in Danang.
4. Re pagoda at Hue, Thuan said he was still working on this but
hoped to arrange for assurances to be given people inside that they
could leave without fear of arrests or other reprisals. This might not
apply to certain government functionaries who were in pagoda.
5. No GVN-sponsored
ceremonies will be held for Pope John.
6. Thuan confirmed that WSM resolution banned on radio and
will not appear in the Vietnamese newspapers.
In fact, we have not
found it in any papers and VTVN informed USIS this morning that
resolution had been broadcast two or three times before presidential
order received to ban it.
7. Regarding my statement to Thuan that I judged President was
not interested in negotiations with Buddhist leaders until they were
isolated, Thuan said President
thought I had misunderstood;
he
wanted to isolate the extremists, I said I thought this was a distinction
without a difference.
8. Thuan reported that Vice President Tho’s commission
was
meeting at 10 o’clock to consider new letter received from Saigon
Buddhist leader. 3 This letter was moderate in tone, acknowledged
that
GVN had taken certain steps in Hue, such as removing troops and
traffic blocks, but asked for further action on cordoning off of pagoda.
Thuan was hopeful that talks with Buddhists, including representatives from Hue, could continue.
3 The substance
of an exchange
of letters between
Vice President
Tho and the
Buddhist
Executive
Committee,
including
the June 9 letter under reference,
was transmitted to the Department
of State in telegram
1144 from Saigon, June 10. (Department
of State, Central Files, SOC 14-1 S WET)
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9. Finally Thuan said that my remarks about airdropping of leaflets in Hue and detaining of newsmen in Saigon had been passed to
President, as had everything else I had told him,
Thuan asked when I would want to see the President to carry out
my instructions
officially. I replied that I had no particular interest in
making demarches for their own sake, that I was primarily interested
in seeing problem of Buddhists resolved. As Thuan seemed to be
making some progress, I thought it might be a good idea to wait until
after lunch before deciding about seeing the President. Thuan agreed
but asked me to give him until tomorrow
morning when we could
have breakfast together and decide where to go from here. I said I
would hold off until then, subject to any new instructions
from Dept. I
also said that what I would want to get across to President, apart from
what was in my instructions,
was that President should take this
whole affair into his own hands and ensure that those negotiating with
Buddhists were not undercut from any quarter.
In response to his query, I told Thuan that I had no plan to make
any public statement at this time. He knows from our talk yesterday
that I have authority to make one and I gathered from Thuan’s manner
that this rather worries GVN.
Comment: Department will appreciate that I am handling instructions in such a way as in effect to be able to use them twice. Whether
or not it will be desirable to repeat directly to Diem what Thuan has
already told him is debatable. Unless the Department has objection, I
propose to decide this in the light of progress Thuan is able to report
tomorrow
morning. 4
Since dictating above have received word Thuan wants to see me
at 6 pm. 5

Trueheart
’ In telegram
1199 to Saigon, June 10, 5:30 p.m., the Department
agreed with this
procedure
and added:
“Suggest
you particularly
press GVN on removing
cordon from around Pagoda in
Hue and on most rapid possible repeal law no. 10. Due rapidity
developments
you are
authorized
decide on your own the timing of these and other demarches.”
(Ibid.)
‘See footnote
2, Document
165.
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Telegram From the Embassy in Vietnam
of State 1

to the Department

Saigon, June 11, 1963.

1146. CINCPAC for POLAD. At about 1000 hours this morning
Buddhist bonze burned himself to death’ at corner Phan Dinh Phung
and Le Van Duyet Streets in Saigon. Preliminary information indicates
Bonze (name unknown) was surrounded by massed ranks of from 200
to 300 Bonzes, applied gasoline to robe, and ignited it. Police tried
vainly break through ranks of Bonzes. Embassy officer has viewed
body. Burning viewed by crowd of 400-500 spectators.
Crowd orderly but growing. Police maintaining
Bonzes in places
and refusing permit procession to continue. Reportedly another Bonze
prepared disembowel himself in protest today.
Trueheart
’ Source: Department
of State, Central Files, SOC 14-1 S WET. Unclassified;
Operational Immediate.
Repeated
to CINCPAC.
The time of transmission
is not given on the
source text. The telegram was received at 12:OS a.m.
‘According
to a report
by COMUSMACV
on June 12, the incident
took place
shortly
after 11 a.m. The MACV
report identified
the bonze who died as Quang Due,
estimated
the supporting
group of bonzes and nuns at 400-500,
and noted that the
Buddhists
used loudspeakers
to proclaim
that Quang Due had died to emphasize
the
five demands
made upon the South Vietnamese
Government
after the May 8 incident in
Hue. (Telegram
1210152
from Admino
COMUSMACV
to the Joint Chiefs of Staff, June
12; ibid.)
Quang Due’s suicide was photographed
by Malcolm
Browne of Associated
Press.
Several American
newsmen
had been informed
in advance
that something
important
might happen
that morning
near Xa Loi Pagoda,
but only Browne
responded.
His
photograph,
taken an instant after the flames erupted,
was published
around the world.
In John Mecklin’s
view, the photograph
“had a shock effect of incalculable
value to the
Buddhist
cause, becoming
a symbol of the state of things in Vietnam.”
(Mecklin,
Mission
in Torment, p. 157)
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Telegram From the Embassy in Vietnam
of State 1

375

to the Department

Saigon, June 11,1963-noon.

1147. CINCPAC for POLAD. Procession of approximately
400
bonzes carried body of dead bonze to Xa Loi Pagoda near USOM. At
about 0130 an estimated 800-1000 bonzes now inside pagoda. Large
group of pro-Buddhist students have now formed cordon around pagoda and refusing admission to anyone. Students have raised crude
banner in English stating “This Buddhist priest cremated himself for
five items demanded of the government.” Meeting at pagoda broke up
at 1200 and bonzes quickly dispersed, leaving approximately
100
bonzes inside.
Very few spectators in evidence; however large group of bonzes
and lay persons estimated at 2000 now gathering at site of cremation.
Crowd orderly. Large number of police (estimated at 1000) in area.
Police have allowed bonzes to proceed at will within area which is
cordoned off and have attempted keep bonzes and spectators separate. ’
Banners in English and Vietnamese carried by bonzes read as
follows: “A Buddhist priest burns himself for our five requests,” and
“Do not deceive us and the people in any way.”
Dead bonze identified as Thich Quang Due, a middle level bonze
from provinces (reportedly from Nha Trang but unconfirmed).
He
arrived on scene of his death in a vehicle with central Viet Nam license
plates and carrying his own can of gasoline. Burning took place in
front of Cambodian representation residence, apparently for purpose
obtaining Cambodian attention. 3
’ Source: Department
of State, Central Files, SOC 14-1 S VIET. Confidential;
OperaImmediate.
Repeated to CINCPAC.
Received at 2:21 a.m.
’ The Embassy reported
later in the day that at 6 p.m. the police arrested some 30
nuns and 5 bonzes after they refused to move a prayer
meeting
into nearby
Xa Loi
Pagoda. Access to the area cordoned-off
around
the pagoda was then limited
to residents of the immediate
area. While disturbances
mounted
in Saigon, the Embassy noted
that the situation
in Hue seemed to have returned
to normal.
(Telegram
1158 from
Saigon, June 11; ibid.)
’ On June 13, Charles C. Flowerree
of the Embassy sent a memorandum
to Acting
Deputy
Chief of Mission
Melvin
L. Manful1
in which he assessed the impact of the
Buddhist
problem
on relations
between
South Vietnam
and Cambodia.
Flowerree
pointed
to a May 22 speech by Prince Sihanouk,
in which Sihanouk
charged
that
President
Diem was mistreating
both Vietnamese
and Khmer
Buddhists.
Flowerree
noted that on June 9 the Times of Viet Nam, which often spoke for the Diem government,
published
an article underlining
the prominent
role of Cambodian,
or Hinayana
bonzes
in the Buddhist
difficulties
in South Vietnam,
in line with what the paper charged was
the Cambodian
policy of attempting
to impose neutralism
on Vietnam
through
diploContinued
tional
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Colonel Tung, Commander
Vietnamese Special Forces, has ordered two Ranger companies of Special Forces moved in from Long
Thanh Camp (between Saigon and Vung Tau). Ranger companies will
be disposed in the camp near Tan Son Nhut Airport. Colonel Tung
stated that he expects further trouble today. Seventh Airborne Battalion also alerted according to MACV.
Reports persist that other bonzes may sacrifice themselves in front
of public buildings.
Trueheart
matic and propaganda
efforts. Noting
that “the GVN is ready and eager to see a fine
Cambodian
hand in all the organized
Buddhist
actions,”
Flowerree
concluded
that the
self-immolation
of the bonze Quang Due in front of the Cambodian
Embassy tended to
feed the suspicions
of the Diem government.
(Washington
National
Records Center, RG
84, Saigon Embassy Files: FRC 67 A 677, 320 GVN-Cambodia
Jan-June 63)

165.

Telegram
of State’

From the Embassy in Vietnam

to the Department

Saigon, June 2 1,1963--5

p.m.

1151. CINCPAC for POLAD. Embtel 1148.’ Saw Thuan at his
house at lunch time. He had talked with President and Nhu this
morning. Contrary reftel, he said there had been no Cabinet meeting.
President had talked with individual ministers, however, and might
assemble Cabinet this afternoon. He was urging conciliatory action on
President and thought he was making some headway. His mood was
quite different from last night, and I would guess that events of this
morning have considerably strengthened his personal position.
I told Thuan that, in my judgment, GVN position abroad and
probably in the country was very precarious. I doubted that position
could be restored without an immediate,
dramatic and conciliatory
move by President Diem personally. Concessions which should be
’ Source: Department
of State, Central Files, SOC 14-1 S VIET. Secret; Operational
Immediate;
Limit Distribution.
Repeated to CINCPAC.
Received at 7:37 a.m.
* In telegram
1148 from Saigon, June 11, Trueheart
reported
that his conversations
the previous
evening
with Thuan and Ngo Trong Hieu indicated
that “as of that time
Diem had decided situation
fully under control and was preparing
in a day or so to issue
communique
stating final government
position.”
Trueheart
noted, however,
that the
situation
had been “drastically
changed by self-cremation
of bonze in Central Saigon.”
He stated that an emergency
Cabinet session began sitting at 11:30 a.m. to consider the
situation.
Trueheart
planned
to see President
Diem and “ask for dramatic
conciliatory
gesture.”
(Ibid.)
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made would, I thought, have to go beyond things Thuan had privately
told me last week Diem was prepared to do, and he would have to
make his move in a manner which I knew went against his grain. I
told Thuan, again as a personal opinion, that I thought if President did
not do something of this sort this afternoon he might well be faced
with a public US Government disassociation of itself from whole affair, with quite possibly a strong overtone of disapproval of GVN
handling Buddhist problem since May 8. (This is, in fact, what I now
recommend to Department unless we have action or the promise of it
before the day is out.) Thuan took more or less verbatim notes of this
and said he would bring it to the attention of the President at once. 3
I also told Thuan that since Buddhist action this morning so obviously planned in advance, it seemed reasonable to suppose that there
would be other incidents today. I said I was aware of movement of
certain troop units to Saigon today and alerting of others. Possibility of
clashes was therefore very real.
I also called to Thuan’s attention that Women’s Solidarity Movement had today published long letter of protest to UP1 management
on reporting of Neil Sheehan. 4 On past form, I expected move to expel
Sheehan. I said this was a “stupid” action. (Thuan asked if he could
quote me and I said yes.) I said that I was also incensed, and knew
Washington would be, that two days after the strongest warnings
against Madame Nhu’s sounding off, she had done it again. I also
pointed out that notwithstanding
earlier statement that previous outburst would not appear in Vietnamese press, we had found that it was
printed in two papers yesterday afternoon.
Thuan said he would let me know later this afternoon what progress he is making. ’
Late item: As of noon, usually reliable CAS source indicated all
VNAF personnel restricted to base effective 1230 hours, Air Force
personnel additionally
informed that they would receive instructions
from JGS in early afternoon. VNAF Chief of Staff (Lt. Col. Do Khac
Mai is a Buddhist) reportedly remarked to source that he and other
senior officers were fed up with situation and that he could not under3 In a radio address to the nation at 7 p.m., President
Diem appealed
for calm and
noted that discussions
with Buddhist leaders were continuing
He stated that extremists
had distorted
the facts of the situation, but he assured Buddhists
that they “can count on
the Constitution,
in other words, on me.” (Telegram
1156 from Saigon, June 11, received at 8:59 a.m.; ibid.)
’ This letter, which was published
in the Times of Vi&Nam
on June 11, was summarized in telegram
1153 from Saigon, June 11. (Ibid.)
5 Trueheart
saw Thuan at 6 p.m. and found him in a “relatively
optimistic
mood.”
Thuan hoped that President
Diem‘s radio address would serve to maintain
calm until
the meeting
scheduled
for the following
day with Buddhist
leaders. Thuan would not
say what
concessions
government
negotiators
would
be prepared
to make,
but
Trueheart
noted that the Vice President’s
Commission
was “very much back in business
today.”
(Telegram
1157 from Saigon, June 11; received at 9:06 a.m; ibid.)
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stand why Americans stood by and lost golden opportunity to rectify
situation in Vietnam, by which he clearly meant overthrow of government.
American employees and dependents have been notified to avoid
crowds and demonstrations.
USOM employees dismissed for afternoon, as USOM building very close to Xa Loi Pagoda. I have also
asked principal to close American community school this afternoon.
All above without public announcement.
At present situation quiet at Xa Loi Pagoda and at National Assembly.
Trueheart

166.

Telegram
of State’

From the Embassy in Vietnam

to the Department

Saigon, June 11,1963-7

p.m.

1155. CINCPAC for POLAD. Deptel 1196; Embtel 1138. ’
A. following are factors in current Buddhist situation as we currently see it:
Buddhists
1. Buddhist demonstrations and opposition to GVN began as reaction to specific GVN limitations on religious expression (i.e., flying of
Buddhist flags outside pagoda premises). Whether Buddhist reaction
was spontaneous or premeditated is not clear; however, those actions
in fact articulated long-standing
Buddhist sense of grievance at religious discrimination.
By now Buddhist actions have taken on political
significance, partly because of GVN’s slowness to react politically to
Buddhist demands, speed with which it has exercised repressive measures, transparent attempts of GVN to draw up “spontaneous” expression of Buddhist support, and opportunity
issue provided to other
dissatisfied elements to express opposition to GVN. While Buddhists
still seeking largely religious ends, fact is that Buddhist leaders ques’ Source: Department
of State, Central
Repeated
to CINCPAC.
2 Telegram
1196 is printed as Document
4 thereto.

Files,

SOC

159; regarding

14-1

S WET.

telegram

Secret;

Priority.

1138, see footnote
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tion GVN’s intentions and sincerity to such degree that some of them
beginning question whether GVN as presently constituted will ever
bring them satisfaction.
2. Buddhist actions have not all been above reproach. Although to
Embassy’s knowledge, they are still seeking satisfaction only on their
five demands, sufficient momentum may have developed behind their
protest movement so that five demands will themselves be given
liberal interpretation
or be overtaken by larger and more extensive
demands. Some Buddhists are reportedly talking about bringing about
overthrow of GVN. In addition Buddhists have not respected propaganda truce but have been distributing
tracts, encouraging further
demonstrations, and sought to enlist foreign press in their cause.
3. There is no evidence that any specific political group is behind
Buddhist unrest. On contrary, there is evidence that Buddhists have
resisted temptation enlist aid political opposition groups and that in
fact have repelled effort by such groups to jump on bandwagon
overtly. Similarly, there is no evidence that VC are exerting any direct
influence on Buddhists at this juncture; there is, however, some evidence that VC are waiting expectantly in wings for propitious moment
to exploit situation politically and/or militarily.
4. Opposition to GVN’s position has tended to unify Buddhist
groups; moreover, there is evidence that Buddhists are trying at least
inform, if not organize, rural population in bid for their support. Their
reasonably successful resistance to GVN without serious punishment
so far has given them confidence. Thus, it is quite possible that Buddhists will press GVN beyond five demands, What is not so certain,
however, is whether Buddhist groups sufficiently organized and cohesive to back any agreement reached by Buddhist leaders negotiating
with GVN.
GVN

1. In early stages “Buddhist revolt“ GVN undoubtedly misjudged
strength Buddhist emotions and determination
and thought Buddhists
would bow quickly to forceful measures,
2. Constructive steps taken by GVN have come too slowly to have
maximum impact on Buddhists, and such steps have been taken only
under pressure of events or at strong US urging. GVN has at times
given impression of being divided within itself on how to cope with
Buddhists.
3. GVN from beginning has regarded Buddhist “revolt” as political problem and politically motivated since potential threat it poses to
regime is political. In this regard, GVN finds itself in quandary, which
to some extent explains its slow and uncertain actions to placate Buddhists, its tendency to use forceful measures to restore status quo, and
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even Mme. Nhu’s unhelpful statement. GVN realizes that giving satisfaction to Buddhists could (a) lead to further Buddhist demands and
(b) temptations on part of other groups to follow Buddhist example.
B. At this moment, we believe there is still some chance that GVN
will come to satisfactory terms with Buddhists. This will depend on
whether dialogue between two parties can be maintained and whether
it succeeds in dispelling suspicion and distrust on both sides. Even
assuming that agreement can now be reached-and
that Buddhist
leaders can rally rank and file support for it-Buddhist
revolt and
GVN’s record of response to it will leave mark in terms further gap in
communication
between GVN and people, as well as in terms GVN
fear that similar trouble will pop up elsewhere.
It is in context possibility that two parties can come to terms that
GVN will be most receptive to suggestions under parts A and B of
Deptel 1196. Regarding part A, suggestions (1) and (2) have already
been raised informally with Thuan, who indicated that GVN exploring
what action feasible on Decree 10 and that no official GVN commemoration planned for Pope John. We would be reluctant pass on suggestion (3) which certain to irritate GVN but unlikely have any important
benefits, if accepted, since we doubt seriously that public understands
Personalism or its background sufficiently for soft-pedalling it to have
any impact. Re (4), I will suggest to General Harkins that he explore
ways and means to raise this with GVN.
Suggestions under part B are of course for longer term. Their
implementation
now unlikely aid current situation materially, since
any impact would take time. We concerned at suggestion (3) under
part B, since it implies “packing the Assembly” with US blessing; also,
given nature Assembly, Buddhists likely consider Assembly monks as
kept men. Further, we question whether good idea deliberately mix
religion and politics. We will explore how handle this one, but inclined
believe we should go no further than suggesting that GVN consider
feasibility of monks presenting candidacies for Assembly.
Above estimate was prepared prior self-cremation incident and
today’s talk with Thuan. If dialogue between GVN and Buddhists
breaks down or becomes harsher GVN likely be unwilling take actions
Buddhist could interpret as weakness. For example, in connection with
suggestion regarding monks in National Assembly, believe we cannot
rule out possibility that if Buddhist unrest continues, Diem will postpone Assembly elections altogether or carry them out in “safe” areas
of country.
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Appreciate Department’s effort in preparing background study on
Buddhism in Vietnam. Would like examine it before deciding to ask for
Heavner WG’s services. 3
Trueheart
’ See footnote

167.

6, Document

159.

Telegram From the Department
Vietnam ’

of State to the Embassy in

Washington, June 11, 1963-11:03

p.m.

1207. In our judgment the Buddhist situation is dangerously near
the breaking point. Accordingly, you authorized to tell Diem that in
the United States view it is essential for the GVN promptly to take
dramatic action to regain confidence of Buddhists and that the GVN
must fully and unequivocally meet Buddhist demands as set forth in
Embtel 1038.2 Furthermore, we believe that meeting these demands
must be done in a public and dramatic fashion if confidence is to be
restored.
You further authorized to tell Diem that unless GVN is willing to
take effective action along the above lines within the next few days the
US will find it necessary publicly to state that it cannot associate itself
with the GVN’s unwillingness to meet the reasonable demands of the
Vietnamese Buddhist leaders.
There follows various argumentation which you authorized to use
in whole or part at your discretion.
The US understands that a public statement may have political
repercussions inside South Viet-Nam and would make such a statement most reluctantly since it continues to support President Diem.
However, the international
repercussions of the Buddhist troubles in
South Viet-Nam cannot help but affect US world-wide responsibilities.
In addition, US support of Vietnamese Government requires full support of Congress and American people and question as to our attitude
towards and our involvement in Buddhist problem must be effectively
dealt with if satisfactory solution is not arrived at very quickly. Fur’ Source: Department
of State, Central Files, SOC 14-1 S VIET. Secret; Operational
Immediate;
Limit Distribution.
Drafted
by Wood and H&man
and cleared in draft by
Harriman.
Repeated to CINCPAC
for POLAD.
2 Document
129.
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thermore, it is also in the interests of the Government of South VietNam to take action to regain confidence of Buddhists, No government
in Viet-Nam can survive without their support.
We realize that meeting Buddhist demands as set forth in Embtel
1038 runs risk of engendering further Buddhist demands and that
GVN must be prepared to face and very likely accede to such further
demands unless they are so substantive as to endanger GVN defense
effort. Nevertheless fact is that Buddhist demands so far have been
reasonable and/or insubstantial. In fact GVN has already gone most of
way to meet them. What is necessary is that GVN so state clearly and
that it abide by such decision firmly before it is too late.
Risk of GVN yielding now far less than pursuing continued standoff position when, actually, there is very little of substance separating
GVN and responsible Buddhists. At present we believe situation has
gone so far that to regain public confidence a joint statement by GVN
and Buddhist leaders is needed to restore public confidence.
At same time we recognize risks to public order and safety if
public gatherings are permitted at this time and importance to GVN of
demonstrating that it is still in control of situation.
We therefore recommend that GVN seek work out joint communique to be issued with General Association making following points:
1. The five points suggested b Buddhists are considered as reasonable and pro er rights which t it ey and any other religious group
may exercise in s iet-Nam.
2. In order to avoid any further incidents which could endanger
innocent persons Buddhist leaders in their ca acity as representatives
of a religion which is op osed to violence an B the GVN as the guardian of public safety ask t Rat all loyal and virtuous citizens of Viet-Nam
refrain from an actions in public places which could harm innocent
persons. Until t ifIe situation is judged to be calmer Association leaders
and the GVN join in requesting that there be no further ublic processions or demonstrations by any religious group in Viet- If am. The right
to worship privately according to one’s beliefs in pa odas, temples, or
churches, and to own property, fly flags, enjoy free %om from unjustified arrest and to propagate religion will not be interfered with. All
discriminatory
laws and regulations will be romptly rescinded (the
nicety of having this done by National Assem i ly seems brushed aside
by Diem’s statement that Buddhists can count on Constitution, i.e. on
him.) Finally, as soon as the tensions caused by recent events have
relaxed, the privilege of conducting orderly reli ious processions
which do not endanger public safety may be free7y exercised. It is
recognized that religious
recessions constitute an outward manifestation of faith which shoul x be permitted so lon as they do not endaner the welfare of the community or damage t i?e essential unity of the
6 ietnamese people which has enabled them to survive throughout
history.
- 3. It has been a reed between the GVN and Association that a
ermanent National % eligious Council will be established which will
Rave the right and duty of consulting with the Government on all
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matters affecting religious freedom as defined under the Constitution.
This Council will have as members representatives of all established
sects, churches and denominations
which exist in Viet-Nam.
FYI-If Diem does not take prompt and effective steps to reestablish Buddhist confidence in him we will have to reexamine our entire
relationship with his regime. End FYI.
Rusk

168.

Telegram From the Embassy in Vietnam
of State ’

to the Department

Saigon, June 12,1963-2

p.m.

1161. Embassy telegram 1157. * Saw Thuan at 1130 for review of
Buddhist situation and found he had two concerns: Behavior of Buddhist leaders from Hue once they reach Saigon and lack of firm negotiating instructions on GVN side.
Buddhist leaders are due to arrive at 1:15 pm. They include Tri
Quang as well as those mentioned reftel. 3 Tri Quang has been real
spark plug of activities in Hue and is reputed to have considerable flair
as a demagogue. Thuan indicated GVN was worried that Hue delegation would not proceed promptly to conference table but devote themselves first to some agitation in Saigon. GVN concern was heightened
when they received word that group wants to walk into Saigon from
airport.
Re negotiating instructions, Thuan continues to believe that commission will get what it needs from President in way of concessions
but he admitted that certain unspecified essential points had not as yet
been firmly pinned down.
I told Thuan that I thought it essential in terms of US support that
GVN be prepared to make meaningful and substantial concessions to
the Buddhist demands. It was my assessment that GVN had consistently underestimated force and determination
of Buddhists. After first
talks with Buddhists last week, situation had quickly calmed down in
Hue, whereupon GVN had decided that danger had passed and they
’ Source: Department
of State, Central Files, SOC 14-1 S VIET. Confidential;
OperaImmediate;
Limit Distribution.
Repeated
to CINCPAC.
2 See footnote
5, Document
165.
3 In telegram
1157, Trueheart
reported
that the Buddhist negotiators
from Hue “will
include Khiet, Minh and Mat Nguyen.”
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could get away with reaffirmation
of minor concessions
already
granted and prevent further outburst by security measures. This was
situation as of June 10. Following regrettable incident on morning June
11, GVN had again begun to think of concessions.
(Thuan did not
disagree with any of this.) Now situation again appeared relatively
calm in Saigon. I hoped that GVN would not again conclude that it
can get out of this affair on the cheap. I did not think the Buddhists
would stand for this, and if they did not-and
possibly even if they
did-the
US wouldn’t,
in my opinion. I told him that Department was
withholding
statement (Deptel 1202) * but that one could be made very
quickly if developments warrant.
I told Thuan that I wanted to be very sure that President Diem
understood seriousness with which US regarded this matter and asked
whether it would not be a good idea for me to see him before decisions
taken on negotiating instructions.
Thuan at first said he thought it
would be best to let him handle it and call for help if he bogged down.
On reflection, however,
he suggested that I put in request through
regular channels to see the President this afternoon or tomorrow
morning. This I have done. He recommended
that I “talk as tough” to
President as I have to him.
No time has been set for commencement
negotiations.
GVN
would like to start this afternoon or at latest tomorrow,
in view of their
concerns about what Hue leaders are up to. However, latter will need
some time to get together with southern representatives
(still not
named) and I am inclined to doubt that talks will start before tomorrow.
Since dictating above, have received word Hue delegation arrived
as scheduled, proceeded from airport to Saigon by car and is now
installed at Xa Loi Pagoda.
Trueheart
’ Dated

June 11. (Department

of State, Central

Files, SOC 14-1

S WET)
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to the Department

Saigon, ]une 12, 1963-8

p.m.

1168. Deptel 1207.2 I opened meeting with President Diem by
saying that I had sought during recent days, in conversations with him
and with Thuan (who was also present), to emphasize gravity with
which my government regarded Buddhist situation. I had now received new instructions which went somewhat further than what I had
been saying. I then handed him a paper,3 unsigned and headed
“Memorandum,”
which contained a paraphrase of most of reftel. In
handing paper over I emphasized that I had not discussed it with
anyone.
President read paper carefully, and without any comment except
to ask for translation of word “reluctantly”.
When he had finished
reading, he handed paper to Thuan and sat in silence until Thuan had
finished.
Diem then began an exchange with Thuan in Vietnamese, at the
end of which Thuan said that the President wanted to point out that
any statement by the United States at this juncture would be disastrous for the negotiations with the Buddhists which he expected would
begin this evening or tomorrow morning. I pointed out that this was
well understood in Washington and I gave him a copy of yesterday’s
statement by Department Spokesman, 4 to effect that US did not want
to comment with negotiations in the offing.
Referring to point in suggested communique
about banning of
public processions by any religious group, Diem pointed out that
tomorrow, June 13, is the Fete de Dieu (Corpus Christi), that Catholic
processions were scheduled and indeed this was only day in religious
calendar on which Catholic liturgy prescribes processions. If he
banned them tomorrow, resentment of Catholics would be strong. I
explained to president that burden of my demarche was in first three
paragraphs of memorandum;
remainder was argumentation and a suggestion for a communique. I doubted that Washington had considered
the Fete de Dieu angle, but in any case the sentence to which he
referred was put in, I was sure, to provide a rationale for temporary
banning of Buddhist processions and demonstrations.
With regard to
tomorrow, he would have to decide whether to permit the Catholic
’ Source: Department
of State, Central Files, SOC 14-1 S VIET.
Immedidate;
Limit Distribution.
’ Document
167.
3 No copy of this paper has been found.
’ Not printed.
(National
Archives
and Records Administration,
of Department
of State News Briefings)

Secret;

Operational

RG 59, Transcripts
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processions,
taking into account the expected effect on public order
and on the negotiations
with the Buddhists,
I noted that, although
Catholics would doubtless resent the banning of their processions, the
gesture might be all the more appreciated by the Buddhists.
There was, rather surprisingly,
no further discussion of substance
of memorandum.
Diem said [he] would have to reflect on it and would
not, in any case, wish to take a decision until discussion with Buddhists had begun. I said that I had not expected an immediate reply
but asked if I could expect that he or Thuan would keep me informed
as discussions with Buddhists proceeded. He agreed.
Before leaving, I mentioned three items of information
which I
said had given me some concern: (1) A report that arrests were continuing June 11 in Danang and Hue. I thought it would be most regrettable if the authorities were retaliating against people involved in recent
demonstrations.
Diem did not reply but Thuan later told me that he
would
personally
look into report. (2) I understood
that some
Vietnamese authorities
(actually Minister of Interior, as I later told
Thuan) were considering
prosecuting
for murder persons who had
assisted bonze to cremate himself yesterday. Diem said he understood
other persons had assisted bonze to cover himself with gasoline and
had set fire to him. I said that I had talked to two eye witnesses who
saw bonze set fire to himself but, whatever
the facts, any action
against others involved would be a very grave mistake. Thuan later
said he would see to it that this idea was killed. (3) I had heard that
entry to Saigon from the provinces had been barred to all monks.
President and Thuan acknowledged
that this was so and said that they
considered it dangerous to public safety to permit bonzes to converge
on Saigon at this particular time. I said that the public safety was of
course his responsibility
and I did not press the point.
Meeting with Diem lasted less than an hour.
Later, in Thuan’s office, he told me he had had a very serious (he
called it climactic) conversation
with President at mid-day, in which
he had pressed President very hard to face facts and adopt conciliatory
posture. He thought he had had some success. He said that he had
emphasized to President that many people were afraid to tell him the
truth but that he, Thuan, considered that it was his duty to tell the
President “everything”
and he had proceeded to do so.
Comment: Department’s
instructions
could not have been more
timely, coming just before negotiations begin. They are of course very
strong medicine and will be very hard for Diem to take. 5 I would not
’ According
to a memorandum
for the record prepared
in the White House on June
14, President
Kennedy
was unaware
of the memorandum
conveyed
to Diem by
Trueheart
on June 12, on instructions
from the Department,
until it was summarized
by
the CIA in the President’s
Intelligence
Checklist
on June 14. “The President
noticed that
Diem has been threatened
with a formal statement
of disassociation.
He wants to be
Continued
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care to predict outcome, but I believe we can be satisfied that we have
done everything reasonably possible to get President Diem to save
himself.
It is obviously vital that there be no leaks about this latest move
and I am taking strictest precautions at this end.
Trueheart
absolutely
sure that no further
threats are made and no formal
statement
is made
without
his own personal approval.”
(Kennedy
Library,
National
Security Files, Chester
V. Clifton Series, President’s
Intelligence
Checklist)

170.

Telegram
of State’

From the Embassy in Vietnam

to the Department

Saigon, June 13, 1963-7 p.m.
1178. Embtel 1168.’ Following is situation as of 1500 on
GVN-Buddhist
negotiations.
1. Immediately
after arrival of Buddhist delegation June 12, Vice
President Tho sent them letter proposing that delegation meet with
GVN commission at 1800 same day. (This and other letters mentioned
this message cast in polite and respectful language.) Buddhists replied
that head bonze Khiet was very weak and tired as a result of 5-day fast
and flight to Saigon and would be “incapable of thinking or acting for
3 or 5 days, the more so since Buddhism is at present observing
mourning
(grand deuil) throughout
the country.” Letter proposed
meeting take place “on another day which would be more convenient.” Tho replied last night that his commission had proposed early
meeting because of desire expressed by Buddhists in a June 8 letter “to
proceed rapidly to a satisfactory arrangement.”
Tho went on to propose that meeting take place today, June 13, at an hour to be selected
by Khiet. Tho said commission considered that there would be many
disadvantages in deferring meeting; as for “grand deuil”, Tho said this
was a problem which should not be linked with the planned meeting
“especially in the present situation.”
’ Source: Department
of State, Central
Immediate;
Limit Distribution.
2 Supra.

Files, SOC

14-1

S WET.

Secret;

Operational
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2. Thuan informed me at lunch time that Buddhists have now
replied to Tho letter agreeing to meet tomorrow,
June 14, provided
GVN accepts in advance their ex parte version of agreement reached at
meeting of June 5, terms of which are set out in Buddhists’ letter.
3. According to Thuan, Buddhist version differs from what GVN
commission
understood had been agreed. GVN version exactly as he
had given it to me at the time (Embtel 1114). 3 Moreover, Buddhist
version amounts to acceptance of “5 points” in full plus broadening of
certain of them. Finally, Buddhists have implied that commission’s
acceptance June 5 agreement committed GVN, whereas it was ad
referendum,
as demonstrated
by fact Minh had insisted on returning
to Hue to put agreement before his principals, When I questioned
Thuan as to nature of additional Buddhist demands, he said that there
were several and some were complicated but he cited as examples that
(a) on flag issue, GVN would agree authorization
of local authorities
would not be required, (b) pagodas, which for centuries have been
community property in hamlets, should be “turned over to administration of Buddhists”
(Thuan said he himself was not sure what this
meant) and (c) on Law No. 10 Buddhists
proposed not only that
Assembly amend it, as had been agreed, but that in meantime President should amend it by decree.
4. Thuan said GVN commission,
which met this morning, was
disturbed over Buddhist insistence on getting full satisfaction before
coming to meeting. Commission
also felt obliged to set record straight
about June 5 agreement, particularly as they had described it to President in very different terms. Commission
was therefore meeting at
1500 to draft reply, which he thought would first set out GVN version
of June 5 agreement and propose that parties meet tomorrow to seek to
iron out differences.
5. I told Thuan that I did not think this was nearly good enough.
What we were talking about was dramatic, conciliatory move. Reply
he described would have appearance of careful preparation for bazaartype negotiation. Buddhists could use it as an excuse for breaking off
talks, if that was what they wanted to do. Moreover, differences between two versions, as he described them, did not seem to me to be of
great importance.
6. After some discussion-in
the course of which I sought to
revive yesterday’s
mood of urgency and in which Thuan did not
develop any other idea himself on how to deal with letter-I
suggested that commission’s
reply might state that, while Buddhists’ letter
does not accord in all respects with commission’s
understanding
of
June 5 agreement, commission
in spirit of amity and in interests of
moving forward accepts Buddhists’ statement of agreement in princi’ Document 155.
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ple and as basis for discussion. Letter could also refer to need for
clarification of certain points, if that was the case, Such a reply, it
seemed to me, would be difficult for Buddhists to reject and was in
keeping with spirit of conciliation and with object of restoring Buddhists’ confidence in GVN. I reminded Thuan also that while GVN
and Buddhists were busy writing letters to each other, possibility of
incidents was ever present, whereas I felt there was less chance of this
while parties were actually at conference table. Thuan seemed immediately attracted by my suggestion and said without further discussion
that he would proceed to try to sell it and let me hear from him later
this afternoon. 4
7. In reply to my question as to whether there had been any
reaction to memorandum
I left with President yesterday, Thuan said it
was still being “studied”.
Trueheart
’ Trueheart
cabled the Department
2 hours later to report:
“Thuan
telephoned
me at 8:30 p.m.-believe
he had been with Diem until that
time-to
say that reply being sent to Buddhists
would quote from a previous
Buddhist
letter passage stating that agreement
not reached at June 5 meeting and would go on to
propose
meeting
at 9 a.m. tomorrow
morning.
My suggestion
paragraph
6 reference
telegram
not accepted, Thuan said. On other hand, GVN had apparently
not found it
necessary to include in reply its own version of June 5 agreement.”
(Telegram
1180 from
Saigon, June 13; Department
of State, Central Files, SOC 14-1 S WET)

171.

Minutes of a Meeting of the Special Group for
Counterinsurgency,
Washington, June 13,1963,2 p.m.’

PRESENT
Governor
Harriman,
The Attorney
General, Mr. Gilpatric,
Taylor, Mr. Murrow,
Mr. Forrestal,
Mr. Colby vice Mr.
General Krulak was present for Item 1
Mr. Koren was present for Items 1, 2, and 3
Mr. Bowling was present for Item 4
Mr. Maechling
was present for the meeting

’ Source:
451, Special
participants.

Department
Group
(CI).

Mr. Bell, General
McCone

of State, Special Group
Counterinsurgency
Secret. Drafted
by Dingeman
who is not

Files: Lot 68 D
listed among the
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1. Southeast Asia Status Report
Viet-Nam Mr. Koren commented that the Vietnamese action to
follow through on funding of CI project has been most encouraging.
About 64% of the rural population has been incorporated
into the
strategic hamlet program, and the hamlets now completed are over
one-half of the projected goal. The press has reacted favorably to
recent efforts to brief them on military operations.
The Group reviewed the Buddhist problem and expressed concern over the hesitancy of the Vietnamese Government
to take action to ease the situation. It was acknowledged
that the situation could rapidly become
more serious, but that the Country Team is handling the situation
well.
Mr. Bell inquired about the validity of the number of returnees
reflected in the status report, and what follow-through
procedures are
utilized to convert them into useful citizens. He observed that if good
results have been achieved in this program, these facts should be
exploited in the press. The Group requested State to submit a report on
the results achieved in this program. ’
In response to Mr. Gilpatric’s question on what else is being done
in the Montagnard program, Mr. Koren stated that we are distributing
food, medicine, and clothing to the tribesmen.
Mr. Gilpatric commented that if we have a good story to tell on this program, it should
be brought to the attention of the press. The Group requested State to
submit a report on the successes achieved in this program. 3
[Here follow discussion of Thailand and Cambodia under item 1;
and items 2, “Progress
Report on Internal Plan for Cambodia”;
3,
“Progress Report on Internal Defense Plan for Thailand”; 4, “Followup Report on Iran”; and 5, “Miscellaneous”.]
James W. Dingeman
Executive Secretary
*No such report has been found.
On June 20, Robert H. Johnson of the Policy
Planning
Council
addressed
a memorandum
to Rostow,
in which he questioned
the
success of the returnee
program
as reflected
by the statistics released by the South
Vietnamese
Government.
Johnson had discussed the program
with a member
of the
British mission in South Vietnam
and concluded:
“While
there has been an impressive
increase in surrenders
under the surrender
program
the overwhelming
portion
of these are not true VC, but individuals
who have
come out of VC areas. It is impossible
to determine
how many VC have surrendered
but
one estimate
is that not more than 20 out of a total of several thousand
who have
surrendered
since the announcement
of the surrender
policy are VC. The government
had done nothing to develop
a program
of rehabilitation
of surrendered
VC.” (Ibid., S/P
Files: Lot 70 D 199, Chron File-Robert
H. Johnson-1963-Jan-June)
’ On June 19, Henry L.T. Koren circulated
a memorandum
to the Special Group for
Counterinsurgency
which summarized
U.S. efforts with the Montagnards.
(Ibid., Special
Group Counterinsurgency
Files: Lot 68 D 451, Special Group (CI))
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to the Department

Saigon, June 14,1963-4

p.m.

1182. CINCPAC for POLAD. Thuan telephoned me at home at
lunch time, in an obviously jubilant mood. GVN-Buddhist
meeting
this morning had gone well. * All preliminaries
(preambles) had been
disposed of and full agreement reached on first of five Buddhist demands (flags). Thuan said this was most difficult of five pointspresumably he meant for GVN-and
he thought remainder could be
agreed this afternoon or at latest tomorrow morning.
Meanwhile, chief bonze Khiet is sending out nationwide order
this afternoon calling on all Buddhists to avoid all manifestations and
incidents, in view of favorable progress of talks with GVN. For its part,
GVN commission, on order of President (Thuan stressed this point), is
directing GVN authorities throughout country to suppress all barriers
around temples, and so forth, taking care only to be on alert against
VC incidents. Thuan thought VC likely to move when they saw
GVN-Buddhist
agreement was imminent. (I am inclined to agree with
him.)
At conclusion meetings, Thuan said there would be a joint press
conference.
Buddhist delegation is headed by Thien Minh, who represented
Central Region at June 5 talks and who has full powers in writing from
Khiet, according to Thuan. Other members are Tam Chau, Due Ngiep,
Tien Hoa, and Huyen Quang. Tri Quang is alternate delegate but he
was not present this morning’s meeting. This is puzzling and conceivably ominous. Fact Khiet did not appear in person perhaps explained
on protocol grounds; possibly he is waiting to be received by Diem at
end of drama.
More details as available. 3
Trueheart
’ Source: Department
of State, Central Files, SOC 14-l S WET. Secret; Operational
Immediate;
Limit Distribution.
Repeated to CINCPAC.
2 According
to telegram
1184 from Saigon, June 14, 5 p.m, the Buddhist
delegation
and the Vice President’s
commission
met in the morning
in the Vice President’s
office,
and reconvened
for further discussion
at 3 p.m. (Ibid.)
3 At 8:30 p.m. Thuan informed
Trueheart
that negotiations
continued
to go well in
the afternoon,
with full agreement
reached
on the second Buddhist
demand,
which
called for the revision
of Decree No. 10. Negotiations
on the remaining
Buddhist
demands gave over at that point to a joint consideration
of measures
to counter
an
anticipated
effort by the Viet Cong to exploit
the funeral
services for Quang
Due.
(Telegram
1187 from Saigon, June 14; ibid.) On June 12, the South Vietnamese
National
Assembly
had established
a special committee
to examine ways to revise Decree No. 10.
(Telegram
1170 from Saigon, June 13; ibid.)
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From Prince Sihanouk

III

to President

Kennedy’

Phnom Penh, June 14, 1963.
161/SPU/T.
For several years now we have followed with sorrow
the development of the exceedingly cruel religious persecution of the
monks and faithful of the Cambodian Buddhist community
in South
Viet-Nam.
In vain, we have attempted to alert international
public
opinion.
Today, this persecution has overtaken the Vietnamese Buddhists
themselves. Their nonviolent protests and the heroic act of martyrdom
of the venerable Thich Quang Due have roused the conscience of the
world. Through my voice, Cambodia, where Buddhism is a State religion, and the Cambodian people, deeply moved by the suffering of the
Buddhists of South Viet-Nam, beg Your Excellency to intercede with
the full force of your moral prestige and that of your country to the
end that the Catholic South Vietnamese Government may accord Buddhists the right to practice freely their religion of peace and brotherhood.
Here in Southeast Asia, where the coexistence of all religions had
been established in an atmosphere of reciprocal tolerance and esteem,
it rests with the great powers to bring back to reason a government
that has revived religious conflicts that had been quiescent for more
than a century.

Norodom

Sihanouk

’ Source: Department
of State, Central
Files, SOC 14-1 S WET. A copy of the
original French text is ibid. A notation
on the French text indicates that the telegram
was
sent by MacKay
Radio. In telegram
964 from Phnom
Penh, June 14, the Embassy
reported
that Agence Khmere Presse in Phnom Penh had published
in that day’s issue
the text of Prince Sihanouk’s
message to President
Kennedy,
along with the texts of
similar telegrams
sent by Sihanouk
to U.N. Secretary-General
U Thant, British Prime
Minister
Macmillan,
French President
De Gaulle, and Indian President
Radhakrishnan.
Ambassador
Sprouse reported
that the Foreign Ministry
also told him the Cambodian
Government
had given a diplomatic
note to the South Vietnamese
Charge in Phnom
Penh expressing
concern over events in Vietnam
following
the deaths in May of Buddhists in Hue. (Ibid.) On June 18, Ceylonese
Prime Minister
Bandaranaike
also sent a
letter to President
Kennedy
expressing
concern over developments
in South Vietnam,
and requesting
that the United States use its good offices to enable the Buddhist
majority in South Vietnam
to enjoy the right to practice their religion.
(Ibid.) And on June 28,
the Representatives
at the United Nations
of Cambodia,
Ceylon,
and Nepal called on
the U.S. Delegation
at the United Nations
to express mounting
concern over religious
difficulties
in South Vietnam.
(Telegram
4686 from USUN, June 28; ibid.)
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of State to the Embassy in

Washington, June 14, 1963-4:43

p.m.

1225. Embte11182, 1184, 1187; Phnom Penh’s 964 to Dept.’ Dept
pleased note results reported reftel. You are to be congratulated.
Unfortunate
New York Times story (septel)3 stating U.S. has
warned Diem it will publicly condemn his treatment Buddhists unless
he takes prompt action to meet their grievances will not be carried
VOA. In response press queries here at noon press briefing today Dept
spokesman stated this was speculative story on which he had no
comment. Stated we following this sensitive internal issue very closely
and were in touch with GVN officials. Pointed out Diem had set up
GVN committee to meet Buddhist leaders in effort resolve this serious
question. There were two meetings yesterday with apparently encouraging results, In reply query whether we would make statement
spokesman replied we had made clear our concern. Queried as to why
story described as speculative spokesman replied it was. Queried as to
whether it was inaccurate spokesman replied “No”.
You authorized confirm to GVN under instructions that there has
been no U.S. public official statement and that unfortunate New York
Times story gives us most serious concern. There has been no change
in our policy of supporting GVN and are gratified by news reported
reftel.
If issues are resolved between GVN and Buddhists and there is
joint press conference, would be helpful if Buddhist leaders could in
turn express solidarity with GVN against VC aggression. Leave handling this matter to your good judgement.
Re 1184. Assume funeral will be June 16 and not June 23 as stated
reftel. If reftel correct, please confirm.
Re 1187. Would you consider discussing with GVN whether
prominent GVN officials should offer participate in funeral. Realize
likely go against grain for them attend funeral of man who died
I Source: Department
of State, Central Files, SOC 14-l S VIET. Secret; Operational
Immediate.
Drafted
by Wood and cleared by Rice and Forrestal.
Repeated to CINCPAC
for POLAD.
’ Regarding
telegrams
1184 and 1187, see footnotes
2 and 3, respectively,
to telegram 1182, Document
172. Regarding
telegram
964, see footnote
1, supra.
‘Telegram
1222 to Saigon, June 14, 1:06 p.m., summarized
an article by Max
Frankel
which appeared
on the front page of The New York Times on June 14, entitled
“U.S. Warns South Viet-Nam
on Demands
of Buddhists.”
The article reported
that the
Kennedy
government
had warned
President
Diem that it would publicly
condemn
his
treatment
of Buddhists
unless he took prompt
action to meet their grievances.
Frankel
added that U.S. diplomats
had told the South Vietnamese
Government
in blunt terms
that continuing
Buddhist
dissatisfaction
could become politically
disastrous,
(Department of State, Central Files, SOC 14-1 S VIET)
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protesting GVN actions. On other hand this would be eloquent mark
GVN-Buddhists
understanding
achieved at meetings and reduce effectiveness possible VC attempt stir crowd into actions demonstrating
Buddhists opposition to GVN. In view NYT story fully realize you may
wish make no demarches to GVN at this time.

Rusk

175.

Telegram
Vietnam’

From the Department

of State to the Embassy in

Washington, June 14,1963--11
1219. Re contingency plan enclosed
Hilsman 3 suggest you consider:

p.m. *

in May 23 letter Nolting

to

1. Means whereby word [can] be gotten to Vice President that
while there is no change in U.S. policy of supporting Diem, we want
Tho to know that in event situation arises due to internal political
circumstances
(in which US would play no part) where Diem definitely unable act as President and only in this situation we would want
to back Tho as constitutional
successor and that we would assume he
would need military support. In view present precarious situation it
would seem worthwhile
to run risk delivering such message now
assuming Tho would not likely consider it in his interest to inform
anyone else. We would have to tell Tho that if word leaked we would
flatly deny. Assume message would have to be delivered directly by
American official who had some reason for seeing Tho. You may wish
consider whether it would be preferable to say this directly to Diem.
2. Suggest you consider steps gradually increase covert and overt
contacts with non-supporters
of GVN. In present situation this should
only be done if you feel our (overt or covert) contacts with those who
might play major roles in event of coup are now inadequate.
’ Source: Washington
National
Records Center, RG 84, Saigon Embassy Files: FRC
68 A 51 59, SGN(63)
19 GVN. Top Secret; Eyes Only. Drafted
by Wood and cleared by
Hilsman and Harriman.
’ Due to a delay in servicing,
this telegram was not received in Saigon until June 16.
Another
copy of the telegram
indicates
that it was sent on June 14 at lo:25 a.m.
(Kennedy
Library,
National
Security Files, Vietnam Country
Series, 6/63)
’ Document
133.
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Telegram From the Embassy in Vietnam
of State ’

to the Department

Saigon, June 15,1963-2

p.m.

1189. CINCPAC for POLAD. Department telegram 1225.2 Saw
Thuan 1230. He was deeply distressed and angry at NYT story. Said at
first it would “ruin” negotiations.
Thuan reported talks with Buddhists this morning had made little
progress. Buddhists had in fact asked unaccountably that meetings be
adjourned until Monday, but under GVN prodding finally showed up
hour late. Thuan now thought they had gotten word of N’YT story (this
entirely possible as US press fully aware from their headquarters).
I told Thuan I saw nothing to do at this point but press for quick
agreement. He asked for our help. Could I state publicly that there has
been no change in our policy of supporting GVN and that U.S. is
gratified at reported progress yesterday? I said I would have to request
instructions and could not be sure Dept would authorize such statement in present context. I would nevertheless inquire.
I cannot of course guarantee that statement will have any effect
on negotiations. It would take some of curse off this affair in GVN
eyes. Statement would have no value unless I can make it on explicit
instructions. Please instruct. 3
Trueheart
’ Source: Department
of State, Central Files, SOC 14-1 S WET.
Repeated
to CINCPAC.
A note on another
copy of this telegram
President
read it. (Kennedy
Library,
National
Security Files, Vietnam

Secret; Emergency.
indicates
that the
Country
Series, 6/

63)

2 Document
174.
3 The Department
responded,
in telegram
1228 to Saigon, June 15, sent out emergency
at 3:22 a.m: “You may state publicly
there has been no change in U.S. policy of
supporting
GVN and U.S. gratified
at progress thus far reported.”
(Department
of State,
Central
Files, DEF 19-2 US-S MET) Trueheart
reported,
however,
in telegram
1192
from Saigon, June 15, 7 p.m., that Thuan had informed
him at 6:30 p.m. that negotiations with the Buddhist
delegation
had been successfully
concluded,
and Trueheart
felt
that, in light of that development,
it was no longer necessary
to make the statement.
(Ibid.,
SOC 14-1 S WET)
Continued
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Telegram From the Embassy in Vietnam
of State ’

to the Department

Saigon, June 16,1963-4

p.m.

1193. CINCPAC for POLAD. Following are today’s developments
on Buddhist problem.
1. GVN and Buddhists issued joint communique
announcing
agreement on five Buddhist demands. Communique
signed by members Buddhist delegation and GVN Interministerial
Committee and by
President Diem and supreme leader of Vietnamese Buddhists, Thich
Tuch Khiet. Text read over radio this morning. Text being sent septel. ’
2. Bonze Khiet also announced early this morning that rites for
dead bonze postponed for “many reasons, particularly organizational
difficulties”. News of postponement circulated by sound trucks near
pagodas and by hand bill. However, many people gathered at pagodas
and along anticipated route of cortege. Postponement apparently due
to disagreement between GVN and Buddhists over size and character
of funeral ceremony. Bonzes desired large impressive procession while
GVN, for reasons public order among others, desired simple ceremony
with limited number participants. Date of funeral not as yet announced.
3. Catholic Archbishop Paul Nguyen Van Binh of Saigon published pastoral letter reminding parishioners that Church and State
must remain separate.
4. Police quelled sizable riot instigated by approximately
250 students among crowd estimated at 2000 persons gathered at intersection
of Phan Than Gian and Le Van Duyet Streets. Riot began at about
0915 hours when students made rush on police cordoning off area
around Xa Loi Pagoda. Youths threw thousands of rocks at police and
latter employed tear gas and water from fire trucks. No bonzes involved in fighting. Demonstration was brought under control by police
at about 1100. GVN communique later blamed incident on “extremist
elements” (VC not mentioned) and loud speakers at Xa Loi now carrying Buddhist announcement
to same effect and requesting people to
remain calm. Communique
also states thirty police were injured and
hospitalized while no demonstrators were gravely injured or hospitalized. (Embassy officers present throughout this riot and report no
On June 17, Foreign
Minister
Mau called in Trueheart
to discuss handling
press
queries growing
out of the story in The New York Times. Mau noted a report that the
State Department
spokesman
had confirmed
the story, and Trueheart
explained
that the
report was inaccura’te.
(Telegram
1196 from Saigon, June 17; ibid.)
’ Source: Deuartment
of State, Central Files, SOC 14-1 5 VIET. Limited Official Use;
Operational
Imm’ediate.
Repeated to CINCPAC.
’ See infra.
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doubt whatsoever it provoked by crowd not police.) As of mid-morning all military units in Capital Military District were on full alert on
outskirts of city and available for immediate
deployment,
but not
used. 3
5. Between 0600 to 0830 approximately
300 paramilitary
and
regular members of Women’s Solidarity Movement gathered at their
headquarters to hear broadcast over loud speaker of WSM resolution
of June 7 and appeal by Madame Nhu for members to abide by spirit
this resolution. Madame Nhu did not appear in person.
6. Today’s edition of Times of Vietnam carries VNP text of statement signed by thirty ranking military officers pledging to “close ranks
behind Ngo Dinh Diem to defend constitution and the Republic”.
Trueheart
3 The Daily Staff Summary,
circulated
to principal
officers in the Department
of
State on June 17, drew on an Associated
Press report of the riot, and described it as “the
most violent
anti-Government
outburst
in South Viet-Nam
in years.”
The Staff Summary noted that order was restored
“with
tear gas, clubs, and shots fired in the air.”
“one
person reportedly
was killed and some Buddhists
According
to the Staff Summary,
and policemen
injured.”
(Department
of State, Top Secret and Secret Summaries:
Lot 65
D 142)

178.

Editorial

Note

On June 16 in Saigon, the Interministerial
Committee of the Government of Vietnam and the Buddhist Delegation issued a joint communique on flying the Buddhist and national flags and on essential
religious activities. The communique noted the debates held between
the Interministerial
Committee and the General Association of Buddhists of Vietnam June 14-16 “to seek a satisfactory resolution for the
five demands” presented by the Buddhists. The following points were
agreed on:
1. The conditions and circumstances for flyin the national flag
and the religious fla . “The national flag, the sym %01 of the spirit of
the nation, should a Pways be respected and be put at its appropriate
place.”
2. A decision to “detach religious associations from the regulations of Ordinance No. 10 and set up new regulations suitable to the
particular characteristics concerning the activities essential to these
religious associations.“ The communiqu& noted that the National Assembly would consult with the religious associations concerning these
new regulations.
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3. Establishment of a “committee
of investi ation to re-examine
the dossier of Buddhist complaints” concerning t1 e arrest and detention of Buddhists. In addition, “all those who are involved in the
movement” would receive a Presidential pardon,
4. The right to practice “normal and purely religious activities”
within the boundar of the pagodas or the headquarters of the General
Association of Bud Bhists without permission from the overnment.
5. An investigation to determine responsibility
Bor the incidents
since May 8, and punishment for those government officials responsible.
President Diem signed the communique under a paragraph that
have been apreads: “The articles written in this joint communique
proved in principle by me from the beginning.”
For full text of the communique,
see American Foreign Policy:
Current Documents, 1963, pages 856-859. A copy was transmitted in
telegram 1194 from Saigon, June 16. (Department of State, Central
Files, SOC 14-l S VIET)

179.

Telegram
of State’

From the Embassy in Vietnam

to the Department

Saigon, June 16,1963-S

p.m.

1195. Deptel 1219 ’ delayed due servicing and just received. Without speculating on actions which might have seemed advisable had
message been received promptly, I do not think it would be wise to
take any action now on numbered paragraph 1. At this time, we have
formal agreement between GVN and Buddhist leadership and outward calm thoughout the country, following a relatively minor outburst in Saigon this morning. Moreover, notwithstanding
that my
misgivings about Ngo family including Diem have greatly increased
during last two weeks, I am still not impressed by the competition, nor
do I think are any of my colleagues American or foreign.
Our best move at this juncture-and
one I propose to make unless
otherwise instructed-is
to press Diem directly and indirectly to accept
Buddhist crisis as blessing in disguise and to use agreement reached as
stepping stone to concessions to other groups (before they demand
them). The whole operation would be keyed to building up popular
’ Source: Department
Eyes Only.
2 Document
175.

of State, Central

Files, SOC

14-1

S VIET. Top Secret;

Priority;
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support for regime prior to August parliamentary elections and importantly also to making sure that paper undertakings to Buddhists are
carried out in full measure.
This scheme will doubtless be regarded as naive by anyone who
knows this country (and it is certainly the longest of shots). Moreover,
I fear that my own ability to put it across may have been diminished
by my actions on Buddhist affair and that GVN confidence in our
ability to carry out private diplomacy is gravely undermined by NY
Times story. I nevertheless think that we should give this approach a
fair try. If we find Diem in a mood to freeze up, rather than move
forward, then I think his days are indeed numbered and we must
begin to make moves along the lines of para 1, Deptel 1219.
Re para 2, there are no bars whatsoever on contacts and we are
receiving just now a surfeit of coup talk and anti-regime comment. It is
to be expected in such circumstances that one is never in contact with
the people (if any) who really mean business, but we have all the lines
out that we know how to put out and have had for some days.
However, everyone is as usual under strict instructions not to encourage coup talk and to meet any that arises with firm statement of
US support for GVN.
For time being I am not discussing Deptel 1219 with anyone but
Manfull.
Trueheart

